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A code for 𝛾-ray and 𝜈 signals from dark matter structures
We hope you will enjoy using CLUMPY whether you are:
• an experimental astroparticle physicist looking for J-factors or synthetic 2D 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 skymaps from dark matter
decay or annihilation, to calculate your instrumental sensitivity or to use in model/template analyses;
• a theoretical astroparticle physicist wishing to explore the 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 flux in the Galaxy, dSphs, or galaxy clusters
for your preferred particle physics model;
• an astrophysicist working on the DM content of dSphs and wishing to perform a Jeans analysis on your kinematic
data;
• a cosmologist wishing to compute halo mass functions for any cosmology, redshift, and overdensity definition
∆.
If you want to have a quick overview whether CLUMPY serves for your purposes, have a look at the Introduction and
browse the clumpy executable: options and plots section or the Picture gallery. If you have decided to use CLUMPY,
download it from the GitLab repository and consult the Download and Installation section. Start using it from our
Quick start tutorial and learn more about of the various modules of CLUMPY in the Physics and equations section. An
automatically generated PDF version of this documentation can be retrieved here.
If you use CLUMPY, please cite the CLUMPY publications by Charbonnier et al. (2012), Bonnivard et al. (2016), and
Hütten et al. (2018).
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ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Physics goals
CLUMPY is dedicated to the calculation of 𝛾-ray or neutrino signals from annihilating and decaying astrophysical Dark
Matter. Dark matter haloes are present at many scales (sub-Galactic, Galactic, cluster scale). The Galactic centre is
the obvious location for indirect detection of dark matter annihilation. However, it is plagued by a large background
of astrophysical sources. Other potentially promising targets are dSphs, dark clumps of the Galactic halo, gradients
of the smooth halo (towards but slightly offset the Galactic centre), galaxy clusters, or the overall diffuse extragalactic
emission.
For this reason, several modules are available in CLUMPY, to deal with all the above situations. Each module is reached
by using the appropriate flag in the command line. Specific formats for user-defined ASCII input files are also required,
depending on the options used. Help for the various options and allowed parameters are designed to be self-explaining.
Specifically, CLUMPY addresses the following physics problems of indirect dark matter annihilation/decay signals:
J-factors
Calculate astrophysical J- and D-factors from a spherical or triaxial DM distribution in the
Galaxy (smooth, mean and/or drawn subhaloes) and/or for extragalactic haloes;
Fluxes
Calculate 𝛾-ray/𝜈 fluxes for Galactic and/or extragalactic contributions, combining the astrophysical factor and the particle physics factor;
Jeans analysis
Perform a Jean analysis to reconstruct DM profiles from kinematic data (𝜒2 analysis or
MCMC analysis) and to calculate the associated J-factors, i.e., integrating the collisionless
Boltzmann equation in spherical symmetry, assuming steady-state and negligible rotational
support. This relates the dynamics of a collisionless tracer population (e.g., stars in a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy or galaxies in a galaxy cluster) to the underlying gravitational potential.
For a detailed description of the physics problem, go to Section 6.

1.2 Ingredients
J-factor and flux calculations require many inputs from particle physics, cosmology, structure formation, DM halo
distributions, etc. This is detailed in this documentation and in the CLUMPY publications. These inputs are handled
by parametrisations and their associated keywords, and they describe for instance:
(Sub-)haloes
Profile parametrisations (Zhao, NFW, Einasto, etc.), concentration-mass dependence (Bullock, Moliné, etc.),. . .
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Extragalactic
Cosmology parameters, mass distribution (Press-Schechter, Tinker, etc.), absorption
(Finke, Franceschini, etc.), . . .
Jeans analysis
Light profile (Plummer, Zhao, etc.), anisotropy profile (constant, Osipkov, etc.), . . .
Skymaps
Integration angle, smoothing (by Gaussian PSF), angular power spectrum (APS), . . .

1.3 Release history
We provide below as tarballs previous CLUMPY releases and bug fixes, and the associated publications. However, if not
for specific demands, always use the last release version from the git repository!
• v1 (or v11.09): Charbonnier, Combet, and Maurin, CPC 183, 656 (2012) – CLUMPY: a code for 𝛾-ray signals
from dark matter structures.
– 09/2011: (v1) 2011.09 (CPC release)
– 01/2012: (v1) 2011.09_corr2 (ROOT 2D replaced by log-log interpolation)
– 08/2014: (v1) 2011.09_corr3 (updated for clang++ and option -g7, -g8, and -h5)
– 03/2015: (v1) 2011.09_corr4 (bug fix gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS and gal. clumps)
• v2 or v15.06: Bonnivard, Hütten, Nezri, Charbonnier, Combet, and Maurin, CPC 200, 336 (2016) – CLUMPY:
Jeans analysis, 𝛾-ray and 𝜈 fluxes from dark matter (sub-)structures.
– 06/2015: (v2) 2015.06 (CPC submission)
– 07/2015: (v2) 2015.06_corr1 (bootstrap Jeans, HEALPix instal., more pop. study plots)
– 11/2015: (v2) 2015.06_corr2 (bug fix decay lifetime, keywords for integrated flux)
• v3 or v18.06: Hütten, Combet, and Maurin (2018) – CLUMPY v3: 𝛾-ray and 𝜈 signals from dark matter at all
scales.
– 06/2018: (v3.0.0) 2018.06 (CPC submission)
See publication for an overview of the new features. Major bug fixes w.r.t. v2:
– When calculating subhalo structural parameters from a mass-concentration relation 𝑐Δ (𝑚Δ ) in ∆ = 200,
the transformation to ∆vir was incorrect, overestimating annihilation J-factors/luminosities and the signal
from unresolved substructure by a factor ∼ 3. Fixed since v3.0.0.
– Fixed (since v3.0.0) error in neutrino mixing angle components 𝑈22 and 𝑈3𝑖 .

1.4 Developers/contacts
For any question, or if you believe that you have a module that would be a bonus for a future CLUMPY release, feel free
to contact us to discuss the matter:
• Céline Combet (DM distributions, clump drawing, extragalactic module)
• Moritz Hütten (HEALPix/FITS implementation, APS, I/O interfaces, extragalactic module)
• David Maurin (project coordinator)
Past contributors
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• Vincent Bonnivard (Jeans analysis module in v2)
• Aldée Charbonnier (wrote unreleased v0)
• Emmanuel Nezri (particle physics module in v2)

1.4. Developers/contacts
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CHAPTER

TWO

PICTURE GALLERY

For many examples of ROOT pop-up graphics, see also clumpy executable: options and plots.

2.1 Figures from publications

Fig. 2.1: J-factor map of a generic dSph DM halo with substructure in 𝛾-rays from DM annihilation for different
instrumental resolutions. Figure published in Charbonnier et al. and .
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Fig. 2.2: Annihilation J-factor estimation of the classical and ultrafaint dSphs. Figure published in .

Fig. 2.3: MCMC/Jeans re-analysis of the J-factor of the Segue I dSph. Figure published in .

Fig. 2.4: Full-sky maps of the 𝛾-ray emission from Galactic DM (resolved substructures, resolved + unresolved substructures, and total emission). Figure published in .
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Fig. 2.5: Angular power spectrum from Galactic dark matter substructure. Figure published in .

2.2 Other pictures from CLUMPY

2.2. Other pictures from CLUMPY
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Fig. 2.6: Galactic subhalo d𝐽/dΩ 2D profiles with and without sub-substructure. Figure published in .
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Fig. 2.7: Comparison of mass functions in different cosmologies. Figure published in .

2.2. Other pictures from CLUMPY
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Fig. 2.8: 2D triaxial annihilation d𝐽/dΩ model (arbitrary Euler angles and semiaxes) of the Perseus cluster w/o resolved
subhaloes, based on , displayed over a DSS map with .
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Fig. 2.9: Same as above, but displayed with .

2.2. Other pictures from CLUMPY
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Fig. 2.10: MCMC fit of the Draco dSph with 5 parameters (see CLUMPY’s jeansMCMC executable \tt jeansMCMC
and Statistical analysis: \tt -s -s2).
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Fig. 2.11: d𝐽/dΩ skymap of a clumpy Galactic DM halo in a 20∘ × 10∘ field of view close to the Galactic centre.

2.2. Other pictures from CLUMPY
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CHAPTER

THREE

PUBLICATIONS AND DATA FILES

We only report below publications co-authored by a CLUMPY developer.

3.1 Dark haloes
1. DM substructure modelling and sensitivity of the CTA to Galactic dark halos.
2. 𝛾-ray and 𝜈 searches for dark matter subhalos in the Milky Way with a baryonic potential.
Subhalo skymaps and catalogs available upon request to clumpy@lpsc.in2p3.fr.

3.2 Dwarf spheroidal galaxies
1. DM in the classical dSphs: a robust constraint on the J-factor for 𝛾-ray flux calculations.

2. DM profiles and annihilation in dSphs: prospectives for 𝛾-ray observatories.
J-factor 68% and 95% confidence levels for various integration angles
3. DM annihilation and decay in dSphs: The classical and ultrafaint dSphs.
J- and D-factor 68% and 95% confidence levels for various integration angles
4. DM annihilation and decay profiles for the Reticulum II dSph galaxy.
J-factor 68% and 95% confidence levels for various integration angles
D-factor 68% and 95% confidence levels for various integration angles
DM profile best-fit parameters for Reticulum II (not in the publication)
5. Spherical Jeans analysis for DM indirect detection in dSph galaxies - impact of physical parameters and
triaxiality.
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DM profile best-fit parameters for all dSphs analyzed (not in the publication)
6. Contamination of stellar-kinematic samples and uncertainty about DM annihilation profiles in ultrafaint
dSphs: the example of Segue I.

7. Magellan/M2FS Spectroscopy of Tucana 2 and Grus 1.

3.3 Galaxy clusters
1. Decaying DM: stacking analysis of galaxy clusters to improve on current limits.
Decay (D) astrophysical factor for all objects of the MCXC catalog
2. :math:`gamma`-rays from annihilating DM in galaxy clusters: stacking versus single source analysis.
Annihilation astrophysical factor (J) for all objects of the MCXC catalog
3. Disentangling cosmic-ray and dark-matter induced :math:`gamma`-rays in galaxy clusters.

3.4 Extragalactic
1. Extragalactic diffuse :math:`gamma`-rays from DM annihilation: revised prediction and full modelling
uncertainties.
Parameter files to recompute all annihilation spectra considered in the article
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CHAPTER

FOUR

DOWNLOAD AND INSTALLATION

The CLUMPY package is written in C/C++ (but no classes) for UNIX systems (Linux, Mac OSX) and is interfaced with
several third-party softwares. Some are mandatory, other optional to be installed before proceeding to the CLUMPY
installation.
Warning: Currently, CLUMPY does not compile on newest Mac OSX systems with M1/M2 chips. We are working
on fixing this issue.

4.1 Third-party softwares
• To install (mandatory)
1. GSL (Gnu scientific library): we recommend installing the package for your distribution with a
package manager (or, if needed, install it locally).
Note: You have to install the development files gsl-devel for the header files to include.
2. CFITSIO (handle FITS files): we recommend installing the package for your distribution with a
package manager. If it does not exist for your system, download it and install it by hand (see the
Troubleshooting section if you face problems with a manual CFITSIO installation).
Note:
You can use a local CFITSIO installation outside the common system include and library directories. In this case, you have to set the environmental variables
CFITSIO_LIB_DIR and CFITSIO_INC_DIR pointing to your CFITSIO library/include file
directories to make cmake finding it. Also, you may add CFITSIO_LIB_DIR to your
LD_LIBRARY_PATH:
$ export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$CFITSIO_LIB_DIR:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
$ export DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH=$CFITSIO_LIB_DIR:$DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH ␣
˓→*[Mac OSX only]*

• Shipped with the code (no need to install!)
– HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelisation): a frozen version of this library (version 3.31)
is shipped with the code, and internally built at compilation, so you no longer have to worry about how to
install it.
• Optional packages
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1. ROOT CERN library for displays and random drawing clumps from multivariate distributions. The easiest
way to install it on your system is via your package manager (apt-get, dnf, or brew, etc.), and do not forget
the development (-devel) packages. Alternatively, you may want to compile locally ROOT. To do so,
download a version and follow the configuration/compilation instructions to build ROOT. In addition, in
the latter case, do not forget to define the ROOTSYS environment variable, e.g., in your ~/.bashrc).
2. GreAT (Grenoble Analysis Toolkit): if you want to run MCMC/Jeans analyses, currenty, you have to install
(compile) the GreAT software, to be downloaded from the GreAT repository on GitLab.
Warning: GreAT is not actively developed anymore. Even if you follow installation instructions in the
GreAT repository, compilation may not be possible on newer systems. To compile GreAT with c++17
compilers, please see the Troubleshooting section.
After having compiled GreAT, before configuring CLUMPY with cmake, you have to set the environmental
variable GREAT and do (e.g., in your ~/.bashrc):
$ export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$GREAT/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
$ export DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH=$GREAT/lib:$DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH

*[Mac OSX only]*

Note: GreAT iself depends on ROOT. By this, linking CLUMPY against GreAT makes the CLUMPY compilation
also dependent on ROOT.
3. Doxygen: useful for developers if you want to generate locally the code documentation. Otherwise, we
already provide it online.
4. CLASS (version 3 onwards required): needed for the computation of the linear matter power spectrum.
In the directory data/pk_precomp, we already ship a variety of power spectra for different cosmological
parameters and a large range in 𝑘. For further user-demands, the environmental variable CLASS must point
to main directory of a local CLASS installation, and CLASS is run from inside CLUMPY. Computed power
spectra are saved in $CLUMPY/data/pk_precomp.
Note: For Mac OSX, we recommend to install GSL, CFITSIO, and optionally ROOT via . To define the environment
variable ROOTSYS, you need to source, e.g., in your configuration file ~/.bashrc, thisroot.sh/thisroot.csh. To
know where it is, type, e.g. for ROOT 6, brew info root6.

4.2 Installation
1. Clone from git repository (if you seek for an old code release, see Release history):
$ git clone https://gitlab.com/clumpy/CLUMPY.git --depth=1
or see the GitLab repository for alternative ways to download the code.
2. The compilation relies on cmake (file CmakeLists.txt):
$
$
$
$
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cd CLUMPY
mkdir build; cd build
cmake ../
make -jN
*[using N=2, 3,... cores]*
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Note: CLUMPY requires cmake ≥ 3.2. If you need to install cmake itself and do not have access to a
C++2011 compiler, does the job.
3. Define the CLUMPY environment variables (e.g., in your ~/.bashrc):
$
$
$
$

export
export
export
export

CLUMPY=absolute_path_to_local_installation
PATH=$CLUMPY/bin:$PATH
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$CLUMPY/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH=$CLUMPY/lib:$DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH

*[Mac OSX only]*

Note: Do not forget to $ source ~/.bashrc (or whereever your variables are defined) to ensure
that the environment variables are set in your current xterm ($ echo $CLUMPY should point to the
directory where you installed CLUMPY).
You should now be able to run the code from anywhere just typing
$ clumpy
4. Test installation: we now provide an automated test suite to check the proper output of all modules
after the installation. After having set up correctly all environmental variables, just type
$ clumpy_tests

Note: To pass all the tests, the environmental variable CLUMPY must be set.
This verson was succesfully installed and tested on:
• Ubuntu 14.04 (LTS, gcc 4.8.4) and 17.10 (c++ 7.2)
• MacOS X High Sierra (10.13.4, clang-902.0.39.2) and Capitan
• Scientific Linux 6.9 (Carbon, gcc 4.4.7)
• Fedora 25 (c++ 6.4.1)
Alternatively, you can also use the preinstalled code version in the Docker image
hub.docker.com/r/zimmerst85/clumpy, kindly provided and maintained by Stephan Zimmer (University
of Innsbruck).

4.3 Files and directories
Files in $CLUMPY/
CmakeLists.txt
FindROOT.cmake
README.md
LICENSE

File used by cmake for compilation
Called by CmakeLists.txt to find path to ROOT installation
README file (for GitLab website)
A copy of the GNU General Public License v2 under which CLUMPY is licensed

Directories in $CLUMPY/

4.3. Files and directories
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data/
doc/
Healpix3.31ForClumpy/
include/*.h
python_helperscripts
src/*.cc

Tabulated files (EBL, 𝑃lin (𝑘), CLUMPY files)
This documentation
Frozen version of Healpix3.31
CLUMPY headers
Auxiliary Python scripts
CLUMPY sources

. . . and created at compilation time:
bin/
lib/

CLUMPY executables
CLUMPY library

Example data files in $CLUMPY/data
data/list_generic.txt
data/list_generic_triaxial.txt
data/stat_example.dat

List of generic spherical DM haloes (option -h)
List of generic triaxial DM haloes (option -h)
Example of statistical-like file (option -s)

data/list_generic_jeans.txt
data/params_jeans.txt
data/data_light.txt
data/data_sigmap.txt
data/data_vel.txt

List of DM haloes for Jeans-related quantities
User-defined parameters for Jeans analysis
Sample of simulated surface brightness data
Sample of simulated velocity dispersion data
Sample of simulated line-of-sight velocities

Auxiliary data files in $CLUMPY/data (do not change)1
data/EBL/
data/healpix/
data/pk_precomp/
data/PPPC4DMID-spectra/

Tabulated optical depths 𝜏 (option -e)
Pixel windows and ring weights for spherical harmonic transformation
Pre-computed 𝑃lin (𝑘) for cosmology (option -e)
Marco Cirelli’s particle physics spectra

data/clumpy_tests/

Reference files (for clumpy_tests)

4.4 Troubleshooting
• For a clean recompilation of CLUMPY, do
$ cd CLUMPY/Healpix3.31ForClumpy/
$ make clean
This is in particular necessary if you link CLUMPY against another CFITSIO instance, and if you consequently
obtain a warning of mismatching CFITSIO versions at run time.

1
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• Some problems can occur at the execution of the code with Mac OSX 10.8.5 if using a ROOT version more recent
than 5.34.10 (e.g., issues with TF3 with option -g7) Please use ROOT 5.34.10 or try to update your OS.

• If you experience the error
../lib/libCLPY.so: undefined reference to `curl_global_init'
../lib/libCLPY.so: undefined reference to `curl_easy_cleanup'
../lib/libCLPY.so: undefined reference to `curl_global_cleanup'
...
this might be due to the fact that you use a manual installation of CFITSIO version > 3.42 and do not have
libcurl installed on your system. Either (i) use a CFITSIO version <= 3.42 (see here), (ii) install the libcurl
library (see here) or (iii) install CFITSIO via a package manager, which we recommend and which takes care of
all dependencies.
• To compile GreAT with c++17 compilers, please replace in the GreAT CMakeList.txt (not in CLUMPY’s one!)
the following lines
# Check for C++14 support
include(CheckCXXCompilerFlag)
check_cxx_compiler_flag("-std=c++14" COMPILER_SUPPORTS_CXX14)
if(COMPILER_SUPPORTS_CXX14)
set(CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS "${CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS} -std=c++14")
else()
message(FATAL_ERROR "The compiler ${CMAKE_CXX_COMPILER} has no C++14␣
˓→support needed for ROOT 6. Please use a different C++ compiler or an␣
˓→older ROOT version.")
by
# Check for C++17 support
include(CheckCXXCompilerFlag)
check_cxx_compiler_flag("-std=c++17" COMPILER_SUPPORTS_CXX17)
if(COMPILER_SUPPORTS_CXX17)
set(CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS "${CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS} -std=c++17")
else()
message(FATAL_ERROR "The compiler ${CMAKE_CXX_COMPILER} has no C++17␣
˓→support needed for ROOT 6. Please use a different C++ compiler or an␣
˓→older ROOT version.")

4.4. Troubleshooting
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FIVE

QUICK START TUTORIAL

5.1 Executing a CLUMPY run
After successful installation and adding the CLUMPY binary to your PATH environment, type:
$ clumpy
_____________________________________________________________ ___ __________
|
_
o
_____ _
_
_ __ __ _____ __ .
/
\
.
|
| (_)
.
/ ____|| | o | | | || \/ || __ \\ \
/(
)
|
|
. | |
. | |
| | | || \ / || |__) |\ \_/ /\___/
o
|
| .
| |
| |
. | | | || |\/| || ___/ \
/
.
|
|
__
o
| |____ | |____ | |__| || | | || |
. | |
o
. |
|
/ \
. \_____||______| \____/ |_| |_||_| o
|_|
.
_
|
|
\__/
. (_) |
|
v3.0, git-ID abcdefg (0 commits after last tag)
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Incomplete or
clumpy -g
clumpy -h
clumpy -e
clumpy -s
clumpy -o
clumpy -z
clumpy -f

wrong command line input - mind the correct usage:
=> run on the Galactic halo only + list of halos [optional]
=> run on (a list of) halos (not the Gal. halo)
=> run on extragalactic DM
=> run on statistical-like file (or on a list of files)
=> export the output FITS file into a different format
=> gamma and neutrino spectra
=> append extension with fluxmaps to existing FITS file

CLUMPY consists of various modules which are selected by a flag directly following the executable. Let us choose the
Galactic module:
$ clumpy -g
...
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
Simulation mode: g
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Incomplete or wrong command line input - mind the correct usage:
[M(r)
] clumpy -g0 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

parameter)
[rho_sm+<sub>(r)
]
˓→parameter)
[Jsm+<sub>(alpha_int)
]
˓→parameter)
[Jsm+<sub>(theta)
]
˓→parameter)
[Jsm+<sub>+list(theta)
]
˓→parameter)
[2D-skymap Jsm+<sub>
]
˓→parameter)
[2D-skymap Jsm+<sub>+list]
˓→parameter)
[2D-skymap Jsm+sub
]
˓→parameter)
[2D-skymap Jsm+sub+list ]
˓→parameter)
˓→

clumpy -g1 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g2 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g3 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g4 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g5 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g6 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g7 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_
clumpy -g8 -i param_file -any_parameter (or --any_

N.B.: To print default parameters and write them to a file, use -D (or "-g1D", "-g2D",␣
etc.)
Append flag --all or -a to print/write ALL possible parameters readable by CLUMPY
N.B.: Default output is both displays on screen and printing to files.
=> use option -d for displays only (e.g., -g1 -d)
=> use option -p for print only (e.g., -g1 -p)
N.B.: The order of options does not matter, except for the very first option,
which must be the simulation module (in this case -gX).

˓→

which lists the available options and also some other hints, e.g., how to generate a default parameter file. Let us generate
a default parameter file for computing the density profile of the Galactic DM halo:
$ clumpy -g1 -D
...
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
Simulation mode: g1
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
rho_sm+<sub>(r):

clumpy -g1 -i clumpy_params_g1.txt

Default parameters for simulation mode g1 have been written to file clumpy_params_g1.
txt
Now execute:

˓→

$CLUMPY/bin/clumpy -g1 -i clumpy_params_g1.txt
or alternatively, use the following default command line variables & values:
$CLUMPY/bin/clumpy -g1 --gCOSMO_DELTA0=200 --gCOSMO_FLAG_DELTA_REF=kRHO_CRIT --gDM_
SUBS_MMIN=1e-06 --gDM_SUBS_MMAXFRAC=0.01 --gDM_RHOSAT=1e+19 --gMW_TOT_FLAG_
˓→PROFILE=kEINASTO --gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS_0=0.17 --gMW_TOT_RSCALE=15.14 --gMW_RMAX=260 -˓→gMW_RSOL=8 --gMW_RHOSOL=0.4 --gMW_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE=kHOST --gMW_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_
˓→

(continues on next page)
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PARAMS_0=0.68 --gMW_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST=13.14399 --gMW_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE=1.9 -˓→gMW_SUBS_M1=1e+08 --gMW_SUBS_M2=1e+10 --gMW_SUBS_N_INM1M2=150 --gSIM_NX=100 --gSIM_IS_
˓→XLOG=1 --gSIM_R_MIN=0.01 --gSIM_R_MAX=100 --gSIM_IS_ASTRO_OR_PP_UNITS=0 --gSIM_OUTPUT_
˓→DIR=output/ --gSIM_IS_WRITE_ROOTFILES=1
˓→

Now we find a file clumpy_params_g1.txt in the execution directory. With this, we are ready to execute a CLUMPY
run:
$ clumpy -g1 -i clumpy_params_g1.txt
which ends with:
...
_______________________
... output [ASCII] written in: output/gal.rhor.output
... output [use ROOT TBrowser] written in: output/gal1D.rhor.root
_______________________
and a ROOT pop-up plot in case you have linked CLUMPY against ROOT in the installation:

Fig. 5.1: Density profile of the Galactic DM halo with CLUMPY’s default parameters.
In the same spirit, all CLUMPY modules can be controlled. Lastly, let us change a parameter not in the parameter file,
but do it directly on the command line. For example,

5.1. Executing a CLUMPY run
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$ clumpy -g1 -i clumpy_params_g1.txt --gSIM_IS_XLOG=0
overwrites the value already given in the file and computes the density profile on a linear grid:

Fig. 5.2: Density profile of the Galactic DM halo on a linear x-scale.

5.2 Displaying a 2D run with Python
Let us compute a 𝛾-ray intensity skymap from some dwarf galaxy including substructure. This is done by executing
$ clumpy -h5 -D; clumpy -h5 -i clumpy_params_h5.txt
If ROOT is linked, the following two plots are shown:
Also, an output FITS file has been written to output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.
0deg_nside1024.fits.
Note: The example halo rs01_gamma05 is read from the definition file $CLUMPY/data/list_generic.txt. Therefore, you need the CLUMPY environmental variable pointing to your installation directory.
Now, we start Python
$ python
and execute the following commands (click on the little >>> on the right to hide them):
28
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Fig. 5.3: Intensity skymap from the -h5 module, with default parameters and displayed with ROOT.

>>> import healpy as hp
>>> from astropy.io import fits
>>> from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
>>> outfile = 'output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits'
>>> ext = 3 # fluxes and intensities
>>> col = 3 # gamma-ray intensity
>>> data = hp.read_map(outfile, partial=True, hdu=ext, field=col-1)
NSIDE = 1024
ORDERING = NESTED in fits file
INDXSCHM = EXPLICIT
Ordering converted to RING
>>> hdulist = fits.open(outfile)
>>> dtheta = hdulist[ext].header['SIZE_Y']
>>> dtheta_orth = hdulist[ext].header['SIZE_X']
>>> title = hdulist[ext].header['TTYPE'+str(col+1)]
>>> units = hdulist[ext].header['TUNIT'+str(col+1)]
>>> hdulist.close()
>>> hp.cartview(data, lonra=[-dtheta_orth/2,dtheta_orth/2], latra=[-dtheta/2,dtheta/2],␣
˓→norm='log', max=data.max()/10, title=title, unit=units)
>>> plt.show()

Note: Fig. 5.4 is mirrored w.r.t. Fig. 5.3. This can be easily reconciled by using the flip='geo' parameter in
cartview() function.
You can also choose another extension and column:
>>> ext = 2 # dJ/dOmega
>>> col = 2 # smooth DM only
>>> data = hp.read_map(outfile, partial=True, hdu=ext, field=col-1)
NSIDE = 1024
ORDERING = NESTED in fits file
INDXSCHM = EXPLICIT
(continues on next page)

5.2. Displaying a 2D run with Python
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Fig. 5.4: Intensity skymap from the default -h5 module, displayed with healpy and matplotlib.
(continued from previous page)

Ordering converted to RING
>>> hdulist = fits.open(outfile)
>>> title = hdulist[ext].header['TTYPE'+str(col+1)]
>>> units = hdulist[ext].header['TUNIT'+str(col+1)]
>>> hdulist.close()
>>> hp.cartview(data, lonra=[-dtheta_orth/2,dtheta_orth/2], latra=[-dtheta/2,dtheta/2],␣
˓→norm='log', title=title, unit=units)
>>> plt.show()
Download this little script as a Jupyter-notebook
To obtain an overview what is stored in the FITS file and which extensions ext and columns map you can select, type
$ clumpy -o2 -i output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits
which prints
...
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
Simulation mode: o2
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Usage:
[ASCII export of FITS extension]

clumpy -o1 -i results.fits [extension]
(continues on next page)
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Fig. 5.5: J-factor skymap from the default -h5 module, displayed with healpy and matplotlib.
(continued from previous page)

[cutsky map to whole-sky FITS map] clumpy -o2 -i results.fits [extension] [map]
[get input params from FITS extension] clumpy -o3 -i results.fits [extension]
>>>>> read FITS headers from file output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_
nside1024.fits ...
=> FITS file contains 3 extensions:

˓→

Extension 1 :
name of this extension: JFACTOR
physical maps in this extension: 5
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
map 1: Jtot
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 2: Jsmooth
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 3: Jsub
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 4: Jcrossp
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 5: Jdrawn
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps: 960
Extension 2 :
name of this extension: JFACTOR_PER_SR
physical maps in this extension: 5
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

map 1: Jtot_per_sr
Units:
map 2: Jsmooth_per_sr
Units:
map 3: Jsub_per_sr
Units:
map 4: Jcrossp_per_sr
Units:
map 5: Jdrawn_per_sr
Units:
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps:

GeV^2
GeV^2
GeV^2
GeV^2
GeV^2

cm^-5
cm^-5
cm^-5
cm^-5
cm^-5

sr^-1
sr^-1
sr^-1
sr^-1
sr^-1

960

Extension 3 :
name of this extension: INTEGRATED_FLUXES
physical maps in this extension: 4
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
map 1: Flux_gamma
Units: cm^-2 s^-1
map 2: Flux_neutrino
Units: cm^-2 s^-1
map 3: Intensity_gamma
Units: cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1
map 4: Intensity_neutrino
Units: cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps: 960
N.B.: for the -o2 option, the size of the whole-sky FITS files
will be about ~ GB (with lots of BLIND values), for NSIDE ~ 8000!
You can use this facility to convert the output into fullsky maps more flexible readable by many FITS viewers, see
Accessing the FITS output for details.
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CHAPTER

SIX

PHYSICS AND EQUATIONS

Please select one of the following sub-topics:

6.1 𝛾-ray and neutrino fluxes
6.1.1 Definition: flux & intensity
The 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 flux at energy 𝐸 from dark matter annihilating/decaying particles in the Universe, dΦ𝛾,𝜈 /d𝐸, depends
on:
• a particle physics term
scribed in Section 6.4;

𝑃
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

(𝐸, 𝑧), related to the DM candidate properties and couplings, and which is de-

• an astrophysical term, related to the DM distribution (along the line-of-sight), and whose expression depends
on the target studied (galactic vs extragalactic, single vs population of haloes), as discussed below.
Note: In the ΛCDM cosmological model, structures form in a bottom-up manner: micro-haloes form first, larger ones
collapse later, and this process, accompanied with merger events, lead to the global picture of clumps within clumps
within clumps, etc. It is convenient to separate, for a given halo, the main distribution (called smooth halo) from the
contributions of each clump, which must all be accounted for in the calculation.
The intensity is related to the flux by:

𝐼𝛾,𝜈 (𝐸) =

dΦ𝛾, 𝜈
d𝐸 dΩ

with dΩ = d𝛽 sin 𝛼 d𝛼 is the elementary solid angle along the line of sight (l.o.s.) direction.
Note:
• dΦ𝛾,𝜈 /d𝐸 is a flux, in units of cm−2 s−1 GeV−1 ;
• dΦ𝛾,𝜈 /d𝐸/dΩ is an intensity, in units of cm−2 s−1 GeV−1 sr−1 .
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6.1.2 Definition: J- & D-factors
Formally, the astrophysical J (annihilation) or D (decay) factor is defined to be the integration of some power of the
DM density 𝜌(𝜓, 𝜃, 𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽), see Section 6.5, over the solid angle ∆Ω = 2𝜋 (1 − cos 𝛼int ) at coordinate (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽) in the
l.o.s. direction (𝜓, 𝜃):

∫︁

ΔΩ

∫︁

d𝑙 dΩ × 𝜌2

𝐽(𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =
0

∫︁

(for annihilation)

l.o.s
ΔΩ

(6.1)

∫︁
d𝑙 dΩ × 𝜌 (for decay) .

𝐷(𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =
0

l.o.s

For the J-factors, the user may choose between:
• astrophysical input/output units:

[︀

]︀
𝐽 annihil. (= [𝐽]) = M2⊙ kpc−5 ,

[︀

]︀
𝐽 decay (= [𝐷]) = M⊙ kpc−2 .

• particle physics units:

[︀ annihil. ]︀
𝐽
(= [𝐽]) = GeV2 cm−5 ,

[︀ decay ]︀
𝐽
(= [𝐷]) = GeV cm−2 .

Note:
• The switch between astrophysical and particle physics units is indicated by the gSIM_IS_ASTRO_OR_PP_UNITS
input parameter, with gSIM_IS_ASTRO_OR_PP_UNITS = False to have the particle physics units.
• The expressions in Eq. (6.1) do not contain a factor 1/4𝜋 factor originating from

∫︁

ΔΩ

0

∫︁
l.o.s

1
× 𝜌(2) d𝑙 𝑙2 dΩ .
4𝜋 sr 𝑙2

We follow and include it in the particle physics factor, introduced in Section 6.4. In other works, a factor 1/4𝜋
or 1/(4𝜋 sr) can however appear in the J-factor (e.g.,
• Also, we discard writing the unit 1/sr of the solid angle in Eq. (6.1), which is silently assumed to match the
dimensions of our J-factor units. Some authors do not assume such a silent 1/sr, resulting in correspondingly
different J-factor units (for instance in See also Appendix A of

6.1.3 Galactic flux (w/ subhaloes)
The Milky-Way flux is given by

𝑃
dΦ𝑃
dΦ𝛾,𝜈
𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸, 𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =
(𝐸) × 𝐽 gal (𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) ,
d𝐸
d𝐸
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in which dΩ = d𝛽 sin 𝛼 d𝛼 is the elementary solid angle around the line of sight (l.o.s.) direction 𝜓, 𝜃 (longitude
𝑃
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

and latitude in Galactic coordinates, see Section 6.2), and
Section 6.4.

(𝐸, 𝑧) is the elementary source spectrum described in

The signal from the galaxy comes from the main smooth halo and subhaloes, with the total averaged density ⟨𝜌tot ⟩(𝑟) =
𝜌sm (𝑟) + ⟨𝜌subs ⟩(𝑟), where 𝜌sm (𝑟) is the smooth component and ⟨𝜌sub ⟩(𝑟) is the spherical shell average density of
substructures (at each radius 𝑟). The astrophysical contribution to the annihilation flux is thus explicitly written to be

𝐽

gal

∫︁

ΔΩ

𝑙max

∫︁

)︃2

(︃
𝜌sm +

=
𝑙min

0

∑︁

𝜌𝑖cl

d𝑙 dΩ ,

𝑖

where 𝜌𝑖cl corresponds to the inner density of the 𝑖-th clump contained in the volume element. Three terms arise from
this equation (smooth only, substructure contribution, and cross-product):

gal
𝐽sm

ΔΩ

∫︁

∫︁

0
gal
𝐽subs

𝑙max

𝜌2sm d𝑙 dΩ ,

≡
𝑙min
ΔΩ

∫︁

∫︁

𝑙max

≡

gal
𝐽cross−prod
≡2

0

(︃
∑︁

𝑙min

∫︁

ΔΩ

∫︁

𝑙max

𝑙min

d𝑙 dΩ ,

𝑖

𝜌sm
0

)︃2
𝜌𝑖cl
∑︁

𝜌𝑖cl d𝑙 dΩ .

𝑖

The various options of CLUMPY (see Section 7.1) evaluate these terms, with several levels of substructures if desired
(see Section 6.6.5). Actually, all the subhaloes are not resolved, so that CLUMPY allows to calculate the average values
from subhaloes (and cross-prod), or simulate realistic 2D skymaps, following the flow chart shown in Fig. 6.1.

6.1.4 Single halo flux
Assuming the halo is local (𝑧 ∼ 0) or that its span is small enough (∆𝑧/𝑧 ≪ 1), one may separate spectral and astrophysical contributions in the flux calculation. The flux for a single halo (galactic or extragalactic), with the elementary
source spectrum

𝑃
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

(𝐸, 𝑧) described in Section 6.4, reads:

• For annihilating DM:
𝑃 𝑃 annihil.
dΦ𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸)
dΦann
(𝐸𝛾,𝜈 , ∆Ω) =
× (1 + 𝑧)3
d𝐸𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

ΔΩ

∫︁

∫︁

0

𝜌2halo d𝑙 dΩ .

l.o.s.

• For decaying DM:
𝑃 decay
dΦ𝑃
(𝐸)
dΦdecay
𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸𝛾,𝜈 , ∆Ω) =
×
d𝐸𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

∫︁

ΔΩ

∫︁
𝜌halo d𝑙 dΩ .

0

l.o.s.

The line-of-sight distance (l.o.s.) 𝑙 to the object now corresponds to the comoving distance, while 𝜌halo (𝑟) is given in
comoving coordinates. These equations generalise the J/D-factors defined above. All J/D-factor and flux calculations
on the Galactic level and for single haloes are implemented in the library janalysis.h.
6.1. 𝛾-ray and neutrino fluxes
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Fig. 6.1: Flow chart of the different steps leading to the creation of a 𝛾-ray skymap.
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6.1.5 Extragalactic flux
The intensity of the extragalactic signal averaged over the whole sky depends on the elementary source spectrum
𝑃
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

(𝐸, 𝑧) (see Section 6.4) and cosmological-related parameters (see Cosmology (cosmo.h)). The formulae implemented in extragal.h read:
• Annihilating DM

⟨

⟩annihil.

dΦ
d𝐸𝛾,𝜈 dΩ

=

𝜚2DM, 0

sky

𝑧∫︁max

×

𝑐 d𝑧

𝑃 𝑃 annihil.
(𝐸, 𝑧)
(1 + 𝑧)3 ⟨︀ 2 ⟩︀ dΦ𝛾,𝜈
𝛿 (𝑧)
,
𝐻(𝑧)
d𝐸

0

with 𝐸𝛾,𝜈 the observed energy, dΩ the elementary solid angle, 𝑐 the speed of light, and 𝜚DM, 0 the DM
density of the Universe today, 𝐻(𝑧) the Hubble constant at redshift 𝑧, and ⟨𝛿 2 ⟩ = 1 + Var(𝛿) is the
intensity multiplier related to the DM inhomogeneity 𝛿. Indeed, density fluctuations in the Universe,
𝜚DM (Ω, 𝑧) = 𝛿(Ω, 𝑧) × 𝜚DM (𝑧), boost the rate of DM annihilations: for smoothly distributed DM,
𝛿 ≡ Var(𝛿) = 0 and ⟨𝛿 2 ⟩ = 1, whereas for a high density contrast, ⟨𝛿 2 ⟩ ≈ Var(𝛿) ≫ 1.
• Decaying DM (with lifetime 𝜏DM )

⟨

dΦ

⟩decay

d𝐸𝛾,𝜈 dΩ

sky

𝑧∫︁max

= 𝜚DM, 0 ×

𝑐 d𝑧

𝑃 decay
(𝐸, 𝑧)
1 dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
.
𝐻(𝑧)
d𝐸

0

Note: In version 3, CLUMPY only accounts for the prompt 𝛾-ray emission, given by the above equations. The diffuse
secondary emission, produced by the Inverse Compton (IC) scattering of DM-produced 𝑒+/− with CMB photons (e.g.,
) or other radiation fields (), is not yet implemented. IC scattering may significantly increase the 𝛾-ray emission from
DM annihilations/decays at energies 𝐸𝛾 ≲ 10−2 𝑚DM .
Computing the diffuse 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 intensity from various redshifts is described in the extragalactic Section 7.3.
Warning: Including various resolved objects from different redshifts is not yet included in CLUMPY.

6.1.6 Angular power spectrum
The intensity angular power spectrum (APS) of the signal over the full sphere 𝐶ℓ of an intensity map 𝐼(𝜗, 𝜙) is defined
as

𝐶ℓ =

1 ∑︁
|𝑎ℓ𝑚 |2 ,
2ℓ + 1 𝑚

with 𝑎𝑙𝑚 the coefficients of the intensity map decomposed into spherical harmonics 𝑌𝑙𝑚 ,

𝐼(𝜗, 𝜙) =

ℓ∑︁
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑚=+ℓ
∑︁

𝑎ℓ𝑚 𝑌ℓ𝑚 (𝜗, 𝜙).

ℓ=0 𝑚=−ℓ

6.1. 𝛾-ray and neutrino fluxes
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6.2 Coord. & rotations (geometry.h)
The observer framework (Solar system) does not coincide with the Galactic (or any DM halo) coordinate systems. The
library geometry.h provides transformation laws to go from the observer system to coordinates centred on DM haloes.
Moreover, when dealing with triaxial haloes, we need to specify their orientation (Euler rotation angles).

6.2.1 Coordinate systems
To avoid confusion, we use the subscripts (. . . )⊕ and (. . . )𝐺 in the following to denote the coordinate frames attached
to the Earth (or the Sun if you wish) and to the Galactic centre (GC), respectively. Generally, distances are given in
kpc and angles in rad (except for Euler rotations, for which angles are given in degrees).

Fig. 6.2: Coordinates and definitions. [GW]: Galactic West, [GE]: Galactic East, [SGP]: South Galactic Pole, [NGP]:
North Galactic Pole, [GC]: Galactic centre. Click to enlarge the figure.
Note: In CLUMPY, the coordinates (𝜓, 𝜃)⊕ are equivalent to the usual notation of Galactic longitude 𝑙 and latitude 𝑏,
(𝜓, 𝜃)⊕ ≡ (𝑙, 𝑏).
:Coordinates along the line of sight (l.o.s. (line of sight)):
The angles (𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ are defined with respect to the base (⃗𝑖′ , ⃗𝑗 ′ , ⃗𝑘 ′ )⊕ such as the unit vectors of this basis
⃗ , see Fig. 6.2)
are collinear with the axis 𝑂𝑥𝑦𝑧 when 𝜓 = 𝜃 = 0. The coordinates of the point 𝑃 (i.e. 𝑂𝑃
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in this frame are either (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ or (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ , where
(︀
)︀
⃗
𝑂𝑃
= (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ = 𝑙 cos 𝛼, 𝑙 sin 𝛼 sin 𝛽, 𝑙 sin 𝛼 cos 𝛽 .
⃗
𝑤.𝑟.𝑡. 𝑂𝑆=(𝜃,𝜓)
As a result,
• 𝛼 = 0 corresponds to 𝑦 ′ = 𝑧 ′ = 0,
• 𝛽 = 0 corresponds to 𝑦 ′ = 0 and 𝑧 ′ > 0,
• 𝛽 = 𝜋/2 corresponds to 𝑧 ′ = 0 and 𝑦 ′ > 0,
• 𝛽 ∈ [0, 2𝜋].
Another useful coordinate system is (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)halo , i.e. the coordinate system (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ shifted to the halo
centre position (located at distance d and assuming the los points at the halo centre).
(︀
)︀
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)halo = (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ = 𝑙 cos 𝛼 − 𝑑, 𝑙 sin 𝛼 sin 𝛽, 𝑙 sin 𝛼 cos 𝛽 .
Galactic coordinates
In Galactic coordinates (origin attached to the Earth), we have the corresponding directions for
(𝜓, 𝜃)⊕ equals:
• (0, 0)⊕ ⇒ Galactic centre (GC),
• (0, 𝜋/2)⊕ ⇒ North Galactic Pole (NGP),
• (0, −𝜋/2)⊕ ⇒ South Galactic Pole (SGP),
• (𝜋/2, 0)⊕ ⇒ Galactic West direction (GW),
• (3𝜋/2, 0)⊕ ⇒ Galactic East direction (GE).
This choice of angles (appropriate for Galactic coordinates) differs slightly from the standard choice.
Indeed, our choice of unit vectors (⃗𝑖′ , ⃗𝑗 ′ , ⃗𝑘 ′ )⊕ are related to the standard spherical coordinate unit
vectors by means of ⃗𝑖′ = +⃗𝑒𝑟 , ⃗𝑗 ′ = +⃗𝑒𝜓 , and ⃗𝑘 ′ = −⃗𝑒𝜃 . We can then express the unit vectors
(⃗𝑖′ , ⃗𝑗 ′ , ⃗𝑘 ′ )⊕ in the base (⃗𝑖, ⃗𝑗, ⃗𝑘)⊕ :
⃗𝑖′ = + cos(𝜃) cos(𝜓) ⃗𝑖 + cos(𝜃) sin(𝜓) ⃗𝑗
⃗𝑗 ′ = − sin(𝜓) ⃗𝑖
+ cos(𝜓) ⃗𝑗
⃗𝑘 ′ = − sin(𝜃) cos(𝜓) ⃗𝑖 − sin(𝜃) sin(𝜓) ⃗𝑗

+ sin(𝜃) ⃗𝑘
+ cos(𝜃) ⃗𝑘

6.2.2 (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺
For the sake of understanding, we recall below the main steps to move from spherical coordinates in the framework
attached to the line of sight, to Cartesian coordinates in the Galactic framework. Summary formulae for the global
transformation are given in the next paragraph.
⃗ .
• Step 1: (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ to (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ . This is given in Section 6.2.1 above by the expression for 𝑂𝑃
• Step 2: (𝑥′ , 𝑦 ′ , 𝑧 ′ )⊕ to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)⊕ . This is obtained by the transformation of the unit vectors as in Section 6.2.1
above. Another way would have been to use the rotation matrices ℛ, corresponding to the two rotations along
the angles (𝜓, 𝜃) between the galactic frame attached to the Earth and the l.o.s. direction:

⎛ ⎞
⎛ ′⎞
𝑥
𝑥
⎝𝑦 ⎠ = ℛ−1 (𝜓) ℛ−1 (𝜃) ⎝𝑦 ′ ⎠
𝑧
𝑧′

6.2. Coord. & rotations (geometry.h)
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• Step 3: (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)⊕ to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺 . We merely have (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺 = (𝑥 − 𝑅⊙ , 𝑦, 𝑧)⊕ .
Summary formulae
• Transformation: from (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ along the l.o.s. direction (𝜓, 𝜃)⊕ to (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺
𝑥 = 𝑥′ cos(𝜓) cos(𝜃) − 𝑦 ′ sin(𝜓) − 𝑧 ′ sin(𝜃) cos(𝜓) − 𝑅⊙
𝑦 = 𝑥′ sin(𝜓) cos(𝜃) + 𝑦 ′ cos(𝜓) − 𝑧 ′ sin(𝜃) sin(𝜓)
𝑧 = 𝑥′ sin(𝜃) + 𝑧 ′ cos(𝜃)
where we have
𝑥′ = 𝑙 cos(𝛼)
𝑦 ′ = 𝑙 sin(𝛼) sin(𝛽)
𝑧 ′ = 𝑙 sin(𝛼) cos(𝛽)
• Inverse transformation: from (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺 to (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽)⊕ along the l.o.s. direction (𝜓, 𝜃)⊕
√︀
𝑙 = 𝑥′2 + 𝑦 ′2 + 𝑧 ′2
(︂ ′ )︂
𝑥
−1
𝛼 = cos
𝑙
(︃
)︃
′
𝑧
𝛽 = cos−1 √︀
if 𝑦 ′ ≥ 0
𝑥′2 + 𝑦 ′2
(︃
)︃
𝑧′
−1
√︀
2𝜋 − cos
if 𝑦 ′ < 0
𝑥′2 + 𝑦 ′2
where we have
𝑥′ =

(𝑥 + 𝑅⊙ ) cos(𝜓) cos(𝜃) + 𝑦 sin(𝜓) cos(𝜃) + 𝑧 sin(𝜃)

′

𝑦 = −(𝑥 + 𝑅⊙ ) sin(𝜓) + 𝑦 cos(𝜓)
𝑧 ′ = −(𝑥 + 𝑅⊙ ) cos(𝜓) sin(𝜃) − 𝑦 sin(𝜓) sin(𝜃) + 𝑧 cos(𝜃).

6.2.3 Halo rotation (Euler angles)
It is useful to define Euler angles for a body whose origin is the centre of the dark matter halo we are looking at.
The Euler angles (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler allow to define a rotation of the object in its framework, which is useful for triaxial
haloes considered in CLUMPY. Fig. 6.3 below represents the original framework and the rotated framework (see the
corresponding for more details), where
• 𝛼 ∈ [−180∘ , 180∘ ] represents a rotation around the z axis (xOy plane),
• 𝛽 ∈ [−90∘ , 90∘ ] represents a rotation around the N axis (or X axis, obtained after first rotation),
• 𝛾 ∈ [−180∘ , 180∘ ] represents a rotation around the Z axis.
Transformation law
It is convenient to write the transformation laws in a matrix form. The result is the product of three rotation matrices
along three different axes (as depicted in Fig. 6.3):

⎛ ⎞ ⎛
𝑋
cos 𝛼 cos 𝛾 − sin 𝛼 sin 𝛾 cos 𝛽
⎝ 𝑌 ⎠ = ⎝− cos 𝛼 sin 𝛾 − sin 𝛼 cos 𝛾 cos 𝛽
𝑍
sin 𝛼 sin 𝛽
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sin 𝛼 cos 𝛾 + cos 𝛼 sin 𝛾 cos 𝛽
− sin 𝛼 sin 𝛾 + cos 𝛼 cos 𝛾 cos 𝛽
− cos 𝛼 sin 𝛽

⎞ ⎛ ⎞
sin 𝛾 sin 𝛽
𝑥
cos 𝛾 sin 𝛽 ⎠ ⎝𝑦 ⎠
cos 𝛽
𝑧
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Fig. 6.3: Euler angles: original (xyz) and rotated (XYZ) coordinates
Euler angles in the context of triaxial DM halos
The Euler rotations are used in CLUMPY for triaxial DM profiles. The default orientation (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler = (0, 0, 0)
corresponds to:
• Major axis 𝑎 along the l.o.s. direction, i.e. 𝑥′ axis in Fig. 6.2 (𝑏 and 𝑐 in the plane perpendicular to
the l.o.s.);
• Second axis 𝑏 along the lateral direction w.r.t. the los, i.e. 𝑦 ′ axis in Fig. 6.2;
• Minor axis 𝑐 along the vertical direction w.r.t. the los i.e. 𝑧 ′ axis in Fig. 6.2.
To have a better grasp of the angle orientations, one can run:
$ clumpy -h4 -D; clumpy -h4 -i clumpy_params_h4.txt
to get a 2D plot of one of a triaxial halo in the list_generic_triaxial.txt of example haloes shipped
with the code:
$ clumpy -h4 -i clumpy_params_h4.txt --gLIST_HALOES=$CLUMPY/data/list_generic_
˓→triaxial.txt --gLIST_HALONAME=m5kpc_rs01_g10_1.47_1.22_0.7
The input variable gLIST_HALOES selects a file with halo definitions (here, the variable passed via the
command line overwrites the file specified in clumpy_params_h4.txt). This file may contain various
halo definitions, and the variable gLIST_HALONAME selects the halo to compute. See the Accessing the
FITS output section for different possibilities to view the FITS 2D output map of the halo.
Exchanging the values of the major, second, and minor axes of the halo definition in
list_generic_triaxial.txt is directly seen on the orientation of the 2D projection map obtained. The effects of Euler rotation angles (w.r.t. the reference framework) can be checked in a similar
way, and the following special cases correspond to:
• (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler = ( 0 , 0 ,
above);

0 ) → DM halo major axis 𝑎 along the l.o.s. (see default orientation
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• (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler = ( 90∘ ,
(second axis 𝑏);

0,

0 ) → Rotation along 𝑂𝑧 ′ , i.e. 𝑂𝑥′ (major axis 𝑎) moves to 𝑂𝑦 ′

• (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler = ( 0 , 90∘ ,
𝑂𝑦 ′ (second axis 𝑏);

0 ) → Rotation along 𝑂𝑥′ , i.e. minor axis 𝑐 (along 𝑂𝑧 ′ ) moves to

• (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)Euler = (−90∘ , 90∘ , −90∘ ) → Rotation along 𝑂𝑦 ′ , i.e. major axis 𝑎 (along 𝑂𝑥′ ) moves to
𝑂𝑧 ′ (minor axis 𝑐).
Note: The orientation of the DM halo axes in the plane perpendicular to the l.o.s. only matters for 2D maps. For
the 1D J-factor integration, the halo is integrated on a regular conic section (solid angle) that intersects the projected
profile as a circle, so that the result is invariant under rotation in this plane.

6.3 Integrations (integr_los.h)
In the end, all calculations amount to multi-dimensional integrations repeated a great many number of times. Because
the quantities to integrate are mostly power-laws of monotonic functions, we can optimise the integration for speed.
Particularly sophisticated optimisations have been developed for the line-of-sight integration over extended (“resolved”)
haloes. This is the core of the integr_los.h library and explained in this section.

6.3.1 Formal equations
For many quantities calculated along a given line of sight (l.o.s.) over a solid angle ∆Ω (J-factor for the smooth and
clumpy component, number of clumps in a FOV (field of view), etc.), we have to perform the following integration
𝐼𝑙.𝑜.𝑠. on the generic function 𝑓 (valid for spherical or triaxial haloes):
∫︁
∫︁
𝐼𝑙.𝑜.𝑠. (𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =
dΩ
𝑓 (𝑙, 𝜓, 𝜃) d𝑙 ,
ΔΩ

𝑙.𝑜.𝑠.

where
the l.o.s. is defined by the angles (𝜓, 𝜃) w.r.t. the Galactic centre direction, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The integration
∫︀
over the solid angle is described by the two angles (𝛼, 𝛽). In practice, (𝑙, 𝛼, 𝛽) are spherical coordinates over which
ΔΩ
the integration is performed, and for which the origin of the framework is Earth location (also see Fig. 6.2). Hence,
using
∫︁
∫︁ 2𝜋
∫︁ 𝛼int
dΩ =
𝑑𝛽
sin(𝛼)d𝛼 ,
ΔΩ

0

0

where ∆Ω and 𝛼int are related by
∆Ω = 2𝜋 × [1 − cos(𝛼int )] ,
we can rewrite 𝐼𝑙.𝑜.𝑠. to be
∫︁
𝐼𝑙.𝑜.𝑠. (𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =

2𝜋

𝐹𝛽 d𝛽 ,

(6.2)

0

with
𝛼int

∫︁
𝐹𝛽 =

𝐹(𝛽,𝛼) d𝛼

(6.3)

0

and
∫︁

𝑙max

𝑓 (𝑙, 𝛽, 𝛼; 𝜓, 𝜃) d𝑙 .

𝐹(𝛽,𝛼) = sin(𝛼)

(6.4)

𝑙min
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In practice, this amounts to performing three integrations: over 𝛽 in (6.2), over 𝛼 in (6.3), and over 𝑙 in (6.4). CLUMPY
relies on a Simpson integration scheme in linear or logarithmic adaptive steps, and to optimise the computation time,
the integration along 𝑙 is broken down into several parts, as described in the following:.

6.3.2 Strategy and tricks
The DM halo density profile can be very cuspy at its centre, and thus it is hard to integrate over the l.o.s. with a
regular integration step. We can take advantage of the quasi-sphericity of the clumps to tackle this problem. In any
case, integrating a clump or the smooth DM halo requires, most of the time, a similar strategy.
Note: For the smooth component, when we integrate over the solid angle, the distance 𝑙max (distance from Earth to
the Galaxy DM halo boundary) slightly changes. However, for instance, for ∆Ω < 10−3 , the change is smaller than a
few pc: as in practice there is no clear boundary of the DM halo, this is unimportant, and for simplicity, we keep the
same 𝑙max for the integration over (𝛼, 𝛽).
General integration over 𝛼 and 𝛽
The integration range is usually small on these parameters and a standard adaptive Simpson routine using
linear steps is used. Indeed, the integral is not varying much over this range, unless, e.g., we wish to
integrate slightly offset from the density peak centre, in which case the linear integration scheme used on
these variable is less efficient. But still, the calculation converges, and we did not make any attempt to
improve the situation in this very small l.o.s. region.
Strategy for the l.o.s. integration
DM profiles are decreasing power-law functions of their radius 𝑟 (see Halo profiles (profiles.h)). To discuss
our strategy, we shall consider the following symbolic integration:

∫︁
[𝐹(𝛽,𝛼) =] 𝐹 ≡

𝑙max

𝑓 (𝑙, 𝜑) d𝑙
0

Note that tackling the integration over the range [𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] instead (for instance for a clump), implies
more if/else statement in the code, but are irrelevant for the discussion below. For the sake of brevity, we
define the quantities (see also figure below):
• l.o.s.: line of sight;
• l.o.i. (line of integration): line of integration (for a given 𝛼, 𝛽 direction around the l.o.s.);
• F.O.I. (field of integration): field of integration (usually corresponds to the solid angle
defined by the instrument resolution);
• 𝑟trick : largest radius (measured from the clump centre) for which 𝜌(𝑟 < 𝑟trick ) still falls
in the F.O.I.
• Special case 1: If 𝜑𝑙.𝑜.𝑖. > 𝜋/2 (where 𝜑𝑙.𝑜.𝑖. is the angle between the GC and the l.o.i.)
and if this is not a clump, 𝜌2 monotonically decreases with 𝑙. A mere log-step integration
suffices:

∫︁

𝑙max

𝑙 × 𝑓 (𝑙, 𝜑) d ln 𝑙

𝐹 =
𝜖

• Special case 2: If 𝜑𝑙.𝑜.𝑖. < 𝜋/2 (or if we integrate a clump anywhere in the Galaxy), 𝜌2 is
no longer monotonic. Based on a simple geometric argument (halos are quasi-sphericals),
6.3. Integrations (integr_los.h)
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the density peaks, for the Galactic halo, at 𝑙𝜌max = cos(𝜑)/𝑅⊙ . Hence, the integral can
be broken down in two parts, both of them being now monotonic. An offset applied to
𝑙 allows to take advantage of the Simpson log-step integral (as the integrand is a almost
power-law decreasing function from both sides of 𝑙𝜌max ):

𝐹 = 𝐼1 + 𝐼2 ,
with

𝑙max −𝑙𝜌max

∫︁
𝐼1 =

𝑙′ × 𝑓offset (𝑙′ , 𝜑) d ln 𝑙′

having

𝑙′ = 𝑙𝜌max − 𝑙

𝜖

and

∫︁
𝐼2 =

𝑙𝜌max

𝑙′ × 𝑓offset (𝑙′ , 𝜑) d ln 𝑙′

having

𝑙′ = 𝑙 − 𝑙𝜌max .

𝜖

This simple and efficient strategy is explained in the Fig. 6.4 below (it is for a clump not
coincident with the GC, but the spirit is the same would the DM smooth component only
be considered). The two-part split at 𝑙𝜌max is seen on the l.o.i. in dotted blue on the left:

Fig. 6.4: Integration strategy along the l.o.s. Click to enlarge the figure.

Remark 1: If the integration region encompasses the position of the DM density peak, we treat the central
part as a point-like contribution. We define 𝑟trick to be the maximum radius for which we are still in the
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solid angle of the integration and for which the point-like criterion is met (i.e. 𝑟trick ≤ 𝑓 ×; 𝑙cl , where
𝑓 ∼ 10−3 , in which case 𝑙 can be considered constant and factors out of the integration). The rest is a
question of geometry to get correctly the various quantities to test and skip the region within 𝑟trick to avoid
double-counting.
Remark 2: If the field of integration crosses the clump centre (this is rare, but not impossible), the Simpson
routine again is stuck. There is no simple and clean fix to this problem. For the time being we simply
integrate on a slightly smaller field of integration to get rid of this stiff point.
Back to 𝛼 and 𝛽 for a clump out of the l.o.s.
When the l.o.s. falls completely out of the clump (but chunks of it are still encompassed in the integration
angle), most of the integration angles 𝛼 and 𝛽 contribute to zero and the simpson routine gets stuck. Fig.
6.5 shows this situation (projected on the sky).

Fig. 6.5: Integration strategy for a clump out of the l.o.s.: face-on view
• Strategy for 𝛼:
The centre of the F.O.I. corresponds to 𝛼 = 0. We replace this lower integration boundary
by 𝛼min = 𝜓𝑙.𝑜.𝑠., clcentre − 𝛼cl where 𝛼cl = sin−1 (𝑅cl /𝑙cl ) is the angular size of the clump
in the sky (this obviously equals 0 is the centre of the F.O.I. touches exactly the clump
boundary).
• Strategy for 𝛽:
We calculate the minimal integration range required ∆𝛽, which from Fig. 6.5, is given by

∆𝛽 = min(𝛽view , 𝛽intersect ) .
On the right-hand side, the first angle is the half angle which encompasses the clump as
seen from a point at a distance 𝑙cl on the l.o.s.. This angle is indeed maximal when the
distance on the l.o.s. equals the distance of the clump, i.e. when the distance between the
l.o.s. and the clump-centre, denoted 𝑑(𝑙.𝑜.𝑠.)−(cl) is minimal:

6.3. Integrations (integr_los.h)
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𝛽view = sin−1 (𝑅cl /𝑑(𝑙.𝑜.𝑠.)−(cl) ) .
The second angle is where the F.O.I. intersects the clump boundary. It is given by the
Al-Kashi theorem

(︃
−1

𝛽intersect = cos

2
2
𝑅cl
+ 𝑅F.O.I.
− 𝑑2(𝑙.𝑜.𝑠.)−(cl)

)︃

2 𝑅cl × 𝑅F.O.I.

where 𝑅F.O.I. = sin(𝛼int ) × 𝑙cl .
We finally have (symbolic notation)

∫︁

2𝜋

∫︁

𝛽ref +𝛽integr

𝐹𝛽 d𝛽 = 2
0

∫︁

𝛽ref

𝐹𝛽 d𝛽 = 2

𝐹𝛽 d𝛽 ,
𝛽ref −𝛽integr

𝛽ref

where 𝛽ref is the angle between 𝛽 = 0 (i.e. the 𝑧 ′ axis, see Fig. 6.2) and the centre of the
clump.

Fig. 6.6 finally shows a gprof2dot caller flowchart for the -h5 module example from the Quick start tutorial (for
every called function, it is shown the time spent in this function and all its children, in parentheses the time spent
in the function alone, and the total number of function calls). Unsurprisingly, most of the run time is spent in integrating (simpson_log_adapt and trapeze_log_refine, see integr.h for more details about CLUMPY’s integrators). Note how these integrals, being mostly line-of-sight integrals, are called by the integr_los.h core function
los_integral_mix() optimising the calculation.

6.4 Source spectrum (spectra.h)
DM annihilation/source spectra calculations are implemented in the library spectra.h.

6.4.1 Definitions and formulae
The elementary 𝛾-ray (or neutrino) spectrum seen from a local observer can be generically written for:
• Annihilating DM (gPP_DM_IS_ANNIHIL_OR_DECAY = True):

⃒
𝑃 annihil.
𝑓 ⃒
dΦ𝑃
d𝑁𝛾,𝜈
1 ⟨𝜎ann 𝑣⟩ ∑︁
⃒
𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸, 𝑧) =
×
𝐵𝑓
⃒
d𝐸
4𝜋 𝛿𝑚2DM
d𝐸0 ⃒
𝑓

× 𝑒−𝜏 (𝐸,𝑧) .

(6.5)

𝐸0 =(1+𝑧) 𝐸

• Decaying DM (gPP_DM_IS_ANNIHIL_OR_DECAY = False):
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⃒
𝑃 decay
𝑓 ⃒
∑︁
dΦ𝑃
d𝑁𝛾,𝜈
1
1
⃒
𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸, 𝑧) =
×
𝐵𝑓
⃒
d𝐸
4𝜋 𝜏DM 𝑚DM
d𝐸0 ⃒
𝑓

× 𝑒−𝜏 (𝐸,𝑧) .

(6.6)

𝐸0 =(1+𝑧) 𝐸

The various terms are detailed in Table 6.1 below (see Section 6.4.2). Note that the differential 𝛾-ray/𝜈 yield per
annihilation (or decay) is evaluated at 𝐸0 = (1 + 𝑧)𝐸 to get a photon at 𝐸 today. For local targets (Galaxy, close
clusters), 𝑧 ∼ 0, energies are not redshifted, and 𝑒−𝜏 (𝐸,𝑧) ∼ 1 (no absorption).

Table 6.1: Parameters for the particle physics factor of annihilating or
decaying DM and the corresponding CLUMPY parameter names.
Physical quantity
CLUMPY parameter name

Symbol
𝑚DM Mass of the DM candidate, [𝑚DM ] = GeV.
𝐵𝑓
Branching ratios into the final state 𝑓 (see below).
𝑓
d𝑁𝛾,𝜈 /d𝐸
Model for the 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 yield of final state 𝑓 , see below and \gamma
and \nu particle spectra.
⟨𝜎ann 𝑣⟩,Annihilation: velocity averaged annihilation cross section [⟨𝜎ann 𝑣⟩] =
𝛿
cm3 s−1 , 𝛿 = 2 for a Majorana and 4 for a Dirac fermion.
𝜏DM
Decay: decay lifetime, [𝜏DM ] = s
𝜏 (𝐸, 𝑧) 𝛾-ray attenuation factor (no absorption for 𝜈), tabulated in energy and
redshift according to various models, see EBL \gamma-ray attenuation
models.

gPP_DM_MASS_GEV
gPP_BR
gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL
gPP_DM_ANNIHIL_SIGMAV_CM3PERS
and gPP_DM_ANNIHIL_DELTA
gPP_DM_DECAY_LIFETIME_S
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_ABSORPTIONPROFILE

Note:
• CLUMPY only considers prompt emission at source (e.g., , without taking into account effects like Inverse Compton
scattering (see, e.g., ).
• The location of the 1/4𝜋 factor appearing in Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) is arbitrary. We follow and include it in the
particle physics factor. In other works, it can appear in the astrophysical factor 𝐽 (e.g.,
• For the particle physics factor, we use the units
[︃
]︃
𝑃 annihil.
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
= cm3 s−1 GeV−3 ,
d𝐸

[︃

𝑃 decay
dΦ𝑃
𝛾,𝜈
d𝐸

]︃
= s−1 GeV−2 .

According to the definition of the J-factor in the Section Integrations (integr_los.h), we discard writing the
dimensionless solid angle in the above units. Some authors do however explicitly express the steradians, sr, in
their units (for instance in See also Appendix A of

6.4. Source spectrum (spectra.h)
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6.4.2 Absorption 𝑒−𝜏 (𝐸,𝑧)
Absorption of the 𝛾-ray photons are due to pair production after interaction with the extragalactic background light
(EBL) and the cosmic microwave background (CMB). In this CLUMPY version, absorption on the CMB, which affects
the signal from nearby (< 1 Mpc) sources above several tens of TeV is not implemented.
Several types of models exist in the literature to describe the EBL:
• Backward modelling, starts from the observed multi-wavelength properties of existing local galaxies and extrapolate to larger redshifts (e.g. ).
• Forward modelling relies on semi-analytical models of galaxy formation and evolution to compute the opacity
at any redshift (e.g. ).
• Other methods focus instead on the mechanisms responsible for the EBL, i.e. emission of stars and dust, and
integrate over stellar properties and star formation rate , or rely on the direct observation of galaxies over the
redshift range of interest .
Given the variety in the modelling approaches, the results for 𝜏 (𝐸, 𝑧) of each of the works cited above is implemented
in CLUMPY (see EBL \gamma-ray attenuation models). At each redshift, we transform the tabulated data from these
works into coefficients of a fitted 11th order polynomial in energy. The optical depth 𝜏 is then computed from the
polynomial in energy and interpolated in redshift.

6.4.3 Branching ratios 𝐵𝑓
DM particles may annihilate or decay into various products with some model-dependent (unknown) branching fraction.
While the models kBERGSTROM98, kTASITSIOMI02, and kBRINGMANN08 describe the average 𝛾-ray yield for some
specific SUSY model, for the spectra from kCIRELLI11_EW and kCIRELLI11_NOEW, the user can specify her/his own
mixing out of 28 branching channels for 28 primary channels reported in :

Table 6.2: Possible branching channels to select for the kCIRELLI11_EW
and kCIRELLI11_NOEW final states.
−
−
[00] 𝑒+
[01] 𝑒+
[02] 𝑒+ 𝑒−
𝐿 𝑒𝐿
𝑅 𝑒𝑅
+ −
+ −
[03] 𝜇𝐿 𝜇𝐿
[04] 𝜇𝑅 𝜇𝑅
[05] 𝜇+ 𝜇−
+ −
+ −
[06] 𝜏𝐿 𝜏𝐿
[07] 𝜏𝑅 𝜏𝑅
[08] 𝜏 + 𝜏 −
[09] 𝑞 𝑞¯
[10] 𝑐¯
𝑐
[11] 𝑏¯𝑏
[12] 𝑡𝑡¯
+
−
+
−
[13] 𝑊𝐿 𝑊𝐿
[14] 𝑊𝑇 𝑊𝑇
[15] 𝑊 + 𝑊 −
[16] 𝑍𝐿 𝑍𝐿
[17] 𝑍𝑇 𝑍𝑇
[18] 𝑍𝑍
[19] 𝑔𝑔
[20] 𝛾𝛾
[21] ℎℎ
[22] 𝜈𝑒 𝜈𝑒
[23] 𝜈𝜇 𝜈𝜇
[24] 𝜈𝜏 𝜈𝜏
[25] 𝑉 𝑉 → 4𝑒 [26] 𝑉 𝑉 → 4𝜇 [27] 𝑉 𝑉 → 4𝜏

Any linear combination of these channels can be selected via the gPP_BR input parameter set to a comma-separated
list of 28 numbers specifying the relative contribution 𝐵𝑓 of each channel. E.g.:
--gPP_BR=0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.5,0,0,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1e-4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
on the command line or (note the correct usage of spaces) in a parameter file:
gPP_BR = 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.5,0,0,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1e-4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
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selects the case where 50% of the DM particles annihilate/decay into 𝜏 + 𝜏 − , 50% into 𝑏¯𝑏, and with a probability of
10−4 directly into two 𝛾-rays.
Note: If the sum

∑︀

𝐵𝑓 ̸= 1, like in the example above, the sum will be renormalised, but a warning is printed.

6.4.4 Enabled spectra d𝑁/d𝐸
Various parametrisations can be selected with the gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL, for the annihilation/decay of DM particles of mass parameter 𝑚𝜒 . An overview of these possible models and keywords for the gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL
variable is given in \gamma and \nu particle spectra, detailed below, and illustrated from Fig. 6.7 (taken from ).

Fig. 6.7: Average 𝛾-ray yield according to and , and pure branching channels from

Average 𝛾-ray production for annihilating DM
Defining the variable 𝑥 =

𝐸𝛾
𝑚𝜒

and

d𝑁𝛾
d𝐸𝛾

=

1
𝑚𝜒

×

d𝑁𝛾
d𝑥 ,

we have

• kBERGSTROM98

d𝑁𝛾
exp(−7.8𝑥)
= 0.73 ×
,
d𝑥
𝑥1.5
6.4. Source spectrum (spectra.h)
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• kTASITSIOMI02

[︂
]︂
d𝑁𝛾
10 5 0.5 5 −0.5
5 −1.5
=
− 𝑥 − 𝑥
+
𝑥
d𝑥
3
4
2
12
• kBRINGMANN08

(︀
)︀2 [︂ (︂
)︂
]︂
d𝑁𝛾
𝛼𝑒𝑚 4 1 − 𝑥 + 𝑥2
1 − 𝑥 + 𝜖/2
1
3
=
× ln 2
− +𝑥−𝑥
d𝑥
𝜋 (1 − 𝑥 + 𝜖/2) 𝑥
𝜖
2
Note: This parametrisation corresponds to the internal bremsstrahlung, which strongly
depends on the nature of the neutralino (here, it corresponds to an heavy neutralino, pure
Higgsino or Wino).
𝛾-ray and 𝜈 production accounting from specific channels
kCIRELLI11_EW and kCIRELLI11_NOEW provide tabulated spectra of recent PYTHIA simulations .
These are included in CLUMPY and stored in the directory $CLUMPY/data/PPPC4DMID-spectra/. If
kCIRELLI11_EW or kCIRELLI11_NOEW are chosen, the resulting spectrum is calculated by a 2D linear
interpolation on log(𝐸) and log(𝑚) from the tabulated spectra. Note that both the results with (EW) or
without (NOEW) electro-weak corrections are available. The final state (𝛾-ray or neutrinos) can be selected via the gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE parameter, with the possible enumerator values given in
Table 6.3:

Table
6.3:
Possible
keyword
choices
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE parameter.
Keyword
Description
kGAMMA
𝛾-rays
kNEUTRINO
neutrinos
kANTIPROTON
anti-protons, 𝑝¯
kPOSITRON
positrons, 𝑒+
kELECTRON
electrons, 𝑒−

for

the

Note: The charged particle final states (anti-protons, positrons, and electrons) are only implemented in
CLUMPY for displaying the elementary energy spectrum at source with:
$ clumpy -z -i your_parameter_file.txt
Apart from this exception, CLUMPY is designed to deal only with neutral 𝛾-ray and 𝜈 final states of dark
matter annihilation/decay processes.
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6.4.5 Neutrino flavour and mixing
For distant astrophysical sources, the journey in vacuum can be described by an average oscillation that must be accounted for.
Note: CLUMPY provides the flux for 𝜈𝑒 , 𝜈𝜇 or 𝜈𝜏 . DM detection with neutrino telescopes are sensitive to 𝜈𝜇 + 𝜈¯𝜇 =
2 × 𝜈𝜇 . This factor 2 for anti-neutrino contribution is not accounted for in CLUMPY and must be set by hand by the user.
Flavour selection
If neutrino fluxes are selected as outputs:
gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL = kCIRELLI_EW
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE = kNEUTRINO
the considered final state
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_NUFLAVOUR:

neutrino

flavour

must

be

selected

by

Table
6.4:
Possible
keyword
choices
for
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_NUFLAVOUR parameter.
Keyword
Description
kNUE
𝜈𝑒 , electron neutrinos
kNUMU
𝜈𝜇 , muon neutrinos
kNUTAU
𝜈𝜏 , tau neutrinos

the

parameter

the

Neutrino oscillation
For distant astrophysical sources, the travelling in vacuum and transition between the different flavour
states can be described by average oscillations

𝑃 (𝜈𝑙 → 𝜈𝑙′ ) = 𝑃 (𝜈¯𝑙 → 𝜈¯𝑙′ ) =

3
∑︁

|𝑈𝑙′ 𝑘 |2 |𝑈𝑙𝑘 |2 .

𝑘=1

• 𝑈 is the neutrino mixing matrix and 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3 for the 3 mass eigenstates.
• The mixing angles {𝜃12 , 𝜃23 , 𝜃13 } correspond to the input parameters
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA12_DEG ,
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA13_DEG ,
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA23_DEG ,
• The 𝐶𝑃 phase is set to 𝛿 = 0 as the default value (see, e.g.,

6.4. Source spectrum (spectra.h)
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6.5 Halo profiles (profiles.h)
6.5.1 Formal description
A DM profile is characterised by a normalisation 𝜌s , a scale radius 𝑟s , and several shape parameters 𝛼
⃗ . For a spherically
symmetric DM halo, we have formally

𝜌(𝑟) = 𝑓 (𝜌s , 𝑟s , 𝛼
⃗) .
The physical size of the DM halo is usually taken to be 𝑅Δ , the radius at overdensity ∆. All profiles and their corresponding input parameter keyword names are gathered in Section 10.2. Their calculation is implemented in the library
profiles.h.

6.5.2 Saturation radius 𝑟sat
Some of these DM profiles are steep enough in the inner regions to lead to a singularity of the 𝛾-ray luminosity at the
centre of the halo. However, a cut-off radius 𝑟sat naturally appears, within which the DM density saturates due to the
balance between the annihilation rate and the gravitational infalling rate of DM particles. The saturation density reads
:

𝜌sat = 3.10

18

(︁

𝑚𝜒 )︁
×
100 GeV

(︂

10−26 cm3 s−1
⟨𝜎𝑣⟩

)︂

𝑀⊙ kpc−3 .

The saturation radius is defined to be the radius for which 𝜌(𝑟sat ) = 𝜌sat , so that 𝜌(𝑟 < 𝑟sat ) = 𝜌sat . This is a very
crude description, but this cut-off only arises for the steepest profiles which are generally disfavoured. For the various
family of profiles we use in CLUMPY, we have:
• kEINASTO/kEINASTO_N family: for any model in Einasto, the profile is not cuspy, so 𝜌sat is assumed to never
be reached.
(︁
)︁1/𝛾
s
.
• kZHAO family: 𝑟sat = 𝑟𝑠 × 𝜌𝜌sat
• kDPDV_GAO04: if 𝛽 − 3 < 0: 𝑟sat = 𝑟200 ×

{︁(︁

𝜌sat
𝜌200

)︁

[𝛽−𝛼𝑎𝑐/(1+𝑎𝑐)]
𝛽(1+𝑎𝑐)

}︁1/(𝛽−3)
.

Note: In CLUMPY, the user cannot select 𝑟sat for a particular halo, but must globally set a physically motivated value
for 𝜌sat , [𝜌sat ] = M⊙ kpc−3 , for all (sub)halos involved in the simulation. This is done by the gDM_RHOSAT input
parameter.

6.5.3 Radius 𝑟−2
The concentration of a DM halo, defined in Section 6.6, depends on 𝑟−2 , the radius for which the slope is −2:
⃒
⃒
d [𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟) ] ⃒⃒
d log 𝜌 ⃒⃒
=
0
⇔
= −2.
⃒
d𝑟
d log 𝑟 ⃒𝑟=𝑟−2
𝑟=𝑟−2
For any specific profile, it can be related to the scale radius (𝑟s , 𝑟0 , 𝑟e , ...) defining a given halo’s dimension, as long as
the outer slope of the profile is steeper than −2. Values for 𝑟−2 are gathered in Section 10.2. To highlight the position
of 𝑟−2 in various profiles, Fig. 6.8 shows the quantity 𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟) for Milky-Way like halos.
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Fig. 6.8: Radius 𝑟−2 for various DM profiles (see Section 10.2) at the maximum of the curves.
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6.5.4 Triaxial profiles
1. Definition:
Triaxial profiles are described for instance in We refer the reader to the page for a general description of an
ellipsoid: the points (𝑎, 0, 0), (0, 𝑏, 0) and (0, 0, 𝑐) lie on the surface and the line segments from the origin to
these points are called the semi-principal axes of length 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐. They correspond to the semi-major axis and
semi-minor axis of the appropriate ellipses.
2. Convention in CLUMPY:
In CLUMPY, we allow for a general triaxial model (𝑎 ̸= 𝑏 ̸= 𝑐), where the major axis is 𝑎 the intermediate axis 𝑏,
and the minor axis is 𝑐. Cosmological simulations have shown that these axes can vary as a function of the isodensity radius 𝑅iso but it is not considered here. In any case, the position (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍) in the coordinate framework
attached to a given DM halo centre (see Fig. 6.2) corresponds to the iso-density radius
√︂
𝑌2
𝑍2
𝑋2
+ 2 + 2.
𝑅iso =
2
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
The density is given by 𝜌(𝑅), where 𝜌 is any spherical profile discussed above.
3. Initialisation parameters:
Triaxial parameters consist of 7 parameters (three axes for the shape, three Halo rotation (Euler angles), and one
boolean to decide whether to take into account or not the triaxiality). Depending of the type of halo considered,
triaxiality is implemented in different fashion in CLUMPY:
• Galactic halo:
Triaxial parameters for the Galactic halo gMW_XXX are set directly in the parameter file or over the command
line as given in Table 6.5:

Table 6.5: Setting triaxiality for the Milky Way halo
Quantities (triaxial profile)
Galactic halo: parameter names
Is triaxiality enabled? (0 or 1) gGAL_TRIAXIAL_IS
𝑎 [−]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_AXES_0
𝑏 [−]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_AXES_1
𝑐 [−]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_AXES_2
𝛼Euler [deg]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_0
𝛽Euler [deg]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_1
𝛾Euler [deg]
gGAL_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_2

• User-defined list of halos:
Triaxial parameters are set directly in the file of user-defined haloes as extra-columns in the file (regardless
of the type of the DM halo, be it a galaxy, a dwarf spheroidal galaxy, or a cluster of galaxy), see Format of
halo definition files for the correct format.
• Substructures:
Triaxiality is not enabled/implemented in CLUMPY, since it would require a statitical distribution of axis
ratios and orientations. First, the orientation is not important if the integration angle encompasses the halo
volume (and this is the case for all subhaloes but a tiny fraction). Second, the exact distribution of axis
ratios is not known, but the impact in the calculation is certainly negligible compared to other uncertainties
(concentration, profile, etc.). In the end, it is not worth including this option in the calculation.
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See also:
Halo rotation (Euler angles)

6.5.5 Family of profiles
Zhao (kZHAO)
Many DM profiles used in the literature can be written in terms of a three parameter (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) family

𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟s , 𝜌s ; 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (︁ )︁
𝛾
𝑟
𝑟s

For this profile, we have 𝑟−2 = 𝑟s ×

(︁

2−𝛾
𝛽−2

𝛽−𝛾
𝛼

× 𝜌s
.
[︁
(︁ )︁𝛼 ]︁ 𝛽−𝛾
𝛼
𝑟
× 1 + 𝑟s
2

)︁ 𝛼1
, with

• 𝑟s : scale radius, [𝑟s ] = kpc,
• 𝜌s : density normalisation 𝜌(𝑟s ), [𝜌s ] = M⊙ kpc−3 ,
• 𝛼: logarithmic transition slope (controls the sharpness of the transition between the inner and outer slopes),
• 𝛽: outer logarithmic slope,
• 𝛾: inner logarithmic slope.
Widely-used special cases of the Hernquist-Zhao profile are:
• Modified Isothermal with (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (2, 2, 0);
• NFW with (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (1, 3, 1);
• Moore with (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (1.5, 3, 1.5).
Einasto profiles
In the last decade, it has been realised that the inner slope of the DM halo should decrease as 𝑟 decreases, which has
given rise to several logarithmic inner-slope parametrisations, generally based on the Einasto profile which follows

𝜌(𝑟) ∝ exp (−𝐴𝑟𝛼 )

⇔

d log 𝜌
= −𝛼𝐴 𝑟𝛼 ,
d log 𝑟

(6.7)

and was first used by Einasto to describe the mass and light distributions in galaxies. Note that it is formally identical
to Sersic’s law which is traditionally applied to projected (2D) density profiles rather that 3D density profiles. In the
literature, two main expressions of the Einasto density profile of DM haloes have been formulated (see also for a nice
and comprehensive discussion of the properties of Einasto profiles):
1. Standard Einasto description (kEINASTO):
The standard Einasto is used for instance in where 𝐴 =

⇒

2
𝛼

−𝛼
𝑟−2

{︂
[︂(︂
)︂𝛼
]︂}︂
2
𝑟
𝜌EINASTO (𝑟 | 𝑟−2 , 𝜌−2 ; 𝛼) = 𝜌−2 exp −
−1
,
𝛼
𝑟−2
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and both teams find that the shape parameter 𝛼 = 0.17 as a good description of the density
profile of DM halos. also find that 𝛼 = 0.68 describes well the spatial distribution of subhaloes
d𝒫/d𝑉 in the Milky-Way.
For the standard Einasto profile, we have 𝜌(𝑟−2 ) = 𝜌−2 , with
• 𝑟−2 : radius, [𝑟−2 ] = kpc, for which the slope is −2,
• 𝜌−2 : normalisation, [𝜌−2 ] = M⊙ kpc−3 .
• 𝛼 : parameter controlling the sharpness of the rolling logarithmic slope.
2. Einasto ‘s 𝑟1/𝑛 profile (kEINASTO_N):
implemented a so-called Einasto’s “𝑟1/𝑛 model”,

𝛼=

1
,
𝑛

𝐴 = 𝑑𝑛 𝑟e−1/𝑛
{︃

⇒

𝜌EINASTON (𝑟 | 𝑟e , 𝜌e ; 𝑛) = 𝜌e exp −𝑑𝑛 ×

[︃(︂

𝑟
𝑟e

)︂ 𝑛1

]︃}︃
−1

,

with 𝑑𝑛 being given by the implicit equation
Γ(3𝑛) = 2 𝛾(3𝑛, 𝑑𝑛 ) ,
where Γ(𝑎) is the complete gamma function and 𝛾(𝑎, 𝑥) the lower incomplete gamma function.
For 𝑛 ≳ 0.5, 𝑑𝑛 can be approximately written explicitly as a function of 𝑛

𝑑𝑛 ≈ 3𝑛 −

1 0.0079
+
.
3
𝑛

For 𝑛 an integer, which is mandatory in CLUMPY, 𝑀tot ∼ 2𝜋 𝑛 𝑟e3 𝜌e 𝑒𝑑𝑛 𝑑−3𝑛
(3𝑛 − 1)! Like for
𝑛
the standard Einasto profile, the profile kEINASTO_N provides good fits to N-body simulations
with 𝑛 = 6 ( 𝑛−1 = 1/6 ≈ 0.17).
(︁ )︁𝑛
For this profile, we have 𝑟−2 = 𝑟e × 𝑑2𝑛𝑛 with which the profiles kEINASTO and kEINASTO_N
can be translated one into the other, with
• 𝑟e : scale radius, [𝑟e ] = kpc, which contains half the mass of the halo,
• 𝜌e : normalisation, [𝜌e ] = M⊙ kpc−3 . With the above definition, we have 𝜌(𝑟e ) = 𝜌e ,
• 𝑛: shape parameter (required to be an integer in CLUMPY).
Burkert (kBURKERT)
The Burkert profile is a phenomenological density distribution that resembles an isothermal profile in the inner regions
(𝑟 ≪ 𝑟0 ), and with an outer logarithmic slope of −3 as in a NFW profile:

𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟0 , 𝜌0 ) = (︁
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)︁

𝜌0
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(︁ )︁2 ]︂ .
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For this profile, 𝜌(𝑟0 ) = 𝜌0 /4., and 𝑟−2 is the root of 𝑥3 −𝑥−2 = 0 (with 𝑥 = 𝑟−2 /𝑟0 , i.e. 𝑟−2 ≈ 1.5213797068×𝑟0 )
with
• 𝑟0 : scale (or core) radius, [𝑟0 ] = kpc,
• 𝜌0 : core density 𝜌(𝑟 = 0), [𝜌0 ] = M⊙ kpc−3 .
Special d𝒫/d𝑉 profiles
Besides the description of halo and subhalo profiles, we also categorise as profile the spatial distribution d𝒫/d𝑉 of
subhaloes in their host halo.
• Anti-biased Einasto (kDPDV_SPRINGEL08_ANTIBIASED)
Although not being a strict member of the family (6.7), a so-called anti-biased Einasto profile is sometimes used
to described the population of substructures in its host halo (e.g., the Milky Way), where tidal effects tend to
destroy haloes in the vicinity of the (Galactic) centre, hence the name anti-biased In practice, this amounts to a
simple multiplication by 𝑟/𝑟−2 , such that

𝜌

)︂
𝑟
× 𝜌EINASTO (𝑟)
(𝑟 | 𝑟e , 𝜌e ; 𝛼) =
𝑟e
(︂ )︂
[︂(︂ )︂𝛼
{︂
]︂}︂
𝑟
𝑟
2
=
× 𝜌e exp −
−1
.
𝑟e
𝛼
𝑟e
(︂

DPDV_SPRINGEL08_ANTIBIASED

With this profile, we have we have 𝑟−2 =

(︀ 3 )︀1/𝛼
2

𝑟e , with

– 𝑟e : scale radius, [𝑟e ] = kpc, for which the slope for the standard Einasto profile’s slope is −2,
– 𝜌e : normalisation, [𝜌e ] = M⊙ kpc−3 . With the definition of the standard Einasto profile, we still have
𝜌(𝑟s ) = 𝜌e ,
– 𝛼: shape parameter as for the standard Einasto profile.
• Gao (𝑎𝑐, 𝛼, 𝛽) profile (kDPDV_GAO04)
The fit function from with parameters 𝑎, 𝛼, and 𝛽 is used to model the distribution of 𝑁 subclumps in a given
host halo of concentration 𝑐(𝑀 ) and scale radius 𝑟200 . Note that these authors give

𝑁 (< 𝑥) =
so that using 𝑁 (< 𝑥) =

∫︀

(1 + 𝑎𝑐) 𝑥𝛽
,
1 + 𝑎𝑐𝑥𝛼

with

𝑥=

𝑟
,
𝑟200

𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟) d𝑟, with 𝜌(𝑟) the profile we are looking for, we end up with

𝜌GAO (𝑟 | 𝑟200 , 𝜌200 ; 𝑎𝑐, 𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝜌200
𝑎𝑐 ×
𝛽 − 𝛼 1+𝑎𝑐

(1 + 𝑎𝑐)

(︁

)︁𝛽−3 [︁
(︁
)︁𝛼 ]︁
𝑟
𝛽
+
𝑎𝑐(𝛽
−
𝛼)
𝑟200
𝑟200
.
[︁
(︁
)︁𝛼 ]︁2
𝑟
1 + 𝑎𝑐 𝑟200
𝑟

Given this choice of normalisation, we have 𝑟−2 the root of a second order polynomial involving (𝑎𝑐, 𝛼, 𝛽), with
– 𝑟200 : scale radius, [𝑟200 ] = kpc,
– 𝜌200 : normalisation [𝜌200 ] = M⊙ kpc−3 , 𝜌200 = 𝜌(𝑟200 ) = 𝜌200 = 200 × 𝜌m (𝑧), 200 times the mean
background matter density,
6.5. Halo profiles (profiles.h)
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– 𝑎𝑐: first ‘combined’ parameter of the Gao function: 𝑎 is a parameter, 𝑐 is the concentration of the host halo,
– 𝛼:second parameter of the Gao fit (inner slope is 𝛽 − 3),
– 𝛽: third parameter of the Gao fit (outer slope is 𝛽 − 3 − 𝛼).
Numerical (kNODES)
Apart from the previous analytic profiles, also arbitrary numerically defined profiles can be chosen for the halo density
or d𝒫/d𝑉 descriptions. This is done by choosing the generic kNODES keyword. In this case, CLUMPY requests an
ASCII file, parsed with the option gLIST_HALOES_NODES, which contains the numerical profiles of one or several
halo descriptions:
• The file must contain two columns separated by spaces or tabs (additional columns are ignored), containing the
node points on the radial axis (1st column) and corresponding profile density values (2nd column). The units of
both axes can be arbitrary; however, they can be used if wished so (set normalisation density to -1 in the (halo)
definition file, see Section 7.2.1 or Section 10.2 for details).
• Node points (1st column) must be in strictly monotonic increasing order for each object.
• Different profiles can be provided one after the other. A break in the monotonic node order is used to identify the
separate profiles. Each profile is later chosen by an integer value (starting from 1) for the first shape parameter
(”𝛼”).
• Blank lines and lines starting with # are ignored.
• At least four node points must be provided per profile.
𝜌
• The log-slope of the profile must be dd log
log 𝑟 = −2 (see Section 6.5.3) somewhere in the range of node points, and
this log-slope also should be unique. Note that this condition is independent of the input units of both columns.

Note that this format corresponds to the output files of −g1 (Section 7.1.2) and −h1 (Section 7.2.3). An example node
points list is provided in $CLUMPY/data/list_generic_nodes.txt.
Warning: At radii smaller than the first provided node, halo densities are set to a constant core with the value at
the first node. It is recommend to check whether the result is stable for the given nodes depending on the use case.
If necessary, the user has to model some extrapolation of the innermost cusp by her/himself externally beforehand.

6.5.6 Popular (𝜌𝑠 , 𝑟𝑠 ) values
Dark matter simulations usually provide 𝜌tot (𝑟) from the total density of DM measured in shells and d𝒫/d𝑉 , the
spatial distribution of subhaloes within a halo. The above families of profiles can be used to describe both the total
DM density of a halo and the spatial distribution of subhaloes in a host. Remember however that they will come with
different values of their structural parameters 𝑟s , 𝜌s , etc.
In CLUMPY, we generically call 𝑟s the scale radius appearing in the different profiles. However, depending on the chosen
parameterisation, it can mean 𝑟s , 𝑟−2 or 𝑟e (see Section 6.5.5). It is up to the user to check that the values for 𝑟s she/he
uses in the input parameter file are realistic. In the same spirit, there are up to three shape parameters denoted 𝛼, 𝛽,
and 𝛾, although only 𝛼 is used for kEINASTO, kDPDV_SPRINGEL08_ANTIBIASED, and kEINASTO_N (respectively, 𝑛
for the latter), and none for kBURKERT. Table 6.6 provides several shape parameters proposed in the literature. They
also give some values as found from simulations for the scale parameter for the Galaxy (or Galactic-type halos).
Warning: For your science study, copy and paste the values from Table 6.6 with caution!
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Table 6.6: Popular parameter choices for various profile families and their
special names
Gal. d𝑃/d𝑉

𝑟sGal. total density
4 kpc1
21.7 kpc2

𝑟s
28 kpcPage 59, 1
−

1.5

34.5 kpc2

−

3

1.2

32.6 kpc2

−

−

−

−

−

9.26 kpc

kEINASTO_N

6

−

−

∼ 250 kpc

−

kEINASTO

0.17

−

−

21.7 kpc

−

kEINASTO

0.68

−

−

−

199 kpc

kDPDV_GAO04

19

1.9

2.9

−

389 kpc

CLUMPY keyword (Popular Name)
kZHAO (Isothermal)
kZHAO (NFW)

𝛼
2
1

𝛽
2
3

𝛾
0
1

kZHAO (Moore)

1.5

3

kZHAO (DMS04)

1

kBURKERT

References
−

6.5.7 Plots 𝜌2 (𝑟), 𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟),. . .
The following figures display a comparison of the various profiles in the central regions of the halos. The saturation
density is reached for some of them (1 GeV cm−3 = 2.63 × 107 M⊙ kpc−3 ).
Note: To calculate the mass 𝑀 and luminosity ℒ of a clump, the functions shown in the last two previous plots need
to be integrated. If no analytical solution exists, we split the integration into several parts to speed up the calculation:
𝑟=𝑟
∫︁𝑅Δ
∫︁ sat
𝐼≡
𝑓 (𝑟) d𝑟 =
𝑓 (𝑟) d𝑟 +
0

0

𝑟=0.01
∫︁ 𝑟s

∫︁𝑅Δ
𝑓 (𝑟) d𝑟 .

𝑓 (𝑟) d𝑟 +
𝑟sat

𝑟=0.01 𝑟s

The first part is integrated with a linear step integrator, and the second and third parts are integrated in adaptive logarithmic steps.

6.6 (Sub-)haloes (clumps.h & stat.h)
CLUMPY needs to manipulate and calculate many quantities related to generic DM (sub-)haloes. Their most general
description takes into account that the total DM distribution is the sum of a smooth contribution and a distribution of
sub-halos. The sub-halos can then be seen themselves as scale-down versions of their parent (“host”) halo. Hence,
multi-level of substructures should be accounted for. For the specific case of DM decay, if only the mean contribution
is calculated, all these details are irrelevant (the signal is basically proportional to the mass, which remains the same
whether we put some of it in sub-halos or not). For DM annihilation, they are important as sub-halos can boost the
signal (note however that after the second level, the contributions are generally negligible).
The libraries clumps.h and stat.h contain functions to calculate,
1
2

Values from
Values from
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Fig. 6.9: DM smooth profile squared 𝜌2 (𝑟) (normalised to 𝜌0 = 0.3 GeV cm−3 at 𝑟 = 8 kpc).
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Fig. 6.10: Function d𝑀/d𝑟 ∝ 𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟) ⇒ mass 𝑀 = 4𝜋
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∫︀

𝑟2 𝜌(𝑟) d𝑟.
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Fig. 6.11: Function dℒ/d𝑟 ∝ 𝑟2 𝜌2 (𝑟) ⇒ intrinsic luminosity ℒ = 4𝜋
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• mass of DM halo 𝑀Δ , [𝑀Δ ] = M⊙ ;
• the properties of subhaloes (distributions, mass-concentration, etc.);
• the intrinsic luminosity (see below), and J-factor for any host halo, spherical and triaxial, with or without substructures;
• the average and variance of galactic subhaloes or field haloes (not yet implemented for the extragalactic calculation).

6.6.1 Overdensity Δ (𝑅Δ and 𝑀Δ )
All integrations for (sub-)haloes must be carried out to their maximum radius. However, the radius of a halo is an
ill-defined quantity. In general, the mass 𝑀Δ of a halo is connected to its size, 𝑅Δ , via the relation

(︂
𝑅Δ (𝑀Δ , 𝑧) =

3 𝑀Δ
4𝜋 × ∆(𝑧) × 𝜚c (𝑧)

)︂1/3
× (1 + 𝑧) ,

(6.8)

where the subscript ∆ denotes a characteristic collapse overdensity above the critical density of the Universe, 𝜚c =
3𝐻 2 (𝑧)/8𝜋𝐺. All calculations can be chosen to be performed with respect to any of the following overdensity definitions:

∆(𝑧) = const.,
∆(𝑧) = const. × Ωm (𝑧) =: ∆m × Ωm (𝑧),
∆(𝑧) = 18𝜋 2 + 82 [Ωm (𝑧) − 1)] − 39 [Ωm (𝑧) − 1]2 .
If a mass-concentration 𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ , 𝑧) or halo mass function d𝑛/d𝑀 (𝑀, 𝑧) are natively provided for a ∆ different from
the user’s choice, 𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ , 𝑧) or d𝑛/d𝑀 (𝑀, 𝑧) are internally rescaled to the user-chosen Delta using the algorithm
described in appendix A of . Note that this rescaling presumes a given halo profile (see Section 6.5).

6.6.2 Concentration: 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ
Definition
The concentration 𝑐Δ , at a given characteristic overdensity ∆, is defined to be

𝑐Δ ≡

𝑅Δ
,
𝑟−2

where 𝑅Δ is the radius of the DM halo for which the density equals this overdensity (see above), and 𝑟−2
is the position where the slope of the DM halo density profile reaches −2 (see Section 6.5). A list of all
implemented 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ descriptions is given in Mass-concentration relations.
Implementation in CLUMPY
We chose to code the generic 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ relationship (with ∆ = 200, vir, ...) and then rely on a conversion
function to translate between different choices of ∆. The redshift dependence of the concentration is taken
into account; haloes formed at earlier times are less concentrated. There is generally a dependence on the
environment and an intrinsic scatter of the 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ relationship (see below). However, effects of halo
selection (relaxed or not. . . ) are not implemented. They can lead to ∼ 10% differences in the 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ
relationship (see, e.g. and App. of
6.6. (Sub-)haloes (clumps.h & stat.h)
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Note: Most of the parametrisations deal with galaxy cluster or down to galaxy size objects, 𝑀Δ ≳ [1010 −
1015 ] 𝑀⊙ . Only kB01_VIR, kENS01_VIR, kGIOCOLI12_VIR, and kSANCHEZ14_200 can be extrapolated
down to the lowest halo masses, 𝑀Δ ≪ 1010 𝑀⊙ .
Illustration
In Fig. 6.12, we plot the 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ relationships for selected prescriptions available in CLUMPY, and in Fig.
6.13 the intrinsic luminosity ℒ(𝑀𝑣𝑖𝑟 ) for all profiles:

Fig. 6.12: Concentration-mass relations.
Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 can be reproduced via
$ clumpy -e2 -D
which creates a default parameter file. Then the gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA_LIST can be expanded within the parameter file or simply overwritten in the command line:
$ clumpy -e2 -i clumpy_params_e2.txt --gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA_LIST=kB01_
˓→VIR,kENS01_VIR,kNETO07_200,kDUFFY08F_VIR,kDUFFY08F_200,kDUFFY08F_MEAN,
˓→kETTORI10_200,kPRADA12_200,kGIOCOLI12_VIR,kSANCHEZ14_200
As calculating ten times the substructure contribution for each description may be rather time-consuming,
the signal boost from substructures can be disregarded by overwriting the default value in the parameter
file via the command line:
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Fig. 6.13: Intrinsic halo luminosities.
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$ clumpy -e2 -i clumpy_params_e2.txt --gDM_SUBS_NUMBEROFLEVELS=0 --gEXTRAGAL_
˓→FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA_LIST=kB01_VIR,kENS01_VIR,kNETO07_200,kDUFFY08F_VIR,
˓→kDUFFY08F_200,kDUFFY08F_MEAN,kETTORI10_200,kPRADA12_200,kGIOCOLI12_VIR,
˓→kSANCHEZ14_200

Note: ROOT needs to be installed and be linked against CLUMPY to take advantage of CLUMPY’s built-in
pop-up graphics. See the Download and Installation section for details.

6.6.3 Subhaloes: distributions
The distribution of subhaloes (or substructures) in a host halo is a function of their distance from the host centre and of
their mass. There are some environment effects (e.g. subhaloes are expected to be disrupted by tidal forces if baryons
are present) dependent on the position, that correlate the spatial and mass distribution. However, in this release of
CLUMPY, we assume that these distributions are not correlated. In that case, we can express the total distribution as a
product of three probability distribution functions (PDF) and a normalisation
d𝒫𝑀 (𝑀 ) d𝒫𝑐
d𝑁
d𝒫𝑉 (𝑟)
= 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
×
×
(𝑀, 𝑐) ,
d𝑀
d𝑉
d𝑀
d𝑐

d3⃗𝑟

where 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total number of subhaloes within the virial radius of the parent halo 𝑅Δ , and the other quantities are
distributions for the mass, position, and concentration of the DM haloes, i.e.

∫︁

𝑀max

𝑀min

d𝒫𝑀 (𝑀 )
d𝑀 = 1,
d𝑀

∫︁
0

𝑅𝑣𝑖𝑟

d𝒫𝑉 (𝑟) 3
d ⃗𝑟 = 1,
d𝑉

∫︁

𝑐max (𝑀 )

and
𝑐min (𝑀 )

d𝒫𝑐 (𝑐, 𝑀 )
d𝑐 = 1.
d𝑐

Mass distribution d𝒫𝑀 /d𝑀
The distribution d𝒫𝑀 /d𝑀 is assumed to be a power law
d𝒫𝑀
= 𝐵𝑀 −𝛼𝑀 ,
d𝑀
where 𝛼𝑀 is the slope ∼ 1.9. All functions using d𝒫𝑀 /d𝑀 assume that the normalisation 𝐵 has been
correctly set (so as to have a probability).
Spatial distribution d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉
d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 provides the spatial distribution of substructures in a host halo, the latter being the Galactic DM
halo or any other DM halo (a dSph galaxy, another galaxy, a galaxy cluster). The distribution can be chosen
from any DM profiles as used for the DM density profile, and is provided by the input parameters ending
with SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE, see Section 6.5.5 and Section 10.2.
Concentration distribution d𝒫𝑐 /d𝑐
d𝒫𝑐 /d𝑐 provides the concentration distribution of the substructures in the host halo, the latter being Galactic DM halo or any other halo (e.g. a dSph galaxy). It is triggered by the value set for
gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV:
• gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV = 0: use the mean concentration 𝑐¯(𝑀 ), as in CLUMPY version 1:

d𝒫𝑐
(𝑀, 𝑐) = 𝛿 (¯
𝑐(𝑀 )) .
d𝑐
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• gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV > 0: log-normal distribution

[︂

ln 𝑐 − ln(¯
𝑐(𝑀 ))
√
2𝜎𝑐 (𝑀 )
exp
d𝒫𝑐
√
(𝑀, 𝑐) =
d𝑐
2𝜋 𝑐 𝜎𝑐 (𝑀 )

]︂2

−

,

i.e., the concentration of a halo of mass 𝑀 is randomly drawn from the above distribution around the
mean concentration 𝑐¯(𝑀 ) and using a typical scatter 𝜎𝑐 (𝑀 ) ∼ 0.2 . This distribution is normalised,
so it is directly a PDF. Their works give a 𝑐200 − 𝑀200 relationship instead, this time working at the
radius within which the average density is 200 times the critical density 𝜚crit (𝑧) of the universe (or
200 times the mean background density 𝜚mean (𝑧)). Subtle variations of some definitions exist in the
literature and care is needed when trying to compare these parametrisations (see appendix B of for
an example).

6.6.4 Luminosity ℒ and boost
The intrinsic luminosity ℒ of a halo is defined to be the total signal over the halo volume, i.e.
∫︁
ℒ≡
𝜌𝑖 (𝑟) d𝑉,
𝑉cl

with 𝑖 = 1 for decay (in which case ℒ is the mass, ℒ = 𝑀Δ ) and 𝑖 = 2 for annihilation, with, e.g., [ℒ] = M2⊙ kpc−3
(internal units of CLUMPY).
Note: For annihilation, the luminosity of a halo is boosted for high redshifts, as the Universe was denser (w.r.t. a
comoving description) at earlier times. Therefore, one has to carefully distinguish between a proper and comoving
luminosity. In CLUMPY’s −e2 module (see Section 7.3), we output the proper (“physical”) luminosity. The comoving
luminosity is defined as
ℒcomoving =

ℒproper
,
(1 + 𝑧)3

obtained when calculating the luminosity in comoving coordinates, i.e., using 𝑅Δ as in (6.8). However, the observable
quantity is the proper luminosity.
We also give the annihilation luminosity in the −e2 module in units of 𝑀Δ × 𝜚m,0 . For a NFW profile (see Section
6.5.5), the (comoving) annihilation luminosity, ℒ(𝑀Δ , 𝑧) = ℒ[𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ , 𝑧), 𝑧], can be given in a concise analytic form:
ℒcomoving (𝑀Δ , 𝑧)
∆(𝑧)
=
× 𝑓 (𝑐Δ ) ,
𝑀Δ × 𝜚m,0
9 Ωm (𝑧)
with the term
𝑓 (𝑐Δ ) = 𝑐3Δ × [︁

1 − (1 + 𝑐Δ )−3
ln(1 + 𝑐Δ ) −

𝑐Δ
1+𝑐Δ

]︁2 .

(6.9)

Note: The numerator 1−(1+𝑐Δ )−3 in (6.9) is often discarded in the literature, as it close to 1 for any 𝑐Δ ≳ 1. However,
it becomes significant for large redshifts, for which concentrations are expected to decrease with approximately 𝑐(𝑧) =
𝑐0 /(1 + 𝑧). Therefore, 𝑐 → 0 for 𝑧 → ∞, and interestingly,
lim 𝑓 (𝑐) = 12 ,

𝑐→0
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such that in the limit, a luminosity of 4/3 times the one of constant-density spheres of ∆ times the critical density is
reached for the NFW case. In turn, for density profiles regular at their centers (d𝜌/d𝑟(𝑟 → 0) < ∞), constant-density
spheres of exactly ∆ times the critical density are expected.
Also note that the proper luminosity consequently always diverges with at least ∝ (1 + 𝑧)3 .
For a point source, the J-factor is simply given by 𝐽 = ℒ/𝑑2 (𝑑: distance of the halo). Subhaloes in their host halo
can generally be assumed to be point-like (size encompassed by angular resolution of instrument), and this property is
taken advantage of to calculate statistical properties for a population of subhaloes. The intrinsic luminosity ℒ𝑛 from
including 𝑛 > 1 levels of substructures is recursively obtained from ℒ𝑛−1 ,
∫︁

𝑀max (𝑀 )

ℒ𝑛 (𝑀, 𝑐) = ℒsm (𝑀 ) + ℒcross−prod (𝑀 ) + 𝑁tot (𝑀 )

ℒ𝑛−1 (𝑀 ′ )

𝑀min

d𝒫
(𝑀 ′ )d𝑀 ,′
d𝑀 ′

with

∫︁

2

[𝜌sm
cl (𝑀 )] d𝑉 ;

ℒsm (𝑀 ) ≡
Vcl

∫︁
ℒcross−prod (𝑀 ) ≡ 2

𝜌sm
cl (𝑀 ) ⟨𝜌subs (𝑀 )⟩ d𝑉 .

Vcl

Note: ℒ(𝑀, 𝑐) depends on both the host mass and concentration (the latter being calculated from the mass. It can be
calculated with or without contributions from substructures in the DM halo under scrutiny.
Below, we illustrate the effect of taking into account multiple levels of substructures and/or the distribution of d𝒫/d𝑐
on the intrinsic luminosity (for annihilating DM). The three plots in Fig. 6.14 from left to right correspond to:
• Calculation with (gDM_SUBS_NUMBEROFLEVELS = 1) and without (gDM_SUBS_NUMBEROFLEVELS
= 0) substructures, that is the so-called boost-factor;
• Impact of accounting for more than the first level of substructures (i.e. gDM_SUBS_NUMBEROFLEVELS
> 1) w.r.t. the previous level, and also the impact of accounting for a distribution of concentrations
(i.e. gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV > 0).
• Detailed view of the gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV > 0 case, and how it shifts ⟨ℒ⟩𝑐 w.r.t. the luminosity
ℒ in the gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV > 0 case.
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Fig. 6.6:
Caller
flowchart
Fig. 6.14 can be reproduced via (provided ROOT is installed):
$ clumpy -e2 -D; clumpy -e2 -i clumpy_params_e2.txt

6.6.5 Mean and variance
A typical DM halo of 1012 𝑀⊙ (Milky-Way like) contains up to 1014 substructures, which renders the explicit calculation of the signal summed over all haloes prohibitive. This huge number allows the use of the continuum limit as the
subhalo positions and masses are random variables, drawn from distribution functions (described above) obtained by
N-body numerical simulations and/or semi-analytical calculations
At first order, a random variable (e.g. the mass and position of substructures) is described by its average value and
variance. Departure from the average can arise if a small number of objects contribute significantly to the total J-factor,
which happens if a massive subhalo dominates, or if one of the smallest subhaloes (the smaller, the more numerous
they are) is sitting almost at the observer location. The latter configuration only happens for subhaloes in the Galaxy,
since substructures in dSphs or extragalactic objects are far away.
6.6. (Sub-)haloes (clumps.h & stat.h)
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As presented in Section 6.1 for the galactic halo, J-factor skymaps rely on a combination of the calculation of the average
signal and the calculation of individual drawn clumps above and below a critical distance 𝑙crit : the critical distance is
obtained by requiring the relative error of the signal integrated from 𝑙crit to remain lower than a user-defined precision
requirement. This strategy ensures a controlled and extremely quick calculation of skymaps: the number of subhaloes
to draw in the Galaxy is reduced from a few tens of thousands to a few hundreds depending on the configuration.
Average mass and the mean of (some power of) the distance:

∫︁
⟨𝑀 ⟩ =

𝑀max

𝑀

d𝒫𝑀
d𝑀 ,
d𝑀

𝑀min
∫︁ 𝑙max
ΔΩ

∫︁
⟨𝑙𝑛 ⟩ =

0

𝑙𝑛

𝑙min

d𝒫𝑉 2
𝑙 d𝑙 dΩ.
d𝑉

Mean luminosity over 𝑀 and 𝑐:

∫︁
⟨ℒ⟩ =

𝑀max

𝑀min

∫︁ 𝑐max (𝑀 )
d𝒫𝑐
d𝒫𝑀
(𝑀 )
(𝑀, 𝑐) ℒ(𝑀, 𝑐) d𝑐 d𝑀,
d𝑀
𝑐min (𝑀 ) 𝑑𝑐

Average and variance on J:

∫︁

ΔΩ∫︁ 𝑙max

d𝒫𝑉
(𝑙, Ω) d𝑙 dΩ⟨ℒ⟩
d𝑉
0
𝑙min
⟨ ⟩
⟨ ⟩2
1
1
= ⟨ℒ2 ⟩ 4 − ⟨ℒ⟩2 2
.
𝑙
𝑙

⟨𝐽subs ⟩ = 𝑁tot
2
𝜎subs

6.7 Cosmology (cosmo.h)
Contributions from the distribution of extragalactic haloes (as introduced in Section 6.1) require accounting for the
cosmology. The module cosmo.h contains all cosmology-related functions, from the computation of the various cosmological distances to the evaluation of the halo mass function required by the intensity multiplier. A large fraction of
the functions included in this module are a translation into C of Eiichiro Komatsu’s very useful .
Note: In CLUMPY, the various options described in Section 7.3 allow to quickly check and plot various intermediate
and final quantities presented below (cosmological distances, intensity multiplier, EBL absorption, or differential flux).

Note: The extragalactic calculation requires several imbricated integrals that would be very time consuming to compute if done naively (see Section 6.3). To optimise the nested integration, CLUMPY first tabulates the mass function and
other cosmological quantities on a grid of masses and redshifts and then performs interpolations to obtain the results
for any (𝑀, 𝑧) combination during integration. The range and resolution of the grid can be adjusted by the user in the
main parameter file.
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6.7.1 Cosmological distances
There are several ways to define distances in cosmology, whether one is interested in:
• the distance 𝑑c between two objects along the line of sight (comoving distance),
• the transverse distance 𝑑trans between two objects at the same redshift (transverse comoving distance),
• the physical size of an object given its observed angular size (angular diameter distance 𝑑A ),
• the distance to link an observed flux to the intrinsic luminosity of a source (luminosity distance 𝑑L ).
These well-known definitions depend on the cosmological parameters and redshift and are not repeated here, and we
refer the interested user to .
Note: CLUMPY initialises the computation of the extragalactic flux by tabulating the values of the various distance
definitions on the redshift grid and the values of the mass function on the 2D (𝑀, 𝑧) grid. The resulting arrays are
stored as global variables.

6.7.2 Intensity multiplier
For DM annihilations, the quantity ⟨𝛿 2 (𝑧)⟩ is computed according to the halo model approach . In this setup, the
intensity multiplier from the inhomogeneous Universe is written as

⟨︀ 2 ⟩︀
𝛿 (𝑧) =

1
𝜚2m,0

∫︁
d𝑀

d𝑛
(𝑀, 𝑧) × ℒ(𝑀, 𝑧) ,
d𝑀

where 𝜚m, 0 is today’s mean total matter density, d𝑛/d𝑀 the halo mass function, and ℒ(𝑀, 𝑧) the one-halo luminosity
discussed in Section 6.6.
Note: CLUMPY uses the previously tabulated values of 𝜎(𝑀, 𝑧), 𝑃lin (𝑘, 𝑧 = 0), and 𝐷(𝑧) to interpolate the mass function to the relevant mass and redshift and returns the corresponding intensity multiplier, but under the form 𝑑𝛿 2 /𝑑 ln 𝑀 .

6.7.3 Halo mass function
The number density of extragalactic haloes d𝑛/d𝑀 in a given mass range at redshift 𝑧 depends on the variance 𝜎 of
the density fluctuations and on the multiplicity function 𝑓 (𝜎, 𝑧) that encodes nonlinear structure formation,
𝜚m,0 d ln 𝜎 −1
d𝑛
(𝑀, 𝑧) = 𝑓 (𝜎, 𝑧)
.
d𝑀
𝑀
d𝑀

(6.10)

CLUMPY returns a vector of tabulated values of the mass function, but written as d𝑛/d ln 𝑀 at a given redshift, for a
given set of masses defined by the user in the main parameter file. The result for any mass is interpolated from these
tabulated values.
Note: The multiplicity function 𝑓 (𝜎, 𝑧) is generally fitted to numerical simulations. CLUMPY includes the parametrisations from a variety of simulations, considering only DM or including baryons and relying on different cosmologies.
The available parametrizations are listed in and the user may select any one of these with a corresponding keyword (see
for details).

6.7. Cosmology (cosmo.h)
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6.7.4 𝜎(𝑀, 𝑧) and 𝑃lin (𝑘, 0)
It is calculated from the linear matter power spectrum, 𝑃lin (𝑘, 𝑧 = 0), according to

𝜎 2 (𝑀, 𝑧) =

𝐷(𝑧)2
2𝜋 2

∫︁

̂︁ 2 (𝑘𝑅) 𝑘 2 d𝑘 ,
𝑃lin (𝑘, 𝑧 = 0) 𝑊

with 𝑅 = [𝑀/(𝛾f 𝜚m,0 )]1/3 , the comoving scale radius of a collapsing sphere containing the mass 𝑀 . Different shapes
of the sphere can be selected, expressed in 𝑘-space by

̂︁ (𝑘𝑅) = 3 (𝑘𝑅)−3 [sin(𝑘𝑅) − 𝑘𝑅 cos(𝑘𝑅)], 𝛾f = 4𝜋 (top hat),
𝑊
3
̂︁ (𝑘𝑅) = exp[−(𝑘𝑅)2 /2], 𝛾f = (2𝜋)3/2 (Gaussian window),
𝑊
̂︁ (𝑘𝑅) = 1 − 𝜃(𝑘𝑅 − 1), 𝛾f = 6𝜋 2
𝑊

(sharp − k filter) ,

with 𝜃 the Heaviside step-function.
Note: For a given cosmology, CLUMPY loads the matter power spectrum from an existing file, the name of which
should match a pattern obtained from the cosmological parameters. If the file does not exist, CLUMPY is interfaced with
the CLASS code to compute 𝑃lin (𝑘, 𝑧 = 0) (which should have been previously installed by the user).

6.7.5 Growth factor 𝐷(𝑧)
The growth factor, 𝐷(𝑧) = 𝑔(𝑧)/𝑔(𝑧 = 0) is defined from

𝑔(𝑧) =

5 8𝜋𝐺
𝜚
× 𝐻(𝑧)
×
2
3 m,0

∫︁
𝑧

∞

1 + 𝑧′
d𝑧 ′ ,
𝐻 3 (𝑧 ′ )

(6.11)

and it allows to compute the variance 𝜎(𝑀, 𝑧) at any redshift (𝐺 is the gravitational constant).
Note: CLUMPY computes the linear growth rate 𝐷(𝑧), for a given redshift, using either the exact analytical solution
above or the approximate (and faster to compute) formula of , depending on the user’s choice.

6.8 Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h)
The Jeans equation relates the dark matter content of an object (potential well) to its light content (dynamics in the
potential). The main steps and ingredients to derive the Jeans equation are recalled below. We recall that the user has
to provide the data for the velocity dispersion data (𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅)) and the parameters for the light profile, 𝐼(𝑟), Table 6.7, and
the anisotropy profile, 𝛽ani (𝑟), Table 6.8. Jeans analysis calculations are implemented in the library jeans_analysis.h
in CLUMPY.
A reference book for stellar dynamics is , where the Jeans equation is described — see also and for reviews on dynamics
in the context of dSphs and the Galaxy respectively.
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Warning: All the expressions below are valid for the spherical-halo case only.

6.8.1 Jeans equation
Assuming virial equilibrium and a non-rotating system, the Jeans equation is obtained by
1. Using the collisionless Boltzmann equation for the 6D space-phase of stellar density 𝑓 (𝑡, ⃗𝑥, ⃗𝑣 );
2. Assuming steady-state and spherical symmetry;
3. Extracting and combining the first two moments
stellar velocity along the 𝑖-th component).

∫︀∫︀∫︀

𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑛 𝑑3⃗𝑣 for 𝑛 = 0 (density of stars) and 𝑛 = 1 (mean

We can then link the enclosed mass 𝑀 (𝑟) in radius 𝑟 and moments of the stellar distribution:
1 d
𝛽ani (𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2
𝐺𝑀 (𝑟)
(𝜈 𝑣¯𝑟2 ) + 2
=−
𝜈 d𝑟
𝑟
𝑟2

[Jeans Equation],

with
• 𝜈(𝑟), also denoted 𝜌(𝑟): spatial density (spherical symmetry) of the light profile;
• 𝑣¯2 (𝑟): radial velocity dispersion of baryons (e.g. stars in dSphs, or galaxies in galaxy clusters);
𝑟

• 𝛽ani (𝑟) ≡ 1− 𝑣¯𝜃2 (𝑟)/𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟): orbital anisotropy of the stellar component (depending on the radial 𝑣𝑟2 and tangential
𝑣𝜃2 velocity dispersion).
Note that higher orders of the Jeans equation can be derived (integrating on higher moments of the distribution function
𝑓 ), but it is not considered in this version of CLUMPY.

6.8.2 (De-)projection & Abel
In practice, we only have access to projected quantities on the sky, as illustrated in Fig. 6.15.

Fig. 6.15: Framework for Abel transform (projection).

For spherically symmetric systems, projection
√ and de-projection are given by the Abel and inverse Abel transform (the
quantity 𝑅 is the projected radius, and 𝑦 = 𝑟2 − 𝑅2 , see Fig. 6.15):

6.8. Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h)
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• Projection: 𝑓 (𝑟) → 𝐹 (𝑅)
∫︁

∞

𝐹 (𝑅) = 2
𝑅

𝑓 (𝑟) 𝑟 d𝑟
√
=2
𝑟 2 − 𝑅2

∫︁

∞

𝑓 (𝑦) d𝑦
0

using
√︀

𝑦=
• De-projection: 𝐹 (𝑅) → 𝑓 (𝑟)

𝑓 (𝑟) = −

1
𝜋

∫︁
𝑟

∞

𝑟2 − 𝑅2 → d𝑦 = √

𝑟 d𝑟
.
𝑟 2 − 𝑅2

[ valid if 𝑓 (𝑟) drops to zero more quickly than 1/𝑟]
d𝐹
d𝑅
1
(𝑅) × √
=−
d𝑅
𝜋
𝑅2 − 𝑟 2

∫︁

∞

0

√︀
d𝐹
d𝑌
(𝑅 = (𝑌 2 + 𝑟2 )) ×
d𝑅
𝑅

using
√︀

𝑌 =

𝑅2 − 𝑟2 → d𝑌 = √

𝑅 d𝑅
.
𝑅2 − 𝑟 2

In practice, because of the singularity of the integrand for 𝑟 = 𝑅, the integration better behaves numerically (faster
convergence) if it is performed over the variable 𝑦 (for projection, see Fig. 6.15) or 𝑌 (for de-projection): this is what
we use in CLUMPY.

6.8.3 Formal solutions
We can write the formal solution of the Jeans equation thanks to 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟) and 𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅).
Solving for deprojected (3D): 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟)
The above Jeans equation is a first order linear non-homogeneous differential equation with non constant
coefficients. Its general solution is given for instance , and for the Jeans equation this gives:

𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟) =

1
×
𝑓 (𝑟)

∫︁

∞

𝑓 (𝑠)𝜈(𝑠)
𝑟

𝐺𝑀 (𝑠)
d𝑠
𝑠2

(6.12)

with
[︂∫︁

𝑟

𝑓 (𝑟) = 𝑓𝑟1 exp
𝑟1

]︂
2
𝛽ani (𝑡) d𝑡 .
𝑡

(6.13)

The integration on the lower boundary 𝑟1 leads to a normalisation factor that disappears in the solution
𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟), because the function 𝑓 appears both in the numerator and denominator.
Solving for projected (2D): 𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅)
To compare the velocity dispersion to data, one needs to project the above equation (only line-of-sight
projected velocity dispersion are available to the observer). Using the Abel transform, we have:
)︂
𝑅2 𝜈(𝑟) 𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟) 𝑟
√
d𝑟
𝑟2
𝑟 2 − 𝑅2
𝑅
)︂
∫︁ ∞ (︂
𝑅2
1 − 𝛽ani (𝑟) 2 𝜈(𝑟) 𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟)d𝑦.
=2
𝑟
0

𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅) = 2
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using the change of variable 𝑦 =

√

√
𝑟2 − 𝑅2 , which gives 𝑑𝑦 = 𝑟 𝑑𝑟/ 𝑟2 − 𝑅2 .

Depending on the spatial distribution for the anisotropy 𝛽ani (𝑟), the above equations tell us that three
integrations are required (which is quite time consumming): one to get 𝑓 (𝑟), one to get 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟), and
one last to get 𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅). In practice, there are several special cases for which:
• 𝑓 (𝑟) has an analytical form, reducing the number of integration to two — one for 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟) and one
for 𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅);
• relying on the so-called Kernel 𝒦 (), the solution can be rewritten as a single integration:

𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅)

∫︁

∞

𝒦

= 2𝐺 ×
𝑅

d𝑟
𝑟𝑎 )︁
𝜈(𝑟)𝑀 (𝑟) .
𝑅 𝑅
𝑟

(︁ 𝑟

,

(6.15)

We present the anisotropy profiles used and the corresponding solutions for 𝑓 (𝑟) and/or 𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅) below.

6.8.4 Inputs in CLUMPY
From the above equations, four ingredients are required to perform the Jeans analysis. They are described below along
with the parametrisations available in CLUMPY.
1. Dark matter density profile 𝜌DM (and total mass)
Any of the profiles discussed in Section 6.5 can be used. Note that the baryonic mass should enter the
total mass in the calculation in principle, but it is neglected in dSphs, where the mass-to-light ratio is of
the order of hundreds.
2. Surface brightness profiles 𝐼(𝑅) ≡ Σ(𝑅) and its deprojection 𝜈(𝑟) ≡ 𝜌(𝑟)
Several light profiles are routinely used in the literature (Plummer, King, Sérsic. . . ). They are implemented in CLUMPY. These profiles have from 2 to 5 free parameters (normalisation, scale radius, plus some
structural parameters). A difficulty is to decide whether the analytical form used for the profile should
be assumed for the surface brightness (projected 2D profile) or for the density distribution (un-projected
3D profile). In the first case, de-projection is required (inverse Abel transform), whereas in the second
case, projection is (Abel transform). The extension 2D or 3D is added at the end of the profile keyword to
explicitly indicate which case it is, as listed in Table 6.7.

6.8. Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h)
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Keyword
kEXP2D
kEXP3D

Table 6.7: Global enumerators available in gENUM_LIGHTPROFILE (for
exponential profiles, 𝐾0 and 𝐾1 are respectively the modified Bessel
function of the second kind of order 0 and 1).
Surface brightness Σ(𝑅) ≡
Density profile 𝜌(𝑟) ≡ #
References
𝐼(𝑅)
𝜈(𝑟)
free
param.
)︁
(︁ )︁
(︁
Σ0 × exp − rRc
2𝜌0 𝑅 × 𝐾1

kKING2D Σ0 ×

[︂ (︁

(︁ )︁

1+

𝑅
𝑟𝑐

R2
r2
c

)︁−1/2

→

Σ0
𝜋𝑟𝑐

←

)︁
(︁
𝜌0 × exp − rrc

→

Σ0
𝜋𝑟𝑐

]︂2
→

3Σ0
4𝜋𝑟𝑐3

{︂
[︂(︁ )︁ 1 ]︂}︂
n
kSERSIC2DΣ0 ×exp −bn rRc
−1

→

− 𝜋1

←

𝜌0 ×

with 𝑏𝑛 =
0.009876/𝑛
∫︀ ∞
kZHAO3D 2 𝑅 𝜌(𝑟) 𝑟 ×

with

c

2
2

√
cos−1 (𝑧)/𝑧− 1−𝑧 2
2
2
𝑧 (1+𝑟lim /𝑟𝑐2 )3/2
1+𝑟 2 /𝑟 2
𝑧 2 = 1+𝑟2 /𝑟𝑐2
𝑐
lim

×

)︁−1/2
(︁
r2
− 1 + rlim
2
c
(︁
)︁−2
Σ0
R2
kPLUMMER2D
×
1
+
2
2
𝜋r
r
c

𝑟
𝑟𝑐

× 𝐾0

(︁
× 1+

∫︀ ∞
𝑟

𝑟2
𝑟𝑐2

dΣ(𝑅)
d𝑅

3

)︁−5/2
2

× √𝑅d𝑅
2 −𝑟 2

3

2𝑛 − 1/3 +
√ d𝑟
𝑟 2 −𝑅2

(r/rs )−𝛾
𝛼 (𝛽−𝛾)/𝛼

[1+( rrs ) ]

5

3. Anisotropy profile 𝛽ani (𝑟)
We recall that the anisotropy profile is given by a combination of the radial and tangential velocity dispersion (and that 𝛽ani (𝑟) < 1 for any 𝑟):
𝑣¯2 (𝑟)
𝛽ani (𝑟) ≡ 1 − ¯𝜃2
.
𝑣𝑟 (𝑟)
Due to the lack of information on the anisotropy profile, the first profiles discussed in the literature were
based on analytical studies to build dynamical models (in spherical symmetry) having realistic anisotropy
profile. Very few of these models are known: the ones considered are either completely isotropic (𝛽ani =
0), or have a constant anisotropy or an anisotropy profile of Osipkov-Merritt type (isotropic in the centre
and completely radially anisotropic at large radii). More recently, indications of radial anisotropy in the
outer regions of dark matter haloes have been obtained from numerical simulations. In the inner region,
dynamical formation and evolution processes can lead to a strong anisotropy. To better describe these
profiles, introduced a technique to construct dynamical models with an arbitrary density and an arbitrary
anisotropy profile.
We gather in Table 6.8 these various profile and the function 𝑓 (𝑟) and kernel 𝒦(𝑢, 𝑢𝑎 ) required to solve
Jeans Eqs (6.12) and (6.15), i.e.
∫︁ ∞
𝐺𝑀 (𝑠)
1
×
𝑓 (𝑠)𝜈(𝑠)
d𝑠
𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟) =
𝑓 (𝑟)
𝑠2
𝑟
and
𝐼(𝑅)𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅) = 2𝐺 ×

∫︁

∞

𝒦
𝑅
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d𝑟
𝜈(𝑟)𝑀 (𝑟) ,
𝑅 𝑅
𝑟

(︁ 𝑟

,
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Table
6.8:
Global
enumerators
available
in
gNAMES_ANISOTROPYPROFILE (kOSIPKOV is a special case of kBAES
with 𝛽0 = 0, 𝛽∞ = 1, and 𝜂 = 2).
KeyAnisotropy 𝛽anis (𝑟)
𝑓 (𝑟) to solve Eq. (6.12) Kernel 𝒦(𝑢, 𝑢𝑎 ) to Refs (for profile and/or
word
= 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟)
solve Eq.
(6.14) solution)
2
=
𝐼(𝑅)𝜎
(𝑅)
𝑝
√
1−𝑢−2
+
kCONSTANT
𝛽0
𝑟2𝛽0
1−2𝛽0
√

𝜋 Γ(𝛽0 −1/2) 2𝛽0 −1
𝑢
Γ(𝛽
)︀0[︀)
(︀
−
𝛽
1
−
𝐼 𝑢12 , 𝛽0
0
2

(︀ 23

+ 12 , 12

)︀]︀

with 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑏) = incomplete Beta function
kBAES

[︁
(︁ )︁𝜂 ]︁2(𝛽∞ −𝛽0 )/𝜂
𝑟2𝛽0 1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑎
No analytical Kernel

𝛽0 +𝛽∞ (𝑟/𝑟𝑎 )𝜂
1+(𝑟/𝑟𝑎 )𝜂

2

kOSIPKOV𝑟2𝑟+𝑟2 (special case of
𝑎
kBAES)

(𝑢2 + 𝑢2𝑎 )(𝑢𝑎 + 1/2)
tan−1
𝑢(𝑢2𝑎 + 1)3/2
√
1 − 𝑢−2
−
2(𝑢2𝑎 + 1)

2
𝑟𝑎
+𝑟 2
2
𝑟𝑎

√︃

𝑢2 − 1
𝑢2𝑎 + 1

6.8.5 Sketch of Jeans run
Fig. 6.16 gives a sketch on how to proceed with a Jeans analysis, with the inputs and outputs.

6.8.6 Log-likelihood (for fit)
To obtain the best-fit DM halo parameters solving the Jeans equation (see Section 8.1), we can rely on several likelihood
functions. The details can be found in .
Binned and unbinned analysis
For the binned analysis, the velocity dispersion profiles 𝜎obs (𝑅) are built from the individual stellar velocities and the likelihood function is:
ℒbin =

𝑁∏︁
bins
𝑖=1

[︂
(︂
)︂2 ]︂
(2𝜋)−1/2
1 𝜎obs (𝑅𝑖 ) − 𝜎𝑝 (𝑅𝑖 )
exp −
.
∆𝜎𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 )
2
∆𝜎𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 )

The quantity ∆𝜎i (𝑅𝑖 ) is the error on the velocity dispersion at the radius 𝑅𝑖 .
For the unbinned analysis, we assume that the distribution of line-of-sight stellar velocities is Gaussian,
centred on the mean stellar velocity 𝑣¯:
ℒunbin =

𝑁∏︁
stars

(2𝜋)−1/2
√︁

𝑖=1

𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ∆2𝑣𝑖

[︂
(︂
)︂]︂
1
(𝑣i − 𝑣¯)2
exp −
,
2 𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ∆2𝑣𝑖

where the dispersion of velocities at radius 𝑅𝑖 of the 𝑖-th star comes from both the intrinsic dispersion
𝜎𝑝 (𝑅𝑖 ) and the measurement uncertainty ∆𝑣𝑖
6.8. Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h)
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Fig. 6.16: Diagram of the Jeans analysis with CLUMPY. From a kinematic data file and a parameter file describing the
free parameters, a statistical Jeans analysis can be run with clumpy_jeansMCMC or clumpy_jeansChi2. A statistical
output file is created, from which estimators of different quantities of interest (i.e., J-factors) can be obtained with
clumpy − s.
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Analysis with or without membership probabilities
Kinematic samples are often contaminated by interlopers from the Milky Way (MW) foreground stars.
Different methods can be used in order to remove those contaminants, based e.g. on sigma-clipping, virial
theorem, or expectation maximisation (EM) algorithms. The latter allows in particular the estimation of
membership probabilities for each star of the object. These probabilities can be used as weights when
building the velocity dispersion profile 𝜎obs (𝑅) in the binned case, or used directly in the unbinned likelihood, where the above equation becomes
ℒunbin
=
𝑊

𝑁∏︁
stars
𝑖=1

⎛

−1/2

⎝ √︁ (2𝜋)
𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ∆2𝑣𝑖

⎞
[︂
)︂]︂ 𝑃𝑖
(︂
2
1
(𝑣i − 𝑣¯)
⎠ ,
exp −
2 𝜎𝑝2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ∆2𝑣𝑖

with 𝑃𝑖 the membership probability of the 𝑖-th star.

6.9 2D skymaps (healpix_fits.h)
Galactic and extragalactic signals correspond to 2D skymaps. The file healpix_fits.h contains many tools to manipulate
2D skymaps in several formats, in particular to:
• make use of the HEALPix pixelisation scheme on which to calculate the quantities of interest;
• to add the contribution from single DM haloes (e.g. drawn subhaloes, or known DM haloes such as dSphs or
other objects from a list).
• to handle the FITS format input/output of 2D maps.
Note: For 2D calculations, CLUMPY so far only treats cases where the spatial and spectral part of the indirect DM
signal are separable, i.e., the morphology of the signal is not varying with energy.
When we calculate the J-factor for a 2D-skymap with a large number of pixels, we only calculate J for the continuum
in fewer directions and interpolate the results for all the other directions (pixels) of the skymap. If the FOV does not
encompass the halo centre, we use a simple linear interpolation grid. Towards the halo centre, J has a strong dependence
on the position and a logarithmic step is used.

6.9.1 HEALPix pixelisation
Two-dimensional maps of 𝐽(∆Ωpix ), d𝐽/dΩ, or of the 𝛾-ray/𝜈 fluxes/intensities are drawn in the HEALPix pixelisation
scheme. The (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelation) package provides a large set of routines for efficient
manipulation and analysis of numerical data on the discretized sphere .
2
The HEALPix scheme discretises the full sphere into 𝑁pix = 12 𝑁side
equal-area quadrilateral pixels. It is

∆Ωpix =

𝜋
sr
2
3 𝑁side

⇒

𝑑pix ≈

58.6∘
,
𝑁side

(6.16)

with 𝑑pix the approximate edge-length of each pixel, assuming that the pixels are quadratic (which they are not) and
∆Ωpix ≪ 𝜋.
𝑁side is a resolution parameter and allowed to take any integer value, 𝑁side ≥ 1 in CLUMPY via the parameter
gSIM_HEALPIX_NSIDE.
Note:
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Fig. 6.17: Illustration of the HEALPix pixelisation of the sphere. The displayed HEALPix resolutions are (clockwise
from top left): 𝑁side = 1, 2, 4, 8. If the uppermost pixel in the light grey base pixel is #1, then the Galactic centre is
located in the centre of the dark grey base pixel.
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• While gSIM_HEALPIX_NSIDE is allowed to take any integer value, it is recommended, especially for large or
high-resolution skymaps, to choose 𝑁side = 2𝑛 , 𝑛 ∈ N+ . This choice allows a more efficient storage of the data
in the HEALPix NESTED scheme with faster I/O and handling by FITS viewers (which may not be able to deal
with 𝑁side ̸= 2𝑛 maps).
• The current HEALPix version allows only 𝑁side ≤ 213 = 8192, which determines the maximum resolution for
2D skymaps in CLUMPY. However, with correspondingly 𝑑pix ≳ 0.007∘ = 26′′ , this is well below the instrumental
resolution of current 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 instruments.
In CLUMPY, the HEALPix grid is always initialised in Galactic coordinates. I.e., in the RING ordering scheme
(gSIM_HEALPIX_SCHEME = RING), the Galactic north pole lies at the intersections of the pixels #1, #2, #3, and
#4, and the Galactic south pole between the pixels #𝑁pix − 3, #𝑁pix − 2, #𝑁pix − 1, and #𝑁pix . The Galactic anti-center, (𝜓, 𝜃)⊕ = (𝜋, 0)⊕ is found where the pixels #𝑁pix /2, and #𝑁pix /2 + 1 touch. For 𝑁side = 2𝑛 ,
CLUMPY choses the storage-efficient NESTED scheme (gSIM_HEALPIX_SCHEME = NESTED) by default, if not explicitly
overwritten by the user. Here, the pixel ordering scheme is more intricate, and the reader is referred to the for further
information.

6.9.2 Oversampled averaging
In the FITS files, CLUMPY provides the J-factor values with respect to the pixels’ sizes in the map, ∆Ωpix according
to Eq. (6.16). However, the value of 𝐽(∆Ωpix ) is based on an circular “oversampled averaging” over a region slightly
larger than the pixel surface, as illustrated in Fig. 6.18. This approach is much faster than calculating the exact signal
contained in a quadrilateral HEALPix pixel (for the expense of some accuracy) while it is more accurate, especially for
very steep DM profiles, than simply calculating the line-of-sight integral at a single direction (e.g., the pixel center)
and multiplying it with ∆Ωpix .
Note: The d𝐽/dΩ values given in the FITS output rely on the same approach as decribed above and are effectively
an averaged ⟨d𝐽/dΩ⟩ over the circular regions in Fig. 6.18. They are not simply the line-of-sight integral towards the
pixel centers (blue points in Fig. 6.18).

6.9.3 Field of view choices
For 2D maps, different FOV shapes or masking shapes can be chosen. Either rectangular shapes (limited by great
circles, i.e., the shortest connection between four given points on the sphere, “rectangular mode”), circular ones (“disk
mode”) and, for FOV centred in latitude in the Galactic plane, also limited by lines in constant longitude and latitude
(“strip mode”). All figures below show skymaps of the Galactic DM emission obtained with the -g5 option (i.e., no
drawn substructures).
Rectangular field of view
For a standard rectangular field of view, the centre of the field of view and its dimensions in diameter are specified via
the parameters listed in Table 6.9:
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Fig. 6.18: Illustration of the HEALPix grid and CLUMPY’s minimal oversampling in the HEALPix scheme. Blue: pixel
centers, pink: pixel boundaries, green: Integration area adapted to the HEALPix resolution.

Table 6.9: Parameters to define a 2D field of view
Quantities
Parameter names
Field of view center, 𝜓0 or 𝑙0 , [deg]
gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG
Field of view centre , 𝜃0 or 𝑏0 , [deg]
gSI_THETA_OBS_DEG
Field of view diameter ∆𝜃⊥ in 𝜃⊥ direction, [deg] gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG
Field of view diameter ∆𝜃 in 𝜃 direction, [deg]
gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG

Note: The field of view diameter ∆𝜃⊥ only falls together with some ∆𝜓 for 𝜃0 = 0∘ .
In the rectangular mode, the field of view is limited by great circles. By this, ∆𝜃 corresponds to the field of view
diameter in latitudinal direction between the corners, while ∆𝜃⊥ is the distance (orthogonal to the latitudinal direction)
through the skymap centre between the the field of view edges:
Fig. 6.19 is obtained with:
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=60 -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=40 -i all_other_parameters.txt
Note that the user has to create the all_other_parameters.txt file with e.g. the -D. For further infos about how to
create a figure like Fig. 6.19 from the CLUMPY output, see Section 6.9.4 below.
Note: For ∆𝜃⊥ = ∆𝜃 → 180∘ , the field of view in rectangular mode approaches a half-sphere (as shown in Fig.
6.21). It is not possible to draw a rectangular field of view larger than a half-sphere.
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Fig. 6.19: Rectangular field of view, limited by great circles, of dimension 60∘ × 40∘ around the Galactic centre.
Strip mode
The strip mode is a variant of the rectangular mode, in which the northern and southern field of view limits are given
by lines of constant latitude. It is only available for field of views symmetric w.r.t. the Galactic equator (𝜃0 ≡ 0∘ ) and
triggered by setting gSI_THETA_OBS_DEG = s. In contrast, the central position in longitudinal coordinates, 𝜓0 , can
be freely chosen. For example,
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=s --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=60 -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=40 -i all_other_parameters.txt
creates a skymap in a field of view as shown in Fig. 6.20.

Fig. 6.20: Strip-mode field of view of dimension 60∘ × 40∘ around the Galactic centre.
The strip mode can be used to draw maps of the full sky, see Fullsky maps.
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Circular field of view
By setting gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG = d, a circular/disk-shaped field of view is chosen, and the parameter
gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG now corressponds to the diameter of the field of view. For example, Fig. 6.21 shows a
circular field of view with gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG = 180:

Fig. 6.21: Circular field of view around the Galactic centre with diameter of 180∘ . Note that this is also the limit of a
rectangular field of view on the sphere and its diameters approaching 180∘ .
Fig. 6.21 is obtained with the command:
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=d -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=180 -i all_other_parameters.txt
The circular field of view diameter can be as large as the full sky, see Fullsky maps.
Fullsky maps
To compute a fullsky map, either the disk mode d or the strip mode s can be used. Both options yield the same result.
For example:
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=d -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=360 -i all_other_parameters.txt
results into a fullsky map, as shown in Fig. 6.22.
For such a fullsky field of view, the (𝑙, 𝑏) position of the field-of-view centre is irrelevant (any choices results into the
exactly same skymap). The fullsky mode can also be triggered with the strip mode :
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=s --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=360 ˓→-gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=180 -i all_other_parameters.txt
Again, for a fullsky field of view, the longitudinal position of the field of view centre is irrelevant.
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Fig. 6.22: Fullsky map of the Galactic DM halo.
Masking
CLUMPY accepts negative values for the field of view dimensions to trigger masking. Negative values result in subtraction
of this field of view from a fullsky map. In the following, we give in short some command examples with the resulting
skymaps:
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=s --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=360 ˓→-gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=-30 -i all_other_parameters.txt

Fig. 6.23: Masking the Galactic plane with the strip mode.
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=s --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=60 -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=-40 -i all_other_parameters.txt
$ clumpy -g5 --gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG=0 --gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG=d -˓→gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG=-30 -i all_other_parameters.txt

6.9. 2D skymaps (healpix_fits.h)
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Fig. 6.24: Masking the Galactic centre with the strip mode.

Fig. 6.25: Masking the Galactic centre with a circular mask.
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Note: Masking is worth to speed up the computation time, as CLUMPY calculates only the pixel values outside the
mask. However, choosing a mask smaller than a half-sphere increases the output file size, as explicit HEALPix pixel
labeling must be done to define the location of the unmasked pixels on the sphere.

6.9.4 Accessing the FITS output
Viewing the FITS files
CLUMPY’s 2D skymaps are stored in the (Flexible Image Transport System) file format . This format allows to clearly and
efficiently store several maps as binary tables in one single file, and to append extensive meta information in the FITS
headers of the output file. Both fullsky (implicit HEALPix pixel labeling) and part-sky maps (explicit pixel labeling)
are handled in the FITS format.
CLUMPY skymap FITS files are composed of several extensions (J-factor skymaps, smoothed J-factor skymaps, intensities,. . . ; see also clumpy executable: options and plots, Add flux extensions: \tt -f -f for CLUMPY’s feature of adding
extra extensions to a FITS file), each containing various columns (e.g., 𝐽sm , 𝐽subs , 𝐽cross−prod , etc.). Each extension
possesses its own FITS header, containing the relevant input parameters of the performed simulation.
The following two programs are able to directly read and display these FITS files (however, only for 𝑁side = 2𝑛 ):
• sky atlas
The Aladin sky atlas is a nice viewer which comes with a lot of neat features: Switch between various
interactive projections, switch coordinate systems, overlay various maps from different files. It has an interface
to various survey skymaps along the electromagnetic spectrum (DSS, XMM Newton, Fermi) to easily overlay
with your input skymap. See the Picture gallery for some example.
• The Python module (part of the HEALPix package) is able to directly read any column of any extension in the
FITS output into numpy arrays with simple one-line commands
Other FITS viewers are also able to display skymaps stored in FITS files and HEALPix pixelisation format, but only for
fullsky maps in single extension, single column files. CLUMPY comes with an internal postprocessing module to extract
single columns from a FITS extension (e.g. “the integrated intensity of Galactic DM of only resolved substructure”)
and to store them in a fullsky HEALPix-FITS file. This is explained in clumpy executable: options and plots, Section
7.5, using the -o2 option.
The following two viewers are supported to display single-extension 2D fullsky maps in the HEALPix scheme (including
the aforementioned viewers):
• supports HEALPix format from version 7 on.
In ds9, you can switch coordinate systems and display horizontal and vertical 1D-profiles.
Note: To get the right colour scale for part-sky maps in ds9, go to Scale → Scale Parameters (at the very
bottom) and raise the lower limit to get an appropriate contrast.
• Lambda skyviewer.
In addition to those FITS viewers,
• fv (fits viewer)
can be used to browse the extensions, columns, and their numeric data of a FITS file and to display the FITS headers. fv
is also able to delete extensions from a file, which may be useful after the procedure from clumpy executable: options
and plots, Add flux extensions: \tt -f -f has been applied to add various intensity extensions to a file.
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Conversion to ASCII
Also, FITS extensions can be converted into ASCII files. This is further explained in clumpy executable: options and
plots, Section 7.5, using the -o1 option.
Conversion to projected FITS images
CLUMPY comes with a Python script which, based on (and requiring) healpy and astropy, converts the skymaps saved
in the HEALPix pixelisation scheme into projected FITS images. These images can also be displayed with all above
FITS viewers (including fv).
The conversion to FITS images is further explained in the Detector-related interfaces section.
Note: The conversion into projected FITS images is degrading the original information.

Restoring an input parameter file out of the FITS metadata
The -o3 option can be used to generate back the CLUMPY input parameter file out of the header of an output FITS file
extension:
$ clumpy -o3 -i results.fits 1
creates an input parameter file out of the metadata stored in the header of the first extension of the file results.fits.

6.10 Detector-related interfaces
6.10.1 2D output for gammalib
CLUMPY results can be easily fed into the gammalib/ctools framework:
$ python
>>> from gammalib import *
>>> signalmodels = GModels("DM-model-from-CLUMPY.xml")
>>> print signalmodels[0]
where the file DM-model-from-CLUMPY.xml contains a DM model separated into a spatial and spectral part:
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
<source_library title="source library">
<source name="Perseus" type="DiffuseSource">
<spectrum type="FileFunction" file="spectrum.dat">
<parameter scale="1.0" name="Normalization" min="0.0" max="1000.0" value="1.0
˓→" free="0"/>
</spectrum>
<spatialModel type="SpatialMap" file="jfactor-map-image.fits" normalize="1">
<parameter scale="1" name="Prefactor" min="0.001" max="1000.0" value="1"␣
˓→free="0"/>
</spatialModel>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

</source>
</source_library>
The -z module (see Section 7.6) provides already the spectral ASCII file spectrum.dat in the correct format required
by gammalib.
While gammalib is technically supposed to be able to read full-sky HEALPix FITS maps, we have experienced that
piping CLUMPY ‘s high-resolution HEALPix maps into gammalib is inconveniently slow. Therefore, we provide with
the python_helperscripts/makeFitsImage.py script a tool to convert a HEALPix FITS maps into a FITS image
jfactor-map-image.fits, which can be also read by gammalib.
Therefore, take the output file annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits from the Quick
start tutorial. Similar to converting columns of the output file to full-sky maps or ASCII (see Section 6.9.4), a single
column can also be converted into a FITS image, with the help of the makeFitsImage.py Python script located in
the folder $CLUMPY/python_helperscripts/:
$ python $CLUMPY/python_helperscripts/makeFitsImage.py -i output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_
˓→FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits -e 3 -c 3
This command reads the third column (Intensity_gamma) of the third extension (INTEGRATED_FLUXES)
of
the
input
file
and
creates
an
output
file
annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.
0deg_nside1024-INTEGRATED_FLUXES-Intensity_gamma-image.fits. This file contains a FITS image
in cartesian projection, which can be viewed with common FITS viewers (e.g., ds9, fv,. . . ).
Note: and are required to run the makeFitsImage.py script.
Here we provide a simple snippet of how to display the output FITS image using Python astropy:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.colors import LogNorm
from astropy.wcs import WCS
from astropy.io import fits

>>> filename = 'annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024-INTEGRATED_FLUXES˓→Intensity_gamma-image.fits'
>>> hdu = fits.open(filename)[0]
>>> ax = plt.subplot(projection=WCS(hdu.header))
WARNING: FITSFixedWarning: CDELTSTD= 0. / log-std. deviation of subhalo scattering
keyword looks very much like CDELTia but isn't. [astropy.wcs.wcs]
>>> im = ax.imshow(hdu.data, norm=LogNorm(vmax = hdu.data.max()/10), origin='lower')
>>> ax.set_xlabel(hdu.header['CTYPE1'])
>>> ax.set_ylabel(hdu.header['CTYPE2'])
>>> cbar = plt.gcf().colorbar(im, ax=ax, orientation="vertical")
>>> cbar.set_label(hdu.header['BUNIT'])
>>> plt.show()

Important: The normalize="1"
∫︀ in the above example of DM-model-from-CLUMPY.xml is crucial. It means that
the spatial map is normalised to 𝑆 2 map dΩ = 1 and the file spectrum.dat must contain the total flux within the
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Fig. 6.26: Intensity skymap from the default -h5 module, transformed to an FITS image with the
python_helperscripts/makeFitsImage.py script and displayed with astropy.
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extension of the spatial model. This is needed, because the converted FITS image does not preserve equi-areal
pixels and cannot be used to calculate *J*-factors or fluxes by summing up pixel values.
However, in the header of an transformed CLUMPY FITS J-factor image, we store the precise total J-factor of the entire
map based on the original HEALPix map under the FITS keyword FLUX_TOT. When generating spectrum.dat, this
value must be used as the gSIM_JFACTOR value. The same applies for the redshift of the source, which has to be taken
into account when generating the spectrum:
$ python $CLUMPY/python_helperscripts/makeFitsImage.py -i output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_
˓→FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits -e 1 -c 1
$ JTOT=`python $CLUMPY/python_helperscripts/printKeywordValue.py -i output/annihil_rs01_
˓→gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024-JFACTOR-Jtot-image.fits -k FLUX_TOT`
$ REDSHIFT=`python $CLUMPY/python_helperscripts/printKeywordValue.py -i output/annihil_
˓→rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024-JFACTOR-Jtot-image.fits -k REDSHIFT`
$ clumpy -z -D
$ clumpy -z -i clumpy_params_z.txt
˓→gSIM_XPOWER=0

--gSIM_JFACTOR=$JTOT --gSIM_REDSHIFT=$REDSHIFT --

Make sure the option --gSIM_XPOWER=0 is set.
...
... output written in: output/spectra_CIRELLI11_EW_GAMMA_m100.txt
output/dnde_CIRELLI11_EW_GAMMA_m100.txt
... output [use ROOT TBrowser] written in: output/spectra_CIRELLI11_EW_GAMMA_m100.root␣
˓→[this line only appears if ROOT is linked]
_______________________
Use the file output/spectra_CIRELLI11_EW_GAMMA_m100.txt for your spectral file. Possibly you have to remove
the header line # E [MeV] Flux [# cm^{-2} s^{-1} MeV^{-1}] to make it being accepted by gammalib.

6.10.2 2D Gaussian smoothing
Using the HEALPix library routines, CLUMPY now provides the options of smoothing the output J-factor skymaps with
a Gaussian beam and of calculating the angular power spectrum (APS) of the maps. Up to two smoothing kernels may
be specified (e.g., one for a 𝛾-ray intrument and one of a neutrino observatory), both being applied on the same output
map originally computed by CLUMPY. In order to avoid smoothing the edges of part-sky or masked maps, CLUMPY
appropriately extends the original grid when smoothing is requested by the user. The APS calculation is limited to the
Galactic mode ./bin/clumpy -g and is performed independently for the total J-factor profile of the halo 𝐽tot , the smooth
halo contribution 𝐽sm , and the substructures only (if present).
Executing
$ clumpy -g8 -D
...
$ clumpy -g8 -i clumpy_params_g8.txt --gSIM_GAUSSBEAM_GAMMA_FWHM_DEG=0.2
gives (compare to Fig. 7.13):
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See also:
here for a Python Jupyter-notebook example of how display the APS output

6.11 J-factors to fluxes
Note: This section treats the conversion to fluxes/intensities of 1D runs. See Section 7.7 for similarly converting 2D
J-factor maps to flux per pixel/intensity maps.
The flux from a single source or from the Galactic halo within a solid angle ∆Ω can be computed in two manners:
1. Computing the differential energy spectrum for a fixed J-factor or solid angle ∆Ω:
This is done by CLUMPY’s -z module (see Section Section 7):
$ clumpy -z -D; clumpy -z -i clumpy_params_z.txt
This first generates a default parameter file, and then the 𝛾-ray flux energy spectrum for a source at redshift 𝑧 = 0
and J-factor 𝐽 = 1020 GeV2 cm−5 . If ROOT is installed, the following plot is shown:
2. Computing a flux (differential or integrated in energy) as a function of a varying J-factor or solid angle ∆Ω:
This is done by CLUMPY’s -g2 or -h2 modules (see Section 7), depending of considering Galactic DM or a (list
of) user-defined halo(s). Here, the user may choose to plot the differential flux or the integrated flux,
𝐸
∫︁max

Φ𝛾,𝜈 (𝐸min , 𝐸max ; 𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) =

dΦ𝛾,𝜈
(𝐸, 𝜓, 𝜃, ∆Ω) d𝐸 .
d𝐸

𝐸min

Note: The option gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS = True must be enabled here.
For the example of the flux from Galactic DM within a solid angle of ∆Ω of an instrument pointed toward the
Galactic anti-center (𝜓0 , 𝜃0 ) = (𝜋, 0):
$ clumpy -g2 -D; clumpy -g2 -i clumpy_params_g2.txt
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Fig. 6.27: CLUMPY’s -z module to compute flux energy spectra for a given J-factor.

Fig. 6.28: CLUMPY’s -g2 with default parameters to compute the flux (here: integrated in energy) from Galactic DM
as a function of the integration radius 𝛼int of the search cone ∆Ω.
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If ROOT is installed, the following plot of the output data is shown:
Using
$ clumpy -h2 -D; clumpy -h2 -i clumpy_params_h2.txt
produces analogous plots for the remote haloes defined in the $CLUMPY/data/list_generic.
txt example file (see Section 7 and the Quick start tutorial):

Fig. 6.29: CLUMPY’s -h2 module with default parameters to compute the flux (here: integrated in energy) from userdefined haloes as a function of the integration radius 𝛼int .
In addition to these two possibilies, the -g3/-g4 or -h3 modules can be used analogous to -g2 or -h2 to compute the
intensities from Galactic DM or individual halo objects. For example,
$ clumpy -h3 -D; clumpy -h3 -i clumpy_params_h3.txt
compares the intensity profiles of the Abell Cluster and a mock dSphG halo:

Fig. 6.14: Boost factor for kB01_VIR, kSANCHEZ14_200, and
d𝑃/d𝑀 slope 𝛼𝑀 = 2 (left); Impact of having d𝑃/d𝑐 distribution (blue), and adding extra-levels of subhaloes (middle); For two
< 𝑐 > values, d𝑃/d𝑐 log-normal distribution (blue) multiplied
by ℒ (magenta) shift the result (solid red line is the integrand of
< ℒ >𝑐 ), hence the blue curve in the above plot (right). Click to
enlarge the figures.
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Fig. 6.30: CLUMPY’s -h3 module with default parameters to compute dΦ/dΩ (here: integrated in energy) as a function
of the distance 𝜃 from the halo centre.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

CLUMPY EXECUTABLE: OPTIONS AND PLOTS

The main executable clumpy contains the seven modules:

7.1 Galactic (Milky Way): −g
Run for a Galactic halo + list of haloes (optional)
Note: All default parameter files from the following run examples are generated with the -D flag.
$ clumpy -gX -D

7.1.1 −g0: mass profile (1D)
Calculates 𝑀Gal. (𝑟) in one dimension:
$ clumpy -g0 -i clumpy_params_g0.txt
Note that a triaxial halo can be studied as well.

7.1.2 −g1: density profiles (1D)
Calculates 𝜌Gal. (𝑟) (smooth, sub-continuum and total) of a spherically symmetric halo in one dimension:
$ clumpy -g1 -i clumpy_params_g1.txt
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Fig. 7.1: Mass profile of the Galactic DM halo.

Fig. 7.2: Density profile of the Galactic DM halo. This is Fig. 5.1 already created in the Quick start tutorial.
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7.1.3 −g2: J-factor profiles (1D)
Calculates 𝐽(𝛼int ; 𝑙, 𝑏) towards a user-defined direction (𝑙, 𝑏) in the Galactic halo. Note that a triaxial halo can be
studied as well.
$ clumpy -g2 -i clumpy_params_g2.txt

Fig. 7.3: J-factor (of smooth, sub-continuum and total components) towards the Galactic anti-center as a function of
the integration radius 𝛼int of the search cone ∆Ω.

7.1.4 −g3: d𝐽/dΩ (1D)
Calculates d𝐽/dΩ(𝜃) as a function of the distance 𝜃 from the centre of a spherically symmetric Galactic halo.
$ clumpy -g3 -i clumpy_params_g3.txt
Like in the -g2 module, also the corresponding 𝛾-ray and neutrino intensity can be calculated if enabled in the parameter
file:

7.1.5 −g4: 𝐽𝛼int (𝜃) (1D)
Returns the 𝐽(𝜃) and optionally, the corresponding fluxes, for a fixed, user-defined integration angle 𝛼int as a function
of the distance 𝜃 from the Galactic centre. Any J-factors 𝐽list (𝛼int ) from haloes defined in the file gLIST_HALOES are
overplotted as well:
$ clumpy -g4 -i clumpy_params_g4.txt

7.1. Galactic (Milky Way): −g
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Fig. 7.4: Flux (here: integrated in energy) towards the Galactic anti-center as a function of the integration radius 𝛼int .

Fig. 7.5: d𝐽/dΩ (of smooth, sub-continuum and total components) over the distance 𝜃 from the Galactic centre.
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Fig. 7.6: dΦ/dΩ in 𝛾-rays and neutrinos over the distance 𝜃 from the Galactic centre.

Fig. 7.7: Galactic 𝐽(𝜃; 𝛼int ) (of smooth, sub-continuum and total components) over the distance 𝜃 from the Galactic
centre.

7.1. Galactic (Milky Way): −g
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Fig. 7.8: Corresponding Galactic DM fluxes Φ in 𝛾-rays and neutrinos over the distance 𝜃 from the Galactic centre.

7.1.6 −g5: ⟨𝐽pixel ⟩ and ⟨d𝐽/dΩ⟩ (2D)
$ clumpy -g5 -i clumpy_params_g5.txt
Corresponding flux- and intensity maps for all -g5 to -g8 are calculated with the gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS = True
enabled.

7.1.7 −g6: g5 + list haloes (2D)
Same as -g5, but allows to draw individual resolved haloes from a list defined in gLIST_HALOES into the skymap.
$ clumpy -g6 -i clumpy_params_g6.txt

Note: Only Galactic objects with redshift 𝑧 ≪ 1 can be added in these maps in the current release.

7.1.8 −g7: 𝐽pixel and d𝐽/dΩ + drawn subhaloes (2D)
Same as -g5, but allows to draw individual randomly drawn resolved Galactic subhaloes from a list defined in
gLIST_HALOES into the skymap.
$ clumpy -g7 -i clumpy_params_g7.txt
In this option run, for the selected gSIM_USER_RSE threshold, 54 subhaloes are resolved. If more than 20 subhaloes
are resolved in a run, the following interactive ROOT population study plots are generated:
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Fig. 7.9: 4∘ × 4∘ skymap of 𝐽(pixel) towards the Galactic anti-center without resolving individual Galactic subhaloes.

Fig. 7.10: 90∘ × 45∘ skymap of 𝐽(pixel) in cartesian (left) and Hammer-Aitoff (right) projection towards the Galactic
centre without resolving Galactic subhaloes, but including a user-defined halo at (𝑙, 𝑏) = (20∘ , 20∘ ). Note the userdrawn halo at (𝑙, 𝑏) = (20∘ , 20∘ ) faintly visible in the right panel.

7.1. Galactic (Milky Way): −g
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Fig. 7.11: 4∘ × 4∘ skymap of 𝐽(pixel) in cartesian projection towards the Galactic anti-center with resolved and
unresolved Galactic subhaloes. The left panel shows the components (emission from smooth Galactic halo, unresolved
halos, cross-product, and resolved halos), the right panel the sum.

7.1.9 −g8: g7 + list haloes (2D)
The -g8 module does the same as -g7, however, allows to additionally draw user-defined haloes from a list, stored in
a file called by the gLIST_HALOES parameter:
$ clumpy -g8 -i clumpy_params_g8.txt

Note:
You need the CLUMPY environmental variable pointing to your installation directory in order to find
list_generic.txt.

7.2 Haloes: −h
Run on (a list of) non-Galactic haloes.
Note: All default parameter files from the following run examples are generated with the -D flag,
$ clumpy -hX -D
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Fig. 7.12: Plots to study the proerties of the resolved subhalo population in the default -g7 run.
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Fig. 7.13: 4∘ × 4∘ skymap of 𝐽(pixel) in cartesian projection towards the Galactic anti-centre with resolved and
unresolved Galactic subhaloes plus the example halo rs10_gamma10 read from the definition file $CLUMPY/data/
list_generic.txt.

7.2.1 Format of halo definition files
All submodules require the definition of the properties of one or more haloes in a separate text file. This halo definition
file is called from within the main parameter file or the command line with the parameter gLIST_HALOES (submodules
-h0 to -h7) or gLIST_HALOES_JEANS (submodules -h8 to -h10).
• The gLIST_HALOES is formatted as follows. The example below is given for the Abell 2261 cluster (after CLASH,
Coe et al., 2012) with arbitrary triaxiality values. Preformatted example files are also provided with the code in
$CLUMPY/data/list_generic.txt and $CLUMPY/data/list_generic_triaxial.txt.

#************************************************************************************************
#
#
[OBJECT LOCATION AND SIZE]
|
DM␣
˓→DISTRIBUTION (RHO_TOT)
[TRIAXIALITY]
#
# Name
Type
l
b
d
z
Rdelta
|
rhos
rs
␣
˓→ prof.
#1
#2
#3
IsTriaxial a
b
c
rot1 rot2 rot3 #
# [deg]
[deg] [kpc]
[kpc]
| [Msol/kpc3] [kpc] ␣
˓→[enum]
[deg] [deg] [deg] #
˓→

˓→

#************************************************************************************************
#

˓→
˓→

Abell_2261
˓→kEINASTO
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0.17

CLUSTER
0
0

55.56

31.95
0

-1 0.2249
3e3
1.47 1.22 0.74 0.

0.

7.01e5
0.

652.

␣
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Parameter
Name
Type

Unit Comment

−
−

Arbitrary name to identify your object
DSPH, CLUSTER, or GALAXY (for external galaxies). This keyword decides which values are
used to describe the halo substructure, defined in the main parameter file (see Section 9.6)
l
deg Galactic longitude of position
b
deg Galactic latitude of position
d
kpc Distance given as comoving line-of-sight distance, 𝑑c
z
−
Distance given as redshift. Either d or z must be set to -1
Rdeltakpc Outer bound of the halo, 𝑅Δ
−3
rhos M⊙ kpcDM
density at the scale radius, 𝜌s = 𝜌(𝑟s ). Can be set to -1 for kNODES DM density profile;
in this case, the raw numerical values from the file gLIST_HALOES_NODES are used in units
of kpc and M⊙ kpc−3 (see Section 6.5.5) for the profile (rs is obsolete).
rs
kpc Scale radius, 𝑟s
prof. −
Keyword for DM density profile. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
#1,
−
#2,
#3
IsTriaxial
−
a
−
b
−
c
−
rot1 deg
rot2 deg
rot3 deg

Shape parameters of the density profile.
Boolean (1/0) to switch on/off triaxiality of the halo. See Triaxial profiles for details
1st axis ratio 𝑎 of triaxial halo (if no rotation angle, major along x-axis)
2nd axis ratio 𝑏 of triaxial halo
3rd axis ratio 𝑐 of triaxial halo (if no rotation angle, minor along z-axis)
1st rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−180∘ , 180∘ ]
2nd rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−90∘ , 90∘ ]
3rd rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−180∘ , 180∘ ]

Note:
1. Everything written behind a # (or a blank line) is discarded
2. A DM shape is always defined by a DM family and three shape parameters (#1,#2,#3). If the chosen
profile takes less than three shape parameters, a numeric dummy value has to be assigned to the unnecessary
ones. We recommend to set the dummy value to -1, which lets the code check inconsistencies with the
substructure description.
3. Substructure properties must be set in clumpy_params.txt for each object type, see Section 9.6.
4. 𝑅Δ , 𝑟s , and 𝜌s have to be provided in comoving coordinates. Although they are given in units of kiloparsecs,
all calculations in CLUMPY can also be performed on the Megaparsec scale.
5. The last 7 parameters for triaxiality are optional, i.e., the file is also read if no values are given, and
IsTriaxial is set to False.
• The gLIST_HALOES_JEANS is formatted as follows. A preformatted example file is also provided with the code
in $CLUMPY/data/list_generic_jeans.txt.

#************************************************************************************************
#
#
[OBJECT SIZE]
|
[DATA]
|
DM␣
˓→DISTRIBUTION (RHO_TOT)
|
Light Profile
|
␣
˓→

˓→

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Anisotropy Profile
# Name
Type
Rdelta
˓→prof.
#1
#2
#3
˓→inf
prof.
ra
eta
# [kpc]
˓→[enum]
˓→ [enum]
kpc
#
˓→

#
|
L

Rmax
Vel
|
rs*
#
[kpc] |
|[Lsol/kpc3] [kpc]

Light
prof.
#1
[enum]

-

| rhos
rs
␣
#2
#3 | beta_0 beta_
|[Msol/kpc3] [kpc] ␣
- |
-

␣

#************************************************************************************************
#

˓→
˓→

Test1

DSPH
10.
500. data_sigmap.txt data_light.txt 5.522e7
1.0 4.0 1.0 5.522e7
1.5 kZHAO3D 1.0 4.0 1.0
-1.
˓→kCONSTANT
1.0 4.0
˓→

Parameter
Name
Type

Unit

#1,
#2,
#3
L
rs*
prof.

−

1.5
1. ␣

kZHAO␣

Comment

−
−

Arbitrary name to identify your object
DSPH, CLUSTER, or GALAXY (for external galaxies). This keyword decides which values are
used to describe the halo substructure, defined in the main parameter file (see Section 9.6)
Rdelta kpc
Virial radius of the Dark matter halo (used as truncation radius of the halo for astrophysical
factors)
Rmax kpc
Maximum integration radius for Jeans analysis
Vel
−
Velocity data of the object, if available. File must be in the same folder as this file or given
as absolute path. The data are drawn on the canvas, except if the entry is set to Light −
Light data of the object, if available. File must be in the same folder as this file or given as
absolute path. The data are drawn on the canvas, except if the entry is set to rhos M⊙ kpc−3
DM density at the scale radius, 𝜌s = 𝜌(𝑟s ). Like for gLIST_HALOES, can be set to -1 for
kNODES (see above for details).
rs
kpc
Scale radius, 𝑟s
prof. −
Keyword for DM density profile. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords

L⊙ kpc−3
Light profile normalisation 𝐿(𝑟𝑠*)
kpc
Light profile scale radius (see Section 6.5)
−
Light profile. See Light profiles for possible keywords

#1,
−
#2,
#3
beta_0 deg
beta_inf
−
prof. −
ra
eta
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Shape parameters of the density profile

kpc
−

Shape parameters of light profile

𝛽0
𝛽∞
Anisotropy profile. See Anisotropy profiles \beta_{\rm ani}(r) for possible keywords
𝑟𝑎
𝜂
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Note:
1. A Light profile is always defined by a Light family, see Light profiles, 3 shape parameters (#1,#2,#3), a
normalisation and a scale radius. If the chosen profile takes less than three shape parameters, a numeric
dummy value has to be assigned to the unnecessary ones.
2. An Anisotropy profile is always defined by a Anisotropy family, see Anisotropy profiles \beta_{\rm ani}(r), 4
parameters: 𝛽0 (if Constant or Baes profiles), 𝛽∞ (if Baes), scale radius (if Baes or Osipkov), and sharpness
of the transition (if Baes).

7.2.2 −h0: mass profiles (1D)
Calculates 𝑀halo (𝑟) in one dimension of all haloes defined in gLIST_HALOES:
$ clumpy -h0 -i clumpy_params_h0.txt

Fig. 7.14: Mass profiles of the haloes in data/list_generic.txt.
Note that triaxial haloes can be studied as well.

7.2.3 −h1: density profiles (1D)
Calculates 𝜌halo (𝑟) (smooth, sub-continuum and total) of spherically symmetric haloes defined in gLIST_HALOES in
one dimension:
$ clumpy -h1 -i clumpy_params_h1.txt

7.2. Haloes: −h
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Fig. 7.15: Density profiles of the haloes in data/list_generic.txt.

7.2.4 −h2: J-factors (1D)
Calculates 𝐽(𝛼int ) towards a the halo centers defined in gLIST_HALOES. Note that triaxial haloes can be studied as
well.
$ clumpy -h2 -i clumpy_params_h2.txt
If enabled with the gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS = True, also the corresponding fluxes are calculated. The corresponding ROOT figure is shown in Fig. 6.29.

7.2.5 −h3: d𝐽/dΩ (1D)
Calculates d𝐽/dΩ(𝜃) as a function of the distance 𝜃 from the centre spherically symmetric haloes defined in
gLIST_HALOES.
$ clumpy -h3 -i clumpy_params_h3.txt
If enabled with the gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS=True, also the corresponding intensities are calculated. The corresponding ROOT figure is shown in Fig. 6.30.
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Fig. 7.16: J-factors (of smooth, sub-continuum and total components) of the haloes in data/list_generic.txt as
a function of the integration radius 𝛼int of the search cone ∆Ω.

Fig. 7.17: d𝐽/dΩ (of smooth, sub-continuum and total components) over the distance 𝜃 from the centers of the haloes
in data/list_generic.txt.

7.2. Haloes: −h
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7.2.6 −h4: ⟨𝐽pixel ⟩ and ⟨d𝐽/dΩ⟩ (2D)
$ clumpy -h4 -i clumpy_params_h4.txt

Corresponding flux- and intensity maps for the -h4 and -h5 are calculated with the gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS =
True enabled.

7.2.7 −h5: h4 + drawn subhaloes (2D)
$ clumpy -h5 -i clumpy_params_h5.txt

This is figure Fig. 5.3 from the Quick start tutorial.
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7.2.8 −h6: 𝛼𝑓 for which 𝐽𝑓 = 𝑓 × 𝐽max
$ clumpy -h6 -i clumpy_params_h6.txt
....
>>>>> Load $CLUMPY/data/list_generic.txt
- List of haloes loaded from /home/iwsatlas1/mhuetten/software/clumpy3/data/list_
˓→generic.txt

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
#
[OBJECT LOCATION AND SIZE]
|
DM␣
˓→DISTRIBUTION (RHO_TOT)
#
# Name
Type
l
b
d
z
Rdelta |
rhos
rs
prof.
˓→
#1
#2
#3
#
# [deg]
[deg] [kpc]
[kpc]
| [Msol/kpc3] [kpc]␣
˓→[enum]
#
˓→
˓→

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
rs01_gamma05
kDSPH
+20.0 +20.0
100 0.000
10
1.7e+09
0.1 kZHAO ␣
˓→
1
3 0.5
rs10_gamma10
kDSPH
+179.0
+0.0
100 0.000 18.1025
2.5e+07
1 kZHAO␣
˓→
1
3
1
Abell_2261
kCLUSTER +55.6 +31.9 941045 0.225
3000
7.0e+05
652 ␣
˓→kEINASTO 0.17
3
1
˓→
˓→

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
>>>>> Integration angle (in deg) to get J_x=80% of J (insensitive to rhos)
for all haloes in /home/iwsatlas1/mhuetten/software/clumpy3/data/list_generic.txt
˓→
˓→

Halo
d) alpha_x/a_s

d

alpha_100%

J_100%

alpha_x

J_x

[kpc]

as=atan(rs/

[deg]

[Msol^2/kpc^5]

[deg]

[Msol^2/kpc^5]

1.00e+02

1.72e+00

3.21e+11

7.62e-02

2.57e+11

5.73e-02␣

1.00e+02

1.72e+00

4.32e+11

4.33e+00

3.46e+11

5.73e-01␣

9.41e+05

1.83e-04

3.48e+10

4.72e-02

2.78e+10

3.97e-02␣

˓→

rs01_gamma05
˓→
1.33e+00
rs10_gamma10
˓→
7.55e+00
Abell_2261
˓→
1.19e+00

[deg]

␣

˓→

[alpha_int(f*Jtot)]

7.2. Haloes: −h

clumpy -h6 -i param_file
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7.2.9 −h7: test 𝑑 for which 𝐽point−like ≈ 𝐽full
$ clumpy -h7 -i clumpy_params_h7.txt
....
>>>>> Load $CLUMPY/data/list_generic.txt
- List of haloes loaded from /home/iwsatlas1/mhuetten/software/clumpy3/data/list_
˓→generic.txt

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
#
[OBJECT LOCATION AND SIZE]
|
DM␣
˓→DISTRIBUTION (RHO_TOT)
#
# Name
Type
l
b
d
z
Rdelta |
rhos
rs
prof.
˓→
#1
#2
#3
#
# [deg]
[deg] [kpc]
[kpc]
| [Msol/kpc3] [kpc]␣
˓→[enum]
#
˓→
˓→

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
rs01_gamma05
kDSPH
+20.0 +20.0
100 0.000
10
1.7e+09
0.1 kZHAO ␣
˓→
1
3 0.5
rs10_gamma10
kDSPH
+179.0
+0.0
100 0.000 18.1025
2.5e+07
1 kZHAO␣
˓→
1
3
1
Abell_2261
kCLUSTER +55.6 +31.9 941045 0.225
3000
7.0e+05
652 ␣
˓→kEINASTO 0.17
3
1
˓→
˓→

#*****************************************************************************************************
#
>>>>> Distance [kpc] to set the halo (for alpha_int=0.1 deg)
for which J(d) = 80% of Jpoint-like (=L/d^2)
for all haloes in /home/iwsatlas1/mhuetten/software/clumpy3/data/list_generic.txt
˓→
˓→

Halo

J_pointlike
J_x
[Msol^2/kpc^5]
rs01_gamma05
9.22e-01
9.22e-01
rs10_gamma10
2.47e-01
2.47e-01
Abell_2261
1.25e+02
1.25e+02

d
[kpc]
5.73e+07
1.04e+08
1.40e+10

7.2.10 −h8: 𝜎𝑝 from file (Jeans)
$ clumpy -h8 -i clumpy_params_h8.txt
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Fig. 7.18: -h8 output ROOT figure

7.2.11 −h9: 𝐼(𝑟) from file (Jeans)
$ clumpy -h9 -i clumpy_params_h9.txt

7.2.12 −h10: 𝛽ani from file (Jeans)
$ clumpy -h10 -i clumpy_params_h10.txt

7.3 Extragalactic: −e
Run on extragalactic quantities and diffuse extragalactic intensity
Note: All default parameter files from the following run examples are generated with the -D flag.
$ clumpy -eX -D

7.3. Extragalactic: −e
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Fig. 7.19: -h9 output ROOT figure

Fig. 7.20: -h10 output ROOT figure
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7.3.1 −e0: Cosmic distances
Computes the cosmological comoving, angular diameter, and luminosity distances, as well as the Ω and Hubble parameters at 𝑧 > 0:
$ clumpy -e0 -i clumpy_params_e0.txt

Fig. 7.21: -e0 output ROOT figure

7.3.2 −e1: Halo mass function
$ clumpy -e1 -i clumpy_params_e1.txt

7.3. Extragalactic: −e
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Fig. 7.22: -e1 output ROOT figures

7.3.3 −e2: Luminosity and multi-level boosts
Computes 𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ , 𝑧), the luminosity ℒ(𝑀Δ , 𝑧), and the boost, ℒhalo substructure /ℒno substructure , over a user-defined
mass range of extragalactic halos.
$ clumpy -e2 -i clumpy_params_e2.txt
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Fig. 7.23: -e2 output ROOT figures

7.3.4 −e3: Intensity multiplier
$ clumpy -e3 -i clumpy_params_e3.txt

Fig. 7.24: -e3 output ROOT figure

7.3.5 −e4: EBL absorption
Computes the 𝛾-ray EBL absorption exponent, 𝜏 (𝑧, 𝐸𝛾 ), and 𝑒−𝜏 (𝑧, 𝐸𝛾 ) by a polynomial fit in energy dimension and
log-linear interpolation in redshift 𝑧 to tabulated values from the literature
$ clumpy -e4 -i clumpy_params_e4txt

7.3. Extragalactic: −e
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Fig. 7.25: -e4 output ROOT figure
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7.3.6 −e5: Differential intensity contributions
Computes the differential contribution to the 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 intensity from extragalactic DM from different redshift and
mass shells, d𝐼/d𝑧(𝑧; ∆𝑀, 𝐸𝛾,𝜈 ), and d𝐼/d𝑀 (𝑀 ; ∆𝑧, 𝐸𝛾,𝜈 ).
$ clumpy -e5 -i clumpy_params_e5.txt

Fig. 7.26: -e5 output ROOT figure

7.3.7 −e6: Diffuse 𝛾-ray or 𝜈 intensity
$ clumpy -e6 -i clumpy_params_e6.txt

Fig. 7.27: -e6 output ROOT figure

7.3. Extragalactic: −e
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7.4 Statistical analysis: −s
Run on a file containing a list of likely halo parameters (obtained from a statistical analysis). The statistics mode -s
deals with the results of a Jeans + MCMC analysis run on a set of dSph kinematic data. It allows the reconstruction of
parameter correlations and confidence intervals of any quantities.
Note: All default parameter files from the following run examples are generated with the -D flag.
$ clumpy -sX -D
Examples below are constructed using the fake MCMC chain in the example file data/stat_example.dat.

7.4.1 −s0: CLs on 𝑀 (𝑟)
Median values, 68% and 95% confidence intervals of the reconstructed DM halo mass as a function of the distance to
the halo centre.
$ clumpy -s0 -i clumpy_params_s0.txt

Fig. 7.28: -s0 output ROOT figure

7.4.2 −s1: PDF on log ℒ or 𝜒2
$ clumpy -s1 -i clumpy_params_s1.txt
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Fig. 7.29: -s1 output ROOT figure

7.4.3 −s2: PDF correlations plots (parasm)
Triangle plot showing correlations and marginalised posterior distributions for the mass and DM profile parameters.
See also Fig. 2.10 in the Picture gallery.
$ clumpy -s2 -i clumpy_params_s2.txt

7.4.4 −s3: best-fit parameters
$ clumpy -s3 -i clumpy_params_s3.txt
....
>>>>> Best-fit parameters (best chi2 or log likelihood) from a list of stat. analysis␣
˓→files
[N.B.: a stat. analysis file must be formatted as described in stat_load_list()]
Name = dSph01
DMprofile
Rhos
Rscale
Rvir
alpha
beta
gamma
Lightprofile
L

EINASTO
4.38166e+08
0.0933164
10
0.34653
3
1
PLUMMER2D
1
(continues on next page)
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Fig. 7.30: -s2 output ROOT figure
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RLight
alpha*
beta*
gamma*
Anisoprofile
Beta_Aniso_0
Beta_Aniso_Inf
RAniso
AnisoShapeParam
Log likelihood
[Best fit params]

0.021
1
3
0
CONSTANT
0.738798
0
1
2
-5.24362
clumpy -s3(stat_files switch_stat)

7.4.5 −s4: CLs on parameters
is interactive:
$ clumpy -s4 -i clumpy_params_s4.txt
....
>>>>> CL lower and upper value (first and second line below) from a list of stat.␣
˓→analysis files
[N.B.: a stat. analysis file must be formatted as described in stat_load_list()]
Select a parameter (from which the CL is calculated):
rhos (kpc)
[0]
rs (kpc)
[1]
Rvir (kpc)
[2]
alpha
[3]
beta (outer)
[4]
gamma (inner)
[5]
rho(r)
[6]
L (L_sol)
[7]
rL (kpc)
[8]
alpha*
[9]
beta* (outer)
[10]
gamma* (inner)
[11]
nu(r) (Lsol/kpc^3)
[12]
I(R) (Lsol/kpc^2)
[13]
beta_0
[14]
beta_infty
[15]
ra (kpc)
[16]
eta
[17]
beta(r)
[18]
M(r) (Msol)
[19]
J(alpha_int) (smooth)
[20]
sigma_p(R)(km/s) (projected)
[21]
vr^2(r)(km^2/s^2) (unprojected)
[22]
.......your choice:

7.4. Statistical analysis: −s
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7.4.6 −s5: CLs on 𝜌(𝑟)
Same as -s0 for the density.
$ clumpy -s5 -i clumpy_params_s5.txt

Fig. 7.31: -s5 output ROOT figure

7.4.7 −s6: CLs on 𝐽(𝛼int )
Same as above for the J-factors (D-factors depending on the chosen option).
$ clumpy -s6 -i clumpy_params_s6.txt

Fig. 7.32: -s6 output ROOT figure
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7.4.8 −s7: CLs on 𝐽(𝜃)
$ clumpy -s7 -i clumpy_params_s7.txt

Fig. 7.33: -s7 output ROOT figure

7.4.9 −s8: CLs on 𝜎𝑝 (𝑅)
Same as above for the dSph galaxy velocity dispersion 𝜎p . This is compared to the kinematic data points used to run
the Jeans + MCMC analysis.
$ clumpy -s8 -i clumpy_params_s8.txt

Fig. 7.34: -s8 output ROOT figure

7.4. Statistical analysis: −s
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7.4.10 −s9: CLs on 𝑣𝑟2 (𝑟)
$ clumpy -s9 -i clumpy_params_s9.txt

Fig. 7.35: -s9 output ROOT figure

7.4.11 −s10: CLs on 𝛽ani (𝑟)
$ clumpy -s10 -i clumpy_params_s10.txt

Fig. 7.36: -s10 output ROOT figure
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7.4.12 −s11: CLs on 𝜈(𝑟)
$ clumpy -s11 -i clumpy_params_s11.txt

Fig. 7.37: -s11 output ROOT figure

7.4.13 −s12: CLs on 𝐼(𝑅)
$ clumpy -s12 -i clumpy_params_s12.txt

7.5 Convert output format: −o
Export 2D maps in ASCII and full-sky FITS maps.

7.5.1 −o1: Conversion to ASCII files
$ clumpy -o1 -i results.fits 1
writes the first extension of results.fits into an ASCII file (columns separated by blanks). The conversion preserves
all information and provides besides the unique HEALPix pixel number also the coordinates (𝜓, 𝜃) of the pixel centre.

7.5. Convert output format: −o
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Fig. 7.38: -s12 output ROOT figure

7.5.2 −o2: Part-sky to full-sky FITS maps
$ clumpy -o2 -i results.fits 1 2
extracts the second column from the first extension in the file results.fits and stores it in a new FITS file as fullsky
map with implicit pixel labeling. If results.fits contains part-sky maps, pixels outside the field of view are filled
with HEALPix’ blind value, −1.6375 × 1030 .
Warning: Blowing up small-field-of-view high-resolution skymaps to fullsky maps (mostly filled with HEALPix’
blind value) may produce huge (>GB) files.

7.5.3 −o3: Recreate an input parameter file from a FITS header
$ clumpy -o3 -i results.fits 1
extracts the header keywords from the first extension in the file results.fits and saves a CLUMPY parameter file
which can be used to reproduce the content of the chosen FITS extension.

Hint: Using any of the -o1, -o2, or -o3 modules without specifying an extension or column, prints the content of
the FITS file. E.g., using the result from the Quick start tutorial:
$

clumpy -o1 -i output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_nside1024.fits

prints
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...
>>>>> read FITS headers from file output/annihil_rs01_gamma052D_FOVdiameter2.0deg_
˓→nside1024.fits ...
=> FITS file contains 3 extensions:
Extension 1 :
name of this extension: JFACTOR
physical maps in this extension: 5
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
map 1: Jtot
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 2: Jsmooth
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 3: Jsub
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 4: Jcrossp
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
map 5: Jdrawn
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps: 960
Extension 2 :
name of this extension: JFACTOR_PER_SR
physical maps in this extension: 5
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
map 1: Jtot_per_sr
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5 sr^-1
map 2: Jsmooth_per_sr
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5 sr^-1
map 3: Jsub_per_sr
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5 sr^-1
map 4: Jcrossp_per_sr
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5 sr^-1
map 5: Jdrawn_per_sr
Units: GeV^2 cm^-5 sr^-1
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps: 960
Extension 3 :
name of this extension: INTEGRATED_FLUXES
physical maps in this extension: 4
map 0: PIXEL
[Healpix Pixel indices]
map 1: Flux_gamma
Units: cm^-2 s^-1
map 2: Flux_neutrino
Units: cm^-2 s^-1
map 3: Intensity_gamma
Units: cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1
map 4: Intensity_neutrino
Units: cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1
n_side of the maps: 1024
ordering scheme of the maps: 1
number of pixels (n_pix) in the maps: 960
N.B.: for the -o2 option, the size of the whole-sky FITS files
will be about ~ GB (with lots of BLIND values), for NSIDE ~ 8000!

7.5. Convert output format: −o
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7.6 Compute spectra: −z
Simply compute 𝛾-ray or neutrino spectra at source:
$ clumpy -z -D
$ clumpy -z -i clumpy_params_z.txt

Fig. 7.39: -z output ROOT figure
See also:
Section 6.4, Source spectrum (spectra.h), for details.

7.7 Add flux extensions: −f
Appends an extension containing
• a 𝛾-ray map with the flux per pixel,
• a 𝛾-ray intensity map,
• a map with the neutrino flux per pixel,
• a neutrino intensity map,
to an existing FITS file inputoutputfile.fits containing a J-factor map:
$ clumpy -f -D
$ clumpy -f -i clumpy_params_f.txt -r inputoutputfile.fits

Note:
• The parameters required in clumpy_params_f.txt (or to be given via the command line) depend on the content
of inputoutputfile.fits (e.g., whether it is a D-factor map from decay or a J-factor map from annihilation,
or whether it is an extragalactic halo at 𝑧 > 0 for which a 𝛾-ray EBL absorption model has to be given). After
loading inputoutputfile.fits, CLUMPY tells to the user which information it is missing.
• CLUMPY does not provide a mechanism to again delete FITS extensions once added. You can however easily use
fv (fits viewer) to again remove extensions added with the -f option.
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They are executed by specifying the module + index right after the executable, and then parsing any input parameters
afterwards. Input parameters can be gathered in a parameter file called by -i or --infile; a default parameter file
is generated with the -D flag. Input parameters provided in the command line are preferred over the same parameter
specified in a file. E.g.
$ clumpy -g1 -i params.txt --gMW_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE=2.0
The output of these commands are interactive ROOT displays (ROOT canvas and objects can be straightforwardly saved
in many formats, e.g., eps, jpeg, etc.), ASCII, ROOT, or FITS files.
Note: You can prevent CLUMPY to write anything to disk with the -d flag, e.g.,
$ clumpy -g1 -d -i params.txt
For running the code in an automated pipeline, use the -p flag. E.g.,
$ clumpy -g1 -p -i params.txt
properly exits the code without starting the interactive ROOTAPP. If you want to avoid any ROOT canvas to be opened
(e..g, executing the code on a batch farm), you may additionally choose gSIM_IS_WRITE_ROOTFILES = False,
$ clumpy -g1 -p -i params.txt --gSIM_IS_WRITE_ROOTFILES=False

7.7. Add flux extensions: −f
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

CLUMPY_JEANS* EXECUTABLES: OPTIONS

There are the two separate Jeans-analysis modules:

8.1 executable jeansChi2
Jeans analysis with 𝜒2 minimisation.

8.1.1 −r1: binned analysis
For example, to run a binned Jeans analysis on 𝜎p data from $CLUMPY/data/data_sigmap.txt, execute:
$ clumpy_jeansChi2 -r1 $CLUMPY/data/data_sigmap.txt output/chi2_binned.dat $CLUMPY/data/
˓→params_jeans.txt 0.05
using a numeric accuracy of 5%:
>>>>> Load $CLUMPY/data/params_jeans.txt
======== Binned Jeans analysis ========
FLOATING-POINT NUMBERS ASSUMED ACCURATE TO 1e-08
FCN=1.12954e-07 FROM MIGRAD
STATUS=FAILED
247 CALLS
248 TOTAL
EDM=2.56309e-06
STRATEGY= 1
ERR MATRIX NOT POS-DEF
EXT PARAMETER
APPROXIMATE
STEP
FIRST
NO.
NAME
VALUE
ERROR
SIZE
DERIVATIVE
1 log10(rho_s)
8.80950e+00
2.07851e+00
0.00000e+00 -7.50619e-03
2 log10(r_s) -1.18420e+00
1.48070e+00
0.00000e+00 -3.42326e-03
3 alpha
2.13991e-01
4.80224e-01 -0.00000e+00
3.10416e-04
4 beta
3.00000e+00
fixed
5 gamma
1.00000e+00
fixed
6 beta_0
5.62379e-01
1.49796e+00
0.00000e+00 -3.39263e-03
7 beta_infinity
0.00000e+00
fixed
8 log10(r_a)
0.00000e+00
fixed
9 eta
2.00000e+00
fixed
10 DM_profile
0.00000e+00
fixed
11 Rvir
1.00000e+03
fixed
12 rho_s*
1.00000e+00
fixed
13 r_s*
2.10000e-02
fixed
14 alpha*
1.00000e+00
fixed
15 beta*
3.00000e+00
fixed
16 gamma*
0.00000e+00
fixed
(continues on next page)
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17 Light_profile
3.00000e+00
fixed
18 R
1.00000e+02
fixed
19 eps
5.00000e-02
fixed
20 Aniso_profile
0.00000e+00
fixed
Statistical file saved in output/output.dat
The result, e.g., the best-fit value found for 𝜎p , can be visualised with the -s8 module of the clumpy executable (see
Section 7.4):
$ clumpy -s8 -D
$ clumpy -s8 -i clumpy_params_s8.txt --gSTAT_FILES=output/chi2_binned.dat

Fig. 8.1: -r1 output ROOT figure

8.1.2 −r2: unbinned bootstrap
$ clumpy_jeansChi2 -r2 $CLUMPY/data/data_vel.txt output/stat_bootstrap.dat $CLUMPY/data/
˓→params_jeans.txt 0.05 100
performs an Bootstrap (100 samples) unbinned Jeans analysis of the velocity data CLUMPY/data/data_vel.txt.
Note: Above example takes about 20 minutes to run.
The result can be again visualised with the -s8 module of the clumpy executable (see Section 7.4):
$ clumpy -s8 -i clumpy_params_s8.txt --gSTAT_FILES=output/stat_bootstrap.dat
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Fig. 8.2: -r2 output ROOT figures

8.2 executable jeansMCMC
Jeans analysis with GreAT MCMC engine (only if GreAT is installed, see Download and Installation).
For example, to run MCMCs analysis on 𝜎p data from $CLUMPY/data/data_sigmap.txt, execute:
$ clumpy_jeansMCMC -r $CLUMPY/data/data_sigmap.txt output/stat_example.root output/stat_
˓→exampleAna.root 10000 8 $CLUMPY/data/params_jeans.txt 0.05
This analysis executes eight chains with 10000 trial points each, using a numeric accuracy of 5%. The output figure is:
This figure can also be later visualised with the -s2 module of the clumpy executable (see Section 7.4).
The result of the analysis can then be further processed with the functions of the statistical module according to Section
7.4. For example:
$ clumpy -s8 -D
$ clumpy -s8 -i clumpy_params_s8.txt --gSTAT_FILES=output/stat_example.dat

Note: While clumpy_jeansMCMC allows to process several chains sequencially, it is recommended to process several
chains in parallel and to afterwards combine the output .dat files manually. This also allows for a manual sanity check
of each chain using the -s2 module before combination.
The output of these commands are interactive ROOT displays (ROOT canvas and objects can be straightforwardly saved
in many formats, e.g., eps, jpeg, etc.), ASCII, ROOT, or FITS files.

8.2. executable jeansMCMC
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Fig. 8.3: MCMC results output ROOT figures processed with -s8 option
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CHAPTER

NINE

INPUT PARAMETERS: UNITS AND DEFINITION

9.1 Cosmological parameters
Parameter
Unit Comment
gCOSMO_DELTA0
−
Overdensity factor at 𝑧 = 0; −1 for original kBRYANNORMAN98 description
gCOSMO_FLAG_DELTA_REF
−
Reference density of the overdensity factor, see Overdensity \Delta(z) descriptions
for possible keywords
gCOSMO_HUBBLE
−
Present-day (𝑧
=
0) normalized Hubble expansion rate ℎ
=
𝐻0 /(100km s−1 Mpc−1 )
gCOSMO_N_S
−
Scalar spectral index 𝑛𝑠 of primordial perturbations
gCOSMO_OMEGA0_M
−
Present-day Dark and Baryonic Mass, Ωm,0 = 𝜚m,0 /𝜚c,0
gCOSMO_OMEGA0_B
−
Present-day Baryonic Mass, Ωb,0 = 𝜚b,0 /𝜚c,0
gCOSMO_OMEGA0_K
−
Curvature Ωk,0 , only to be used with -e0 option.
gCOSMO_SIGMA8
−
Fluctuation amplitude 𝜎8 at 8 ℎ−1 Mpc
gCOSMO_T0
K
Present-day CMB photon temperature, 𝑇0
gCOSMO_TAU_REIO
−
Reioization optical depth, 𝜏reio
gCOSMO_WDE
−
Dark energy equation of state exponent

9.2 Dark Matter global parameters
Parameter
Unit
Comment
gDM_IS_IDM
−
If True, switches on self-interacting DM halo mass function cut-off from .
gDM_KMAX
ℎ Mpc−1𝑘max /ℎ of matter power spectrum (preferred over 𝑘max from 𝑃lin file for value != -1)
gDM_KMAX_SIGMA_CUTOFF
−
Smoothness of the 𝑃lin (𝑘) log-sigmoid cut-off
gDM_LOGCDELTA_STDDEV
−
Width of log-normal 𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ ) distribution (value 0 corresponds to a Dirac distribution)
gDM_RHOHALOES_TO_RHOMEAN
−
Fraction of 𝜚m bound into DM haloes
(︁ −26 3 −1 )︁
(︀ 𝑚𝜒 )︀
cm s
3
gDM_RHOSAT
M⊙ /kpcDM
saturation density, 𝜌sat ≈ 3 × 1018 100 GeV
× 10 ⟨𝜎𝑣⟩
≈
1019 M⊙ kpc−3 : high central density not sustainable as overcome by DM annihilations
gDM_SUBS_MMIN M⊙
Minimal mass of DM subhaloes, 𝑚min
gDM_SUBS_MMAXFRAC
−
Maximal mass of subhaloes in the host halo: 𝑚max = gDM_SUBS_MMAXFRAC × 𝑀host
gDM_SUBS_NUMBEROFLEVELS
−
Number of multilevel substructures (no effect for DM decay)
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9.3 Milky-Way DM total and clump parameters
Note: Use gMW_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE = kHOST, or gMW_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE = kHOST, or any of their shape
parameters (e.g., gMW_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 = kHOST) to take the same value as for the Milky Way halo total DM
density, gMW_TOT_FLAG_PROFILE/gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS_0,1,2.

Parameter
gMW_TOT_FLAG_PROFILE

Unit
−

gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS_0−
gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS_1−
gMW_TOT_SHAPE_PARAMS_2−
gMW_TOT_RSCALE
kpc
gMW_RMAX
kpc
gMW_RSOL
kpc
gMW_RHOSOL
GeV/cm3

Parameter
gMW_TRIAXIAL_IS
gMW_TRIAXIAL_AXES_0
gMW_TRIAXIAL_AXES_1
gMW_TRIAXIAL_AXES_2
gMW_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_0
gMW_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_1
gMW_TRIAXIAL_ROTANGLES_2

Unit
−
−
−
−
deg
deg
deg

Comment
Density profile of total Galactic DM halo. See Section 10.2 for possible
keywords
Shape parameter 1 of total Galactic DM halo density profile
Shape parameter 2 of total Galactic DM halo density profile
Shape parameter 3 of total Galactic DM halo density profile
Scale radius of total Dark Matter halo density profile
Outer bound of the DM halo
Sun’s distance from the Galactic center, 𝑅⊙
Local Dark Matter density, 𝜌⊙ = 𝜌tot (𝑅⊙ )

Comment
Triaxial halo (True or False). See Triaxial profiles for details
1st axis ratio 𝑎 of triaxial halo (if no rotation angle, major along x-axis)
2nd axis ratio 𝑏 of triaxial halo
3rd axis ratio 𝑐 of triaxial halo (if no rotation angle, minor along z-axis)
1st rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−180∘ , 180∘ ]
2nd rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−90∘ , 90∘ ]
3rd rotation angle of triaxial halo, [−180∘ , 180∘ ]

Parameter
Unit
gMW_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE
−
gMW_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 −
gMW_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_1 −
gMW_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_2 −
gMW_SUBS_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA−

Comment
Halo profile of subhaloes. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
Shape parameter 1 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 2 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 3 of subhaloes density profile
Mass-concentration model of subhaloes. See Mass-concentration relations for possible keywords
gMW_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE−
d𝒫/d𝑉 profile of subhalo distribution in host. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
gMW_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gMW_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gMW_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gMW_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
−
Ratio of scale radius of d𝒫/d𝑉 profile to 𝑟s of host density profile
gMW_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE
−
Slope 𝛼𝑚 of power-law subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚 ∝ 𝑚−𝛼𝑚
gMW_SUBS_M1
M⊙ Mass 𝑚1
gMW_SUBS_M2
M⊙ Mass 𝑚2
gMW_SUBS_N_INM1M2
−
Number of subhaloes with masses between 𝑚1 and 𝑚2
gMW_SUBS_TABULATED_IS
−
If true, use tabulated (evolved) sub properties
gMW_SUBS_TABULATED_CMIN_OF_R
−
File for minimal 𝑐(𝑟gal ) after tidal effects
gMW_SUBS_TABULATED_LCRIT −
File for 𝑙crit for evolved subhalo properties
gMW_SUBS_TABULATED_RTIDAL_TO_RS
−
File for 𝑟tidal /𝑟𝑠 for evolved subhalos
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9.4 Extragalactic DM total and clump parameters
Note:
Use gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE = kHOST or any of its shape parameters (e.g.,
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 = kHOST) to take the same value as for the halos’ total DM density description, gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_PROFILE/gEXTRAGAL_SHAPE_PARAMS_0,1,2.

Parameter
Unit Comment
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_PROFILE−
Dark Matter halo density profile. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
gEXTRAGAL_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of cosmic DM halo density profile
gEXTRAGAL_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of cosmic DM halo density profile
gEXTRAGAL_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of cosmic DM halo density profile
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA
−
Mass-concentration model of cosmic DM field halos. See Mass-concentration
relations for possible keywords
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA_LIST
−
List of mass-concentration models. See Mass-concentration relations for possible keywords to be parsed separated by commas.

Parameter
Unit Comment
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_MASSFUNCTION
−
Halo mass function multiplicity function, 𝑓 (𝜎, 𝑧), Eq. (6.10). See Halo mass
functions {\rm d}n/{\rm d}M for possible keywords
gEXTRAGAL_IDM_MHALFMODE M⊙ Interacting DM (IDM) half-mode mass of cut-off
gEXTRAGAL_IDM_ALPHA
−
IDM cut-off parameter 𝛼
gEXTRAGAL_IDM_BETA
−
IDM cut-off parameter 𝛽
gEXTRAGAL_IDM_GAMMA
−
IDM cut-off parameter 𝛾
gEXTRAGAL_IDM_DELTA
−
IDM cut-off parameter 𝛿
gEXTRAGAL_HMF_SMALLSCALE_DPDM_SLOPE
−
Force halo mass function slope to be steeper than value 𝛼𝑀 (> 0, option
switched off for value -1)
gEXTRAGAL_HMF_SMALLSCALE_DPDM_MLIM
M⊙ Set mass below which halo mass function slope 𝛼𝑀 is enforced

Parameter
Unit Comment
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA
−
Mass-concentration model of subhalos inside field halos. See Massconcentration relations for possible keywords
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE
−
d𝒫/d𝑉 profile of subhalo distribution in host. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
−
Ratio of scale radius of d𝒫/d𝑉 profile to 𝑟s of host density profile
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE −
Slope 𝛼𝑚 of power-law subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚 ∝ 𝑚−𝛼𝑚
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE_LIST
−
Comma-separated list of slopes of subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚
gEXTRAGAL_SUBS_MASSFRACTION−
Fraction of host halo mass bound in subhaloes
gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_ABSORPTIONPROFILE
− EBL absorption profile. See EBL \gamma-ray attenuation models for
possible keywords

9.4. Extragalactic DM total and clump parameters
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9.5 External lists with specified objects
Parameter
gLIST_HALOES

Unit Comment
−
Text file defining halo properties for J-factor calculations. See Format of halo
definition files for details
gLIST_HALOES_JEANS
−
Text file defining halo properties for Jeans analysis. See Format of halo definition
files for details
gLIST_HALONAME
−
Select a halo by name from above lists for analysis or drawing into 2D skymap
gLIST_HALOES_NODES
−
Node list of numerical halo definition(s). See Section 6.5.5 for details
gLIST_HALOES_NODES_RSCALE
−
Scale radius in units as of halo(s) nodes in list. If not used, scale radius is set to
𝑟−2 .

9.6 Universal sub-clustering properties
separated into TYPE = DSPH, GALAXY (but not our Galaxy!), and CLUSTER-like objects.
Note: Use g[TYPE]_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE = kHOST, or g[TYPE]_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE = kHOST, or any of their
shape parameters (e.g., g[TYPE]_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 = kHOST) to take the same value as for the host halo total
density defined in gLIST_HALOES (see Format of halo definition files).

Parameter
Unit
gDSPH_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE
−
gDSPH_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 −
gDSPH_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_1 −
gDSPH_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_2 −
gDSPH_SUBS_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA
−

Comment
Density profile of subhaloes. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
Shape parameter 1 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 2 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 3 of subhaloes density profile
Mass-concentration model of subhaloes. See Mass-concentration relations for possible keywords
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE
−
d𝒫/d𝑉 profile of subhalo distribution in host. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
−
Ratio of scale radius of d𝒫/d𝑉 profile to 𝑟s of host density profile
gDSPH_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE
−
Slope 𝛼𝑚 of power-law subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚 ∝ 𝑚−𝛼𝑚
gDSPH_SUBS_MASSFRACTION
−
Fraction of host halo mass bound in subhaloes
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Parameter
Unit
gGALAXY_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE
−
gGALAXY_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 −
gGALAXY_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_1 −
gGALAXY_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_2 −
gGALAXY_SUBS_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA
−

Comment
Density profile of subhaloes. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
Shape parameter 1 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 2 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 3 of subhaloes density profile
Mass-concentration model of subhaloes. See Mass-concentration relations for possible keywords
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE
−
d𝒫/d𝑉 profile of subhalo distribution in host. See Section 10.2 for
possible keywords
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
−
Ratio of scale radius of d𝒫/d𝑉 profile to 𝑟s of host density profile
gGALAXY_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE
−
Slope 𝛼𝑚 of power-law subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚 ∝ 𝑚−𝛼𝑚
gGALAXY_SUBS_MASSFRACTION
−
Fraction of host halo mass bound in subhaloes

Parameter
Unit
gCLUSTER_SUBS_FLAG_PROFILE −
gCLUSTER_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_0 −
gCLUSTER_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_1 −
gCLUSTER_SUBS_SHAPE_PARAMS_2 −
gCLUSTER_SUBS_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA
−

Comment
Density profile of subhaloes. See Section 10.2 for possible keywords
Shape parameter 1 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 2 of subhaloes density profile
Shape parameter 3 of subhaloes density profile
Mass-concentration model of subhaloes. See Mass-concentration relations for possible keywords
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDV_FLAG_PROFILE
−
d𝒫/d𝑉 profile of subhalo distribution in host. See Section 10.2 for
possible keywords
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_0
−
Shape parameter 1 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_1
−
Shape parameter 2 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDV_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
−
Shape parameter 3 of d𝒫/d𝑉 distribution profile
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
−
Ratio of scale radius of d𝒫/d𝑉 profile to 𝑟s of host density profile
gCLUSTER_SUBS_DPDM_SLOPE
−
Slope 𝛼𝑚 of power-law subhalo mass spectrum d𝒫/d𝑚 ∝ 𝑚−𝛼𝑚
gCLUSTER_SUBS_MASSFRACTION −
Fraction of host halo mass bound in subhaloes

9.7 Particle physics parameters
Parameter
gPP_BR
gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL

Unit
−
−

Comment
List of branching channel ratios, see Section 6.4.3
Spectrum model. See \gamma and \nu particle spectra for possible
keywords
gPP_DM_ANNIHIL_DELTA
−
𝛿 = 2 for a Majorana, 𝛿 = 4 for a Dirac particle
gPP_DM_ANNIHIL_SIGMAV_CM3PERScm3 /s Velocity averaged annihilation cross section
gPP_DM_DECAY_LIFETIME_S
s
Decay lifetime
gPP_DM_IS_ANNIHIL_OR_DECAY −
DM model (False: Decay, True: Annihilation)
gPP_DM_MASS_GEV
GeV
DM particle mass
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA12_DEG
deg
Neutrino mixing angle 1, 𝜃12
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA13_DEG
deg
Neutrino mixing angle 2, 𝜃13
gPP_NUMIXING_THETA23_DEG
deg
Neutrino mixing angle 3, 𝜃23

9.7. Particle physics parameters
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9.8 Statistical analysis of single halo
Parameter
gSTAT_CL
gSTAT_CL_LIST
gSTAT_DATAFILES
gSTAT_FILES
gSTAT_ID_LIST
gSTAT_IS_LOGL_OR_CHI2
gSTAT_MODE
gSTAT_N_REALIZATIONS
gSTAT_RKPC_FOR_MR

Unit
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Comment
Confidence level percentage for which to search the min/max
List of x% confidence levels to be drawn
Data on which to superimpose the median + confidence levels
Statistical analysis file or file containing filenames
Identifiers of parameters to plot
Analysis file contains log-likelihood (True) or 𝜒2 -test (False)
Mode: 0: PDF, 1: 𝜒2 -test, 2: both, 3: mean & dispersion
Number of samples on which mean value is based
If 1: plot M(rkpc_for_mr) instead of 1st ID parameter

9.9 Simulation parameters
Parameter
gSIM_ALPHAINT_DEG

Unit Comment
deg Spatial J-factor integration angle 𝛼int corresponding to the solid angle ∆Ω =
2𝜋[1 − cos(𝛼int )]
gSIM_ALPHAINT_MIN_DEGdeg Minimum 𝛼int value for 1D calculations
gSIM_ALPHAINT_MAX_DEGdeg Maximum 𝛼int value for 1D calculations

Parameter
Unit Comment
gSIM_IS_WRITE_FLUXMAPS
−
If True, calculate gamma-ray and/or neutrino fluxes. Option for both 1D and 2D
calculations
gSIM_FLUX_IS_INTEG_OR_DIFF
−
Flux either differential (False) or integrated (True)
gSIM_FLUX_AT_E_GEV GeV Energy of differential flux
gSIM_FLUX_EMIN_GEV GeV Lower limit for integrated flux
gSIM_FLUX_EMAX_GEV GeV Upper limit for integrated flux
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_NUFLAVOUR
−
Considered neutrino flavour. See Neutrino flavours for possible keywords
gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE
−
Considered final state particle. See Standard-model final states for possible keywords
gSIM_GAUSSBEAM_GAMMA_FWHM_DEG
deg FWHM of Gaussian beam of gamma-ray telescope. Value -1 disables smoothing.
The smoothed J-factor and/or flux maps are saved in their own third FITS extension
gSIM_GAUSSBEAM_NEUTRINO_FWHM_DEG
deg FWHM of Gaussian beam of neutrino telescope, same as above for a second angular
resolution

Parameter
Unit Comment
gSIM_HEALPIX_FITS_DATATYPE
−
HEALPix datatype (FLOAT32 or FLOAT64)
gSIM_HEALPIX_ITER
−
Number of iterations for 𝑎ℓ𝑚 computation. See HEALPix documentation for further
details.
gSIM_HEALPIX_NLMAX_FAC
−
Factor (×𝑁side ) = maximum ℓ of 𝑎ℓ𝑚 computation for smoothing. This values must be
≤ 4. Smaller values will speed up the calculation but introduce artefacts (i.e., result in
lower accuracy)
gSIM_HEALPIX_NSIDE
−
2D skymaps HEALPix resolution 𝑁side
gSIM_HEALPIX_RING_WEIGHTS_DIR
−
Relative or absolute path to the directory containing HEALPix ring weights files for
smoothing. Set to value -1 to not use any ring weights
gSIM_HEALPIX_SCHEME
−
HEALPix scheme (RING or NESTED)
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Parameter Unit
gSIM_IS_XLOG−
gSIM_NX
−
gSIM_XPOWER−

Comment
If True, evaluate and plot points in x-axis log-scale
Number of points at which 1D calculation is done
Multiply dependent variable with power of x-axis value. This can be used, e.g., to draw a
spectral energy distribution 𝐸 2 dΦ/d𝐸

Parameter
Unit
gSIM_IS_ASTRO_OR_PP_UNITS
−
gSIM_JFACTOR
variable
gSIM_JFRACTION
−
gSIM_PHI_CUT_DEG
deg
gSIM_R_MIN
kpc
gSIM_R_MAX
kpc
gSIM_REDSHIFT
−
gSIM_SORT_CONTRAST_THRESH
−
gSIM_THETA_MIN_DEG
gSIM_THETA_MAX_DEG

deg
deg

Parameter
Unit
gSIM_PSI_OBS_DEG
deg
gSIM_THETA_OBS_DEG
deg
gSIM_THETA_ORTH_SIZE_DEG
deg
gSIM_THETA_SIZE_DEG

deg

9.9. Simulation parameters

Comment
Output units M⊙ & kpc (True) or GeV & cm (False)
Input J/D-factor for plotting flux spectrum. Unit depends on choice for
gSIM_IS_ASTRO_OR_PP_UNITS
Fraction of total spatially extended J-factor
Do not show/print haloes with 𝜑 (w.r.t. Galactic centre) < gSIM_PHI_CUT_DEG
(if list of haloes analysed)
Minimum radial coordinate for 1D profile
Maximum radial coordinate for 1D profile
Redshift 𝑧 of object(s) in the calculation
Only
print/sort
haloes
with
fraction
J_halo/J_Gal
>
gSIM_SORT_CONTRAST_THRESH (if list of haloes analysed)
Minimum 𝜃 value for 1D d𝐽/Ω or ntensity profiles
Maximum 𝜃 value for 1D d𝐽/Ω or intensity profiles

Comment
Galactic longitude coordinate of 2D field of view center
Galactic latitude coordinate of 2D field of view center
2D field of view diameter in direction orthogonal to the latitudinal extension of
the field of view
2D field of view diameter in latitudinal direction
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Parameter
Unit
Comment
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_EBL_UNCERTAINTY
−
Systematic uncertainty on EBL optical depth 𝜏
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_FLAG_GROWTHFACTOR
−
Method to compute perturbation growth factor 𝑔(𝑧), Eq. (6.11). See
Growth factor D(z) for possible keywords
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_FLAG_WINDOWFUNC
−
Spherical collapse model window function. See Window functions for possible keywords
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_KMAX_PRECOMP
ℎ Mpc−1𝑘max /ℎ of computed CDM power spectrum
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_IS_DELTA_HMF_FROM_PROFILE
−
If True, translate halo mass function between different overdensity factors
∆ using a defined halo profile shape (Einasto, NFW,. . . )
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_MF_SIGMA_CUTOFF
−
Smoothness of the mass function cut-off. Smoothing is done by a logsigmoid window
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_MMIN
M⊙
Minimum mass for extragalactic mass function
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_MMAX
M⊙
Maximum mass for extragalactic mass function
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_NM
−
Number of mass points to be evaluated for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_IS_MLOG
−
If True, select logarithmic mass grid for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_NM_PRECOMP −
Resolution of logarithmic mass nodes for precalculated integration grid
(number 𝑛𝑚 of nodes)
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_ZMIN
−
Minimum redshift for grid for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_ZMAX
−
Maximum redshift for grid for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_NZ
−
Number of redshift points in grid for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_IS_ZLOG
−
If True, select logarithmic redshift grid for 2D analyses in (𝑀, 𝑧) plane
gSIM_EXTRAGAL_DELTAZ_PRECOMP
−
Resolution of linear redshift nodes for precalculated integration grid (∆𝑧
between nodes)

Parameter
gSIM_EPS
gSIM_EPS_DRAWN

Unit Comment
−
Numeric precision of the simulation
−
Numeric precision of the drawn clumps (can be decreased separately, to significantly
speed up calculations)
gSIM_IS_WRITE_GALPOWERSPECTRUM
−
If True, write angular power spectrum of DM skymap. Find here an example
Jupyter-notebook of how to display the APS output.
gSIM_IS_WRITE_ROOTFILES
−
If True, write output additionally in ROOT format
gSIM_OUTPUT_DIR −
Relative or absolute path where the output files are stored. For the value -1, files will
be stored in the current directory
gSIM_SEED
−
Random generator seed. If set to zero, seed is chosen from computer clock
gSIM_USER_RSE
−
Contrast level (in percent) above which substructures are resolved in 2D calculations.
Key quantity of CLUMPY, see the first CLUMPY paper and Mean and variance
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TEN

KEYWORDS FOR INGREDIENT SELECTION

The following lists contain all choices for non-numeric keyword values of various input parameters:

10.1 Overdensity Δ(𝑧) descriptions
Possible keyword choices for the gCOSMO_FLAG_DELTA_REF parameter.
KeyDescription
word
kRHO_CRIT∆(𝑧) = ∆crit
kRHO_MEAN∆(𝑧) = ∆crit × Ωm (𝑧)
kBRYANNORMAN98
Using the formula by for a flat Universe

Note: ∆crit is the constant overdensity factor set via the gCOSMO_DELTA0 input parameter. See also Section 6.7,
Cosmology (cosmo.h).
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10.2 Profiles 𝜌DM and d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉
Possible keyword choices for gXXX_FLAG_PROFILE variables:
Keyword
kHOST

Description
Enforce the DM subhalo profile (or spatial distribution of haloes in the host) matching
the host DM density distribution.
𝜌0
𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟0 , 𝜌0 ) = (︁
)︁ [︂ (︁ )︁2 ]︂ , with 𝑟−2 ≈ 1.5213797068 × 𝑟0 and 𝜌0 = 𝜌(𝑟 =

kBURKERT

1+ 𝑟𝑟

0

× 1+

𝑟
𝑟0

0).
{︁
[︁(︁
)︁𝛼
]︁}︁
𝑟
𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟−2 , 𝜌−2 ; 𝛼) = 𝜌−2 exp − 𝛼2
−1
𝑟−2
]︂}︂
{︂
[︂(︁ )︁
1/𝑛
𝑟
− 1 , with 𝑑𝑛 ≈ 3𝑛 − 31 + 0.0079
(see
𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟e , 𝜌e ; 𝑛) = 𝜌e exp −𝑑𝑛 × 𝑟e
𝑛
(︁ )︁𝑛
) and 𝑟−2 = 𝑟e × 𝑑2𝑛𝑛
(︁
)︁−1/𝛼
𝛽−𝛾
2 𝛼 × 𝜌s
𝛽−2
𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟s , 𝜌s ; 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) =
. Note
𝛽−𝛾 , with 𝑟−2 = 𝑟s ×
2−𝛾
𝛾
𝛼
( 𝑟𝑟s ) ×[1+( 𝑟𝑟s ) ] 𝛼
that we use the description where 𝜌s = 𝜌(𝑟s ).

kEINASTO
kEINASTO_N

kZHAO

𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟200 ; 𝑎𝑐, 𝛼, 𝛽) ∝

kDPDV_GAO04

(︁
)︁𝛽−3 [︁
(︁
)︁𝛼 ]︁
(1+𝑎𝑐) 𝑟 𝑟
𝛽+𝑎𝑐(𝛽−𝛼) 𝑟 𝑟
200
200
[︁
(︁
)︁𝛼 ]︁2
1+𝑎𝑐 𝑟 𝑟

To use only to describe

200

d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 .
kDPDV_SIGMOID_EINASTO Returns sigmoid(𝑟) {︁× 𝜌EINASTO
fitted on phat-ELVIS simulation 𝜌(𝑟) =
[︁(︁ )︁𝛼 (𝑟) ]︁}︁
2
𝑟
𝐴
− 1 , using the phat-ELVIS catalogue (courtesy
× exp − 𝛼 𝑟𝑒
𝑟−𝑟
1+exp(− 𝑟𝑐 0 )
of Kelley & Bullock).
(︁ )︁
(︀ )︀1/𝛼
kDPDV_SPRINGEL08_ANTIBIASED
𝜌 (𝑟 | 𝑟e , 𝜌e ; 𝛼) = 𝑟𝑟e × 𝜌EINASTO (𝑟, 𝑟e , 𝜌e , 𝛼), with 𝑟−2 = 23
𝑟e . To use only
to describe d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 .
kDPDV_SPRINGEL08_FIT
kDPDV_PIERI11
kISHIYAMA14
kNODES

𝜌sub
𝜌tot

[︁
(︁ )︁
(︁ )︁]︁
(𝑟 | 𝑟50 ; 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = exp 𝛾 + 𝛽 ln 𝑟𝑟50 + 0.5𝛼 ln2 𝑟𝑟50 , use 𝛼 = 0.36, 𝛽 =

0.87, 𝛾 = 1.31. To use only to describe d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 .
𝜌s)︁(︁
)︁ , with the bias radius 𝑟b computed accord𝜌sub (𝑟 | 𝑟s , 𝜌s ; 𝑟b ) = 𝑟𝑟bs (︁
2
1+( 𝑟𝑟s )
1+ 𝑟𝑟
b
ing Eq. A10 in .
NFW profile with a mass dependent inner slope 𝛾 = −0.123 log(𝑀vir /10−6 𝑀⊙ ) +
1.461 if 𝛼 > 1, or set to 1 otherwise. To use only to describe (subhalo) density profiles.
Numerical profile provided by node points as described in Section 6.5.5. The integer
shape parameter 𝛼 is used to select the numerical profile out of several simultaneously
provided.

Note: All above profiles are spherically symmetric as a function of the radial coordinate 𝑟. Additionally, they depend
on a characteristic scale length, a density normalisation1 , and up to three dimensionless shape parameters. In the above
notation,
𝜌 = 𝜌 ( 𝑟 | scale length, density normalisation; shape parameters) .
• A triaxial distortion can be applied to all profiles as explained in Section 6.5.4.
• For the Milky Way halo, the scale length and density normalisation are set via the Sun’s distance from the Galactic
1

Despite the profiles only used to describe d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 , where the normalisation is automatically chosen such that
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centre and the local DM density,
gMW_RSOL and gMW_RHOSOL.
For kNODES numerical profile, gMW_RHOSOL can be set to -1 and the absolute values from the input node points
are used to describe the halo profile and the local DM density. Note that gMW_TOT_RSCALE is meaningless in
this case.
• User-defined extragalactic or dSph haloes are defined in a definition file (as, e.g., the template file $CLUMPY/
data/list_generic.txt), where the scale length and density normalisation are specified as rs and rhos,
respectively.
• The shape parameters are controlled via the
gXXX_SHAPE_PARAMS_0, gXXX_SHAPE_PARAMS_1, gXXX_SHAPE_PARAMS_2
input parameters (when parsed via the command line or the global parameter file) or as #1, #2, #3 (in a halo
definition file) according to the order as above.
• The density normalisation and scale radius can also be obtained by providing the total halo mass 𝑀Δ of a halo
with the corresponding overdensity definition ∆ and a concentration-mass relation 𝑐Δ (𝑀Δ ). In CLUMPY, the
density profiles of all subhaloes are defined this way.
• Using a profile as d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 function (see Section 6.5.5) does not need a density normalisation to be provided,
as the probability distribution is internally normalised to one. The scale radii of d𝒫𝑉 /d𝑉 profiles are defined
by the user relative to the host halo scale radius, via the
gXXX_SUBS_DPDV_RSCALE_TO_RS_HOST
input variables.
See also:
Section 6.5, Halo profiles (profiles.h).

10.3 Mass-concentration relations
Possible keyword choices for gXXX_FLAG_CDELTAMDELTA variables
Warning: Be aware that different 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ parametrisations are only valid for restricted mass scales, which are
given in the table below.

Note: Various 𝑐Δ − 𝑀Δ parametrisations use the same fitting formula from ,
ln(𝑐Δ ) =

𝑛
∑︁

[︂ (︂
)︂]︂𝑖
(︂
)︂
𝑀Δ
1
𝐶𝑖 · ln
+ ln
.
𝑀⊙
1+𝑧
𝑖=0

In these cases, we provide the 𝐶𝑖 coefficients in the table below.
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Keyword
kB01_VIR
kB01_VIR_RAD
kCORREA15_PLANCK_200
kENS01_VIR
kNETO07_200
kDUFFY08F_VIR
kDUFFY08F_200
kDUFFY08F_MEAN
kETTORI10_200
kGIOCOLI12_VIR
kLUDLOW16_200
kMOLINE17_200
kPIERI11_VIALACTEA
kPIERI11_AQUARIUS
kPRADA12_200
kROCHA13_SIDM_VIR
kSANCHEZ14_200

Description
extrapolation down to any mass range. 𝐶𝑖 = {−4.34, 0.0384, −3.91×10−4 , −2.2×
10−6 , −5.5 × 10−7 }
adaption of Bullock et al. (2001) with radial dependence.
Only for extragalactic haloes and Planck cosmology.
extrapolation down any mass range. 𝐶𝑖 = {3.14, −0.018, −4.1 × 10−4 }
)︁−0.11
(︁
× (1 + 𝑧)−1 [their Eq. 5].
valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ . 𝑐200 = 4.67 × 10𝑀14200
𝑀⊙
(︁
)︁𝐵
𝑀vir
, ∆ = ∆vir (𝑧): valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ . 𝑐vir = 𝐴 2×10
(1 + 𝑧)𝐶 [see their
12 𝑀
⊙
Table 1 for A, B, C].
, ∆ = 200: valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ .
, ∆ = 200 × Ωmean (𝑧): valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ .
(︁
)︁−0.1
valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ 𝑐200 = 100.62 × 10𝑀15200
× (1 + 𝑧)−1 [see their Eq.
𝑀⊙
5].
extrapolation down to any mass range.
Only for extragalactic haloes and Planck cosmology.
, Eq. (6): improvement on & Prada (2014) for Galactic subhalos accounting for spatial
dependence of subhalos in field halos.
, Eq.(11): extrapolation down to any mass range, inspired by Via Lactea II simulation
results (also has an explicit spatial dependence).
extrapolation down to any mass range, inspired by Aquarius simulation results (also
has an explicit spatial dependence).
, Eqs.(12-17,19-23): valid for 𝑀 > 108 𝑀⊙ .
.
extrapolation down to any mass range. 𝐶𝑖 = {37.5153, −1.5093, 1.636 ×
10−2 , 3.66 × 10−4 , −2. × 10−5 , 5.32 × 10−7 }

See also:
Section 6.6.2; see Fig. 6.12 for a comparison of the various concentration-mass relations.

10.4 Halo mass functions d𝑛/d𝑀
Possible keyword choices for the gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_MASSFUNCTION parameter.
Keyword
Description
kTINKER08 mass function with redshift dependence
kTINKER08_Nnormalised mass function
kTINKER10 normalised mass function with redshift dependence
kBOCQUET16_HYDRO
hydro mass function with redshift dependence
kBOCQUET16_DMONLY
DM-only mass function with redshift dependence
kJENKINS01 mass function
kSHETHTORMEN99
mass function
kPRESSSCHECHTER74
Original mass function
kRODRIGUEZPUEBLA16_PLANCK
mass function
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See also:
Section 6.7, Cosmology (cosmo.h).

10.5 EBL 𝛾-ray attenuation models
Possible keyword choices for the gEXTRAGAL_FLAG_ABSORPTIONPROFILE variable:
Keyword
kNOEBL or -1
kFRANCESCHINI08

Description
Disables any EBL absorption ( 𝜏 (𝐸, 𝑧) ≡ 0 )

kFRANCESCHINI17
kFINKE10
kDOMINGUEZ11_REF
kDOMINGUEZ11_LO
kDOMINGUEZ11_UP
kGILMORE12_FIDUCIAL
kGILMORE12_FIXED
kINOUE13_REF
kINOUE13_LO
kINOUE13_UP

, fiducial model
, lower limit on 𝜏
, upper limit on 𝜏
, fiducial model
, fixed model
, fiducial model
, lower limit on 𝜏
, upper limit on 𝜏

See also:
Section 6.1, \gamma-ray and neutrino fluxes and Section 6.7, Cosmology (cosmo.h).

10.6 𝛾 and 𝜈 particle spectra
Possible keyword choices for the gPP_FLAG_SPECTRUMMODEL variable:
Keyword
kBERGSTROM98
kTASITSIOMI02
kBRINGMANN08
kCIRELLI11_EW
kCIRELLI11_NOEW

Description
1.5
⟨d𝑁𝛾 /d𝐸𝛾 ⟩SUSY = 0.73/𝑚𝜒 exp(−7.8𝑥)/𝑥
with 𝑥 = 𝐸/𝑚𝜒
[︀
]︀
SUSY
⟨d𝑁𝛾 /d𝐸𝛾 ⟩
= (1/𝑚𝜒 ) × 10/3 − 5/4 𝑥0.5 − 5/2 𝑥−0.5 + 5/12 𝑥−1.5 with
𝑥 = 𝐸/𝑚𝜒
d𝑁𝛾SUSY−IC /d𝐸𝛾 , internal bremsstrahlung contribution (here for a pure Higgsino or
Wino).
d𝑁𝛾, 𝜈, 𝑝,
¯ ... /d𝐸 from PPPC 4 DM ID (depends on the branching ratios).
same as above, but without electro-weak corrections.

Note: When choosing kCIRELLI11_EW/kCIRELLI11_NOEW, it is additionally possible/necessary to select one of the
following options:
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• SM model final state under investigation via the parameter gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE (see Keywords
for possible final states). Note that this parameter must be set to gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE = kGAMMA for
all other spectral models listed in the table above.
• Neutrino (physics) details, in case gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE = kNEUTRINO is chosen: Besides the mixing angles of neutrino oscillation (see Section 6.4.4), the neutrino species under consideration has to be specified
via the gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_NUFLAVOUR variable (see Keywords for neutrino flavours).
See also:
Section 6.4.4.

10.7 Growth factor 𝐷(𝑧)
Possible keyword choices for the gSIM_EXTRAGAL_FLAG_GROWTHFACTOR parameter:
Keyword
Description
kPKZ_FROMFILE
Compute directly 𝑃lin (𝑘, 𝑧). If no precomputed files exist, by default, CLASS is called for the computation
kCARROLL92 Use the approximation by
kHEATH77
Compute the rigorous integral according to

See also:
Section 6.7, Cosmology (cosmo.h).

10.8 Window functions
Possible keyword choices for the gSIM_EXTRAGAL_FLAG_WINDOWFUNC parameter:
Keyword
kTOP_HAT
kGAUSS
kSHARP_K

Description
Spherical top-hat window (sharp window in physical space)
Gaussian window (in physical space)
Sharp window in 𝑘-space

See also:
Section 6.7, Cosmology (cosmo.h).
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10.9 Neutrino flavours
Possible keyword choices for the gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_NUFLAVOUR parameter.
Keyword
kNUE
kNUMU
kNUTAU

Description
𝜈𝑒 , electron neutrinos
𝜈𝜇 , muon neutrinos
𝜈𝜏 , tau neutrinos

See also:
Section 6.4.4.

10.10 Standard-model final states
Possible keyword choices for the gSIM_FLUX_FLAG_FINALSTATE variable:
Keyword
kGAMMA
kNEUTRINO
kANTIPROTON
kPOSITRON
kELECTRON

Description
𝛾-rays
neutrinos
anti-protons, 𝑝¯
positrons, 𝑒+
electrons, 𝑒−

See also:
Section 6.4.4.
For the Jeans analysis, the following keywords can be chosen in the syntax of the gLIST_HALOES_JEANS file:

10.11 Anisotropy profiles 𝛽ani (𝑟)
Possible keyword choices for the anisotropy profile to be set in the file gLIST_HALOES_JEANS (no named variable):
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Keyword

Anisotropy 𝛽anis (𝑟)

Kernel 𝒦(𝑢, 𝑢𝑎 ) to
solve Eq.
(6.14)
2
=
𝐼(𝑅)𝜎
(𝑅)
𝑝
√
1−𝑢−2
+
1−2𝛽0

𝑓 (𝑟) to solve Eq. (6.12)
= 𝜈(𝑟)𝑣¯𝑟2 (𝑟)
𝑟2𝛽0

kCONSTANT
𝛽0

Refs (for profile and/or
solution)

√

𝜋 Γ(𝛽0 −1/2) 2𝛽0 −1
𝑢
Γ(𝛽
)︀0[︀)
(︀
−
𝛽
1
−
𝐼 𝑢12 , 𝛽0
0
2

(︀ 23

+ 12 , 12

)︀]︀

with 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑏) = incomplete Beta function
kBAES

[︁
(︁ )︁𝜂 ]︁2(𝛽∞ −𝛽0 )/𝜂
𝑟2𝛽0 1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑎
No analytical Kernel

𝛽0 +𝛽∞ (𝑟/𝑟𝑎 )𝜂
1+(𝑟/𝑟𝑎 )𝜂

2

kOSIPKOV𝑟2𝑟+𝑟2 (special case of
𝑎
kBAES)

(𝑢2 + 𝑢2𝑎 )(𝑢𝑎 + 1/2)
tan−1
𝑢(𝑢2𝑎 + 1)3/2
√
1 − 𝑢−2
−
2(𝑢2𝑎 + 1)

2
𝑟𝑎
+𝑟 2
2
𝑟𝑎

√︃

𝑢2 − 1
𝑢2𝑎 + 1

See also:
Section 6.8, Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h).

10.12 Light profiles
Possible keyword choices for the light profile to be set in the file gLIST_HALOES_JEANS (no named variable):

≡

Density profile 𝜌(𝑟) ≡
𝜈(𝑟)

Keyword

Surface brightness Σ(𝑅)
𝐼(𝑅)

kEXP2D

(︁
)︁
Σ0 × exp − rRc

→

Σ0
𝜋𝑟𝑐

kEXP3D

2𝜌0 𝑅 × 𝐾1

(︁ )︁

←

(︁
)︁
𝜌0 × exp − rrc

→

Σ0
𝜋𝑟𝑐

kKING2D Σ0 ×

[︂ (︁

1+

𝑅
𝑟𝑐

R2
r2
c

)︁−1/2
]︂2

× 𝐾0

→

3Σ0
4𝜋𝑟𝑐3

{︂
[︂(︁ )︁ 1 ]︂}︂
n
kSERSIC2DΣ0 ×exp −bn rRc
−1

→

− 𝜋1

←

𝜌0 ×

c

with 𝑏𝑛 =
0.009876/𝑛
∫︀ ∞
kZHAO3D 2 𝑅 𝜌(𝑟) 𝑟 ×
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with

c

(︁ )︁
𝑟
𝑟𝑐

2

√
cos−1 (𝑧)/𝑧− 1−𝑧 2
2 /𝑟 2 )3/2
𝑧 2 (1+𝑟lim
𝑐
1+𝑟 2 /𝑟 2
𝑧 2 = 1+𝑟2 /𝑟𝑐2
𝑐
lim

×

(︁
)︁−1/2
r2
− 1 + rlim
2
c
(︁
)︁−2
Σ0
R2
kPLUMMER2D
𝜋r2 × 1 + r2

(︁
× 1+

∫︀ ∞
𝑟

#
References
free
param.

𝑟2
𝑟𝑐2

dΣ(𝑅)
d𝑅

2
3

)︁−5/2

× √𝑅d𝑅
2 −𝑟 2

2
3

2𝑛 − 1/3 +
√ d𝑟
𝑟 2 −𝑅2

(r/rs )−𝛾
𝛼 (𝛽−𝛾)/𝛼

[1+( rrs ) ]

5
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See also:
Section 6.8, Jeans analysis (jeans_analysis.h).

10.12. Light profiles
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

LICENSES

CLUMPY
The CLUMPY library includes a modified version of the HEALPix v3.31 C++ libraries distributed
under the GNU General Public License (GPLv2). This makes CLUMPY available under the same
license — Copyright © V. Bonnivard, A. Charbonnier, C. Combet, M. Hütten, D. Maurin and E.
Nezri (2010-2018).
CLUMPY logo
Copyright © M. Oppermann (2017), courtesy of the author’s permission under the CC BY-NC-ND
license.
GSL
The GNU Scientific Library (GSL) is a numerical library for C and C++ programmers. It is free
software under the GNU General Public License.
CFITSIO
Copyright (Unpublished-all rights reserved under the copyright laws of the United States), U.S. Government as represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
No copyright is claimed in the United States under Title 17, U.S. Code. Permission to freely use,
copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation without fee is hereby granted, provided that this copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty appears in all copies — CFITSIO was
developed by Dr. William D. Pence, Astronomical Data Analysis Software and Systems VIII, ASP
Conference Series, Vol. 172 (1999).
HEALPix
The HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelisation) is distributed under the GNU
GPLv2 — Gorski et al., ApJ 622, 759 (2005).
ROOT CERN
The ROOT system is being made available under the LGPLv3, which allows ROOT to be used in a
wide range of open and closed environments.
GreAT
The GreAT library is available from GitLab — Putze and Derome, PDU 5, 29 (2014).
Doxygen
The doxygen system is licensed under the GNU General Public License v2 — Copyright © 19972016 by Dimitri van Heesch.
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